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Abstract 
 
Road traffic crashes have emerged as a major health problem around the world. Road 
crash fatalities and injuries have been reduced significantly in developed countries, but 
they are still an issue in low and middle-income countries. The World Health Organization 
(WHO, 2009) estimates that the death toll from road crashes in low- and middle-income 
nations is more than 1 million people per year, or about 90% of the global road toll, even 
though these countries only account for 48% of the world’s vehicles. Furthermore, it is 
estimated that approximately 265,000 people die every year in road crashes in South Asian 
countries and Pakistan stands out with 41,494 approximately deaths per year. Pakistan has 
the highest rate of fatalities per 100,000 population in the region and its road crash fatality 
rate of 25.3 per 100,000 population is more than three times that of Australia’s. High 
numbers of road crashes not only cause pain and suffering to the population at large, but 
are also a serious drain on the country’s economy, which Pakistan can ill-afford.  
Most studies identify human factors as the main set of contributing factors to road 
crashes, well ahead of road environment and vehicle factors. In developing countries 
especially, attention and resources are required in order to improve things such as vehicle 
roadworthiness and poor road infrastructure. However, attention to human factors is also 
critical. Human factors which contribute to crashes include high risk behaviours like 
speeding and drink driving, and neglect of protective behaviours such as helmet wearing 
and seat belt wearing. Much research has been devoted to the attitudes, beliefs and 
perceptions which contribute to these behaviours and omissions, in order to develop 
interventions aimed at increasing safer road use behaviours and thereby reducing crashes. 
However, less progress has been made in addressing human factors contributing to crashes 
in developing countries as compared to the many improvements in road environments and 
vehicle standards, and this is especially true of fatalistic beliefs and behaviours. This is a 
significant omission, since in different cultures in developing countries there are strong 
worldviews in which predestination persists as a central idea, i.e. that one’s life (and death) 
and other events have been mapped out and are predetermined.  
       Fatalism refers to a particular way in which people regard the events that occur 
in their lives, usually expressed as a belief that an individual does not have personal 
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control over circumstances and that their lives are determined through a divine or powerful 
external agency (Hazen & Ehiri, 2006). These views are at odds with the dominant themes 
of modern health promotion movements, and present significant challenges for health 
advocates who aim to avert road crashes and diminish their consequences. The limited 
literature on fatalism reveals that it is not a simple concept, with religion, culture, 
superstition, experience, education and degree of perceived control of one’s life all being 
implicated in accounts of fatalism. One distinction in the literature that seems promising is 
the distinction between empirical and theological fatalism, although there are areas of 
uncertainty about how well-defined the distinction between these types of fatalism is.  
Research into road safety in Pakistan is scarce, as is the case for other South Asian 
countries. From the review of the literature conducted, it is clear that the descriptions given 
of the different belief systems in developing countries including Pakistan are not entirely 
helpful for health promotion purposes and that further research is warranted on the 
influence of fatalism, superstition and other related beliefs in road safety. Based on the 
information available, a conceptual framework is developed as a means of structuring and 
focusing the research and analysis.  The framework is focused on the influence of fatalism, 
superstition, religion and culture on beliefs about crashes and road user behaviour.  
Accordingly, this research aims to provide an understanding of the operation of fatalism 
and related beliefs in Pakistan to assist in the development and implementation of effective 
and culturally appropriate interventions. The research examines the influence of fatalism, 
superstition, religious and cultural beliefs on risky road use in Pakistan and is guided by 
three research questions:  
1. What are the perceptions of road crash causation in Pakistan, in particular the role 
of fatalism, superstition, religious and cultural beliefs? 
2. How does fatalism, superstition, and religious and cultural beliefs influence road 
user behaviour in Pakistan? 
3. Do fatalism, superstition, and religious and cultural beliefs work as obstacles to 
road safety interventions in Pakistan? 
To address these questions, a qualitative research methodology was developed. The 
research focused on gathering data through individual in-depth interviewing using a semi-
structured interview format. A sample of 30 participants was interviewed in Pakistan in the 
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cities of Lahore, Rawalpindi and Islamabad. The participants included policy makers (with 
responsibility for traffic law), experienced police officers, religious orators, professional 
drivers (truck, bus and taxi) and general drivers selected through a combination of 
purposive, criterion and snowball sampling. The transcripts were translated from Urdu and 
analysed using a thematic analysis approach guided by the conceptual framework.  
The findings were divided into four areas: attribution of crash causation to fatalism; 
attribution of road crashes to beliefs about superstition and malicious acts; beliefs about 
road crash causation linked to popular concepts of religion; and implications for behaviour, 
safety and enforcement. 
Fatalism was almost universally evident, and expressed in a number of ways.  Fate 
was used to rationalise fatal crashes using the argument that the people killed were 
destined to die that day, one way or another.  Related to this was the sense of either not 
being fully in control of the vehicle, or not needing to take safety precautions, because 
crashes were predestined anyway.  A variety of superstitious-based crash attributions and 
coping methods to deal with road crashes were also found, such as belief in the role of the 
evil eye in contributing to road crashes and the use of black magic by rivals or enemies as 
a crash cause. There were also beliefs related to popular conceptions of religion, such as 
the role of crashes as a test of life or a source of martyrdom.  However, superstitions did 
not appear to be an alternative to religious beliefs. Fate appeared as the ‘default attribution’ 
for a crash when all other explanations failed to account for the incident. This pervasive 
belief was utilised to justify risky road use behaviour and to resist messages about 
preventive measures.  There was a strong religious underpinning to the statement of 
fatalistic beliefs (this reflects popular conceptions of Islam rather than scholarly 
interpretations), but also an overlap with superstitious and other culturally and religious-
based beliefs which have longer-standing roots in Pakistani culture.    
A particular issue which is explored in more detail is the way in which these beliefs 
and their interpretation within Pakistani society contributed to poor police reporting of 
crashes. The pervasive nature of fatalistic beliefs in Pakistan affects road user behaviour by 
supporting continued risk taking behaviour on the road, and by interfering with public 
health messages about behaviours which would reduce the risk of traffic crashes.  The 
widespread influence of these beliefs on the ways that people respond to traffic crashes 
and the death of family members contribute to low crash reporting rates and to a system 
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which appears difficult to change. Fate also appeared to be a major contributing factor to 
non-reporting of road crashes. There also appeared to be a relationship between police 
enforcement and (lack of) awareness of road rules. It also appears likely that beliefs can 
influence police work, especially in the case of road crash investigation and the 
development of strategies. 
It is anticipated that the findings could be used as a blueprint for the design of 
interventions aimed at influencing broad-spectrum health attitudes and practices among the 
communities where fatalism is prevalent. The findings have also identified aspects of 
beliefs that have complex social implications when designing and piloting driver 
intervention strategies. By understanding attitudes and behaviours related to fatalism, 
superstition and other related concepts, it should be possible to improve the education of 
general road users, such that they are less likely to attribute road crashes to chance, fate, or 
superstition. This study also underscores the understanding of this issue in high echelons 
of society (e.g., policy makers, senior police officers) as their role is vital in dispelling road 
users’ misconceptions about the risks of road crashes. The promotion of an evidence or 
scientifically-based approach to road user behaviour and road safety is recommended, 
along with improved professional education for police and policy makers.  
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Glossary 
 
A.S: Abbreviation of ‘Alaihissalam’ (Arabic word meaning “peace be upon him”) and 
comes after the name of a prophet, for example Isa (A.S). 
Alhamdulillah: (Arabic word) Thanks to God, all praise to God. 
Allah: God 
Ayat-ul-kursi: Name of a verse of the Quran 
Ayat ul Quran’s: Verses of the Quran 
Baba gee: Saint or pious man 
Bukhari Sharif: A book of Hadiths 
Burqa: A loose garment (usually with veiled holes for the eyes) worn by Muslim women 
Caliphs: the four most prominent civil and religious leaders of Muslims 
Chaaron quls: See ‘Quls’ 
Conductor: A junior driver in truck transport who has some years of experience working as 
helper. A senior driver allows a conductor to drive under his supervision where it is 
appropriate. 
Dopatta:  Cloak consisting of an oblong piece of cloth used to cover the head, shoulders, 
and most part of body. 
Drood:  Holy blow (blowing on a person or an object) 
Dua: to pray to God, and prays of saints, elders, poor or aggrieved. 
Evil eye: The literal translation is “malignant look”; evil eye means to look at something or 
someone with the intention of harm, wishing for something bad to happen or just having 
jealous feelings. Also if someone praises something too much (e.g. a new car) or the owner 
is too proud of it, this can bring on evil eye. 
Hadiths: Sayings of the Prophet Muhammad 
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Hajj: Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca, Saudi Arabia 
Hazrat: a title used before the name of a Prophet as a sign of respect. 
Imam-e-Zamin: A religious amulet usually used by Shia sect 
Imamah: An Islamic turban, used as a form of religious identity to  distinguish Muslims 
from non-Muslims, allow members of the faith to recognize each other, strengthen social 
ties and give a sense of group identity. Turbans are a way of following the Islamic 
instruction to dress modestly and are considered particularly important in prayer. Turbans 
also have a practical function, protecting the head from the heat and dust.  
Lakh: One hundred thousand (100,000)  
Maqaddar: Fate 
Masjid: Religious place for Muslims to offer their prayer five times in a day (also known 
as a Mosque) 
Master: A senior driver (truck or bus) with whom driving is learnt after a lengthy 
“apprenticeship”: first working as a helper, then as a conductor, and starting driving under 
the guidance/supervision of the master. The master eventually decides when one should 
start driving independently. 
Next life: the concept that there is a life after death and that the present life is a trial in 
preparation for the next realm of existence. 
P.b.u.h: (used with Muhammad’s name) acronym meaning “Peace be Upon Him” 
Pir: A person who possesses special mystical powers 
Qismat: Luck, fate (“kismet”) 
Qudrat: Nature, also refers to God 
Quls: Four suras of the Quran that are considered to be suitable to avoid black magic, 
omens, signs and evil eye 
Quran: Holy book for Muslims 
Register or registration (crashes): Report or reporting to police 
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Rupees: Pakistani Rupiah (currency) 
Rs: Rupees 
Sadqa: A form of charity in which money or food is distributed to poor people, birds, or 
animals to avoid the possibility of bad events. 
Saint: A devout or pious person who could be living or dead. 
Salaah: Prayer or a prescribed liturgy performed. 
Shahadat: Martyrdom or a good religious death that will lead to heaven 
Shaheed: Martyr 
Sharp cutting: Driver behaviour which involves forcing your way in front of other vehicles 
Shetan: Devil (Satan) 
Shia: One of the two main branches of Islam 
Shirk: Allowing other things within Islam or challenging God’s authority (‘heresy’).  
Sunnah: Acts of Prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) 
Sunni: One of the two main branches of Islam 
Sura: One of the sections (or chapters) in the Quran 
Sura Yaseen: Name of a sura of the Quran 
Suras Alnas an Alfalq: Two Quranic suras, that are popularly considered as useful in 
avoiding evil eye and bad omens or signs. 
Sura Yaseen: Name of a sura of the Quran 
Taqdeer: Fate 
Tawaqal: Rely on God  
WHO: World Health Organisation 
Zig zagging: Sharp cutting in and out by vehicles.  Unlike use in English (weaving through 
traffic), includes the behaviour of vehicles forcing their way in front of other vehicles. 
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CHAPTER 1­    INTRODUCTION 
 
If I die in Pakistan, it’ll be because of a traffic accident, not a bomb or bullet. The 
real danger over there is on the road. 
Greg Mortenson, American mountain climber, Director of the Central Asia Institute that is 
responsible for having built over 100 schools in Pakistan and Afghanistan, and author of 
‘Three Cups of Tea, One Man’s Mission to Promote Peace … One School at a Time.’ 
 
A driver here must embrace fatalism otherwise he could never summon up enough 
courage to drive an overloaded, badly balanced, a mechanically imperfect jeep 
along a track where, for hours on end, one minor misjudgment could send the 
vehicle hurtling hundreds of feet into the Indus. 
 Devla Murphy, an Irish nurse who travelled in Pakistan two decades before Mortenson, as 
quoted in ‘Three Cups of Tea, One Man’s Mission to Promote Peace … One School at a 
Time.’ 
1.1  Country Background 
 
The Islamic Republic of Pakistan emerged as an independent country on August 14, 
1947. It is a land of diverse culture and terrain and has five provinces; Gilgit-Baltistan, 
Balochistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Sindh, Punjab, and one federally administered area:  
Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA). Pakistan shares borders with Afghanistan 
(2,430 kilometres), China (523 kilometres), India (2,912 kilometres), and Iran (909 
kilometres) and has a coastline (1,064 kilometres) along the Arabian Sea (see Figure 1). It 
has an estimated population of 170.548 million (NIPS, 2009) representing a diverse array 
of ethnic groups. Islam is the state religion and between 95 and 97% of the population of 
Pakistan is Muslim. There are many other minority religions including Christianity, 
Hinduism (Hindumat), Zoroastrianism (Parsi), and Sikhism. The people of Pakistan 
represent many ethnic groups and speak a variety of languages. Urdu is the national 
language. Most people in Pakistan are bi-lingual, speaking their regional language and 
Urdu with almost equal facility. The educated classes are at least tri-lingual, comfortably 
speaking a regional language, Urdu and English. Both Urdu and English are used in 
official matters. 
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Pakistan’s 4000-year history is richly illustrated by archaeological sites and 
imposing monuments scattered over the length and breadth of the country. Brick cities 
from the Indus civilization, which flourished around 2000 BC, stand beside Buddhist ruins 
contemporaneous with the birth of Christianity. Pakistan has hosted ancient civilizations, 
such as those of Mehr Garh, Moenjodaro, Harappa, Gandhara, and Taxila and vast 
collections of relics relating to art and sculptures have been unearthed and rehabilitated 
from these areas. The Mehr Garh archaeological site, at the foot of Bolan Pass in 
Balochistan, discovered in 1984 is the first Neolithic site in the world. The evidence 
suggests that the site remained occupied for 5000 years (from 8th to 3rd millenniums BC) 
before the Indus Valley Civilization of Moenjodaro and Harappa. 
Pakistan has a continental panorama with magnificent mountain ranges, plateaus 
(Potohar), deserts (Thar and Thal), plains (Punjab), rivers, lakes and the Arabian Sea. The 
Himalayan, Karakoram, Hindukush, Suleman and Salt ranges are some of the most 
renowned mountain ranges in the world with K-2 (second to Mount Everest), Nanga 
Parbat and Tirich Meer as some of the highest peaks in the world. Out of the 14 highest 
peaks (more than 8000 m) in the world, 5 are situated in Pakistan (Federal Bureau of 
Statistics). 
Figure 1: Map of Pakistan 
 
Source: http://thepeopleofpakistan.wordpress.com 
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1.2  Road Safety in Pakistan  
 
Road crashes are one of the most significant public health problems in Pakistan. The 
official figures of Pakistan demonstrate that the total fatalities from road crashes for 2006-
2007 were 5465 and for 2009-2010, 5280 fatalities. However, estimates published by the 
World Health Organisation reveal a different picture: 41,000 fatalities per year (WHO, 
2009). Table 1 contains information from WHO estimates which shows data for estimated 
fatalities, population and fatality rate/100,000 people for South Asian countries, including 
Pakistan, in comparison with Australia. The figures stated above demonstrate that there is a 
discrepancy between officially reported fatality and injury figures for Pakistan when 
compared with estimates by other (external) organisations. There are a number of factors 
and issues relating to this discrepancy including underreporting of road crashes and 
inconsistency in data collection. These issues will be further discussed in Chapter 2.  
Table 1. South Asian countries compared to Australia, 2007: estimated fatalities, 
population and fatality rate per 100,000 population  
Country Estimated road 
crash fatalities 2007 
Population 2007 Road fatalities per 
100,000 population 
Bangladesh 20,038 158,664,959 12.6
Bhutan  95 658,479 14.4
India 196,445 1,169,015,509 16.8
Maldives 56 305,556 18.3
Nepal 4,245 28,195,994 15.1
Sri Lanka 2,603 19,299,190 13.5
Pakistan 41,494 163,902,405 25.3
Australia 1,616 20,743,179 7.8
(Source: Table A.2, Global Status Report on Road Safety [WHO, 2009]) 
 
 
Road crashes in Pakistan are taking place at a higher rate compared with developed 
countries. Table 2 shows a comparative picture of deaths caused by road crashes in 
Pakistan as against a few developed countries. For this comparison the fatality figures for 
Pakistan are based on the WHO report (2009). 
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Table 2 - Road deaths per 10,000 registered vehicles in Australia, France, Japan and 
Pakistan, 2005 
Country 
Road Deaths Per 10,000      
Registered Vehicles 
Total Registered 
Vehicles (Millions) 
Total Number 
Killed 
Australia 1.2 13.5 1,583 
France 1.5 36.8 5,530 
Japan 1.0 82.8 7,931 
Pakistan 42.3 9.8 41,494 
(Source: Australian Transport Safety Bureau, 2007; Excise and Taxation Departments of Punjab, Sind, 
Khyber Pukhtunkhawah and Baluchistan, 2007; and WHO, 2009). 
 
Unlike countries such as Australia, multiple fatality crashes are extremely common 
in Pakistan. Road crashes often involves commercial vehicles (trucks and buses) (Hyder et 
al., 2006) and can commonly involve between 5 and 50 fatalities in a single crash.  This 
phenomenon is so frequent that a road crash generally does not catch the attention of the 
media and members of the public unless it involves a large number of fatalities and 
injuries. There are a number of factors that are associated with this phenomenon such as 
lack of education, poor engineering, poor road and vehicle maintenance and enforcement. 
Accompanying these factors is a lack of political will to improve the road safety situation 
that appears to have coincided with increases in road crashes. Pakistan is one of the 
countries in the world that is known to assign poor investment and funding to efforts for 
traffic safety (Bishai et al., 2003). 
The structure and culture of traffic is complex in Pakistan. The vehicle mix in cities 
includes cars, mini buses, buses, pickups, rickshaws, motorcycles, bicycles, trucks, long 
trailers, tractors, tractors with trailers (trolley) and animal drawn carts, as well as many 
pedestrians. The traffic discipline is often ‘chaotic’ as depicted in Figure 2. However, as 
seen in Figures 3 and 4, there are also roads and driving conditions that are congruent with 
road infrastructure and road use in more developed countries. In addition there are many 
rural and remote areas of the country where road conditions are poor. 
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Figure 2 – A congested main business road in Lahore. Online photo by Hamid Musa. 
 
Figure 3. A section of city road in Islamabad, the capital city of Pakistan (source 
unknown, obtained from internet) 
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Figure 4. A stretch of road that is part of the motorway that runs between Lahore, 
Islamabad and Peshawar. This motorway is considered to be one of the best in 
Asia. (Photo by Ahsan Kayani) 
1.3  The Researcher’s Policing Experience and Background 
 
The researcher is a Pakistani citizen, driver, and Senior Patrol Officer with the 
National Highways and Motorways Police in Pakistan since January 2002. His policing 
work has provided the opportunity for direct interactions with road users, police and policy 
makers involved in road safety in Pakistan. While working as a police officer in Pakistan, 
the researcher has attended numerous road crashes in which he witnessed serious suffering, 
grief, and misery of people in the shape of death, injuries and other damages. The 
researcher also had the experience of losing colleagues in road crashes whilst performing 
their policing duties as well as the death and serious injury of personal friends and relatives 
in road crashes. As part of his work duties, the researcher has actively organised over 500 
seminars and campaigns about the importance of road safety in order to increase awareness 
and provide education to groups of road users. These groups have included professional 
drivers (e.g., drivers of trucks, buses, and taxis), general drivers from cities and more rural 
and remote areas in Pakistan, students from schools, colleges, and universities, and 
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managers and general workers from government and private national and multinational 
organizations. This practice has helped the researcher to gain more knowledge about road 
safety and behaviour of drivers in Pakistan. 
These experiences have given the researcher insights into the different perceptions of 
and perspectives on the road crash phenomenon in Pakistan. Together, these experiences 
have made it possible for him to comprehend the extent and depth of the road safety 
situation in Pakistan and elsewhere. However, it is experience of the researcher that there 
are a range of beliefs about the nature and root cause of road crashes among people in 
Pakistan and that commonly, the cause of road crashes is not fully understood and often 
attributed to fate or other beliefs, rather than to factors such as inadequate road conditions, 
unsafe vehicles, and/or inappropriate vehicle use. It is the researcher’s opinion that there is 
an ‘accepted wisdom’ regarding road crashes, that is, that they occur in the same way as 
other natural traumas such as floods, earthquakes, or lightning and that they are, therefore, 
seen as unpredictable, uncontrollable and unavoidable because they are the will of God or 
the result of other supernatural forces. 
It is the experience of the researcher that Pakistani people rarely pay attention to 
traffic safety rules and that individuals drive in any manner they please. Public service 
vehicles (PSV) and heavy transport vehicles (HTV) are the most frequently involved 
vehicles in road crashes (NH&MP, 2008). The drivers of these vehicles perceive that the 
only violations that are prosecutable are for overloading of vehicles (e.g., a load contained 
within the vehicle but too heavy or a load that extends beyond the body of the vehicle), 
overcharging (e.g., bus drivers charging too much money) or if a bus driver’s documents 
are not in order1. Figures 5, 6 and 7 illustrate the manner in which vehicles are overloaded 
(with freight) and Figure 8 illustrates overcrowding of passengers. Similarly, the drivers of 
private cars have the perception that they cannot be stopped by traffic police unless they 
are involved in a road crash or are caught breaking a red light signal. The drivers of 
motorcycles, cycles and animal drawn vehicles believe that the traffic safety rules are 
meant only for motor vehicle drivers and do not apply to them. The pedestrians assume, 
due to lack of knowledge, awareness and education, that there are no laws applying to 
them as far as road use is concerned.  
                                                            
1 Bus drivers are required to carry special documentation to show that they are authorised to work as a public 
service vehicle. 
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Figure 5. An overloaded truck and people sitting on top on part of the national 
highway. (Photo by Ahsan Kayani) 
 
Figure 6. An overloaded truck transports small pieces of wheat stalks on part of the 
national highway. (Photo by Ahsan Kayani) 
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Figure 7. An overloaded truck and trolley (trailer) transporting sugar cane on a 
national highway. (Photo by Ahsan Kayani) 
 
 
Figure 8. An overcrowded public service minibus transporting students to school. 
(Photo by Ahsan Kayani) 
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1.4  Rationale for the Current Research 
 
Road crashes are a significant public health problem in every country. It has been 
suggested that the largest gains in reducing harm are to be made in less-developed 
countries, where rates of injury-related death are highest (Mock, et al 2004). Although 
most of the world’s people live in these countries, there has been limited application of 
scientific methods of injury control in many of them. It is important to consider how best 
to share road safety knowledge between countries when attempting to rectify this situation. 
It has been argued that countermeasures that are effective in developed countries 
may not be effective in developing countries and vice versa (Hill & Jacobs, 1981). Factors 
such as the characteristics of the culture, as well as the social and political systems should 
also be taken into account when deciding to import interventions from developed countries 
(King, 2006; Forjuoh & Li, 1996). A greater understanding of these factors can help people 
understand the bases of conventional approaches and can assist in developing novel 
approaches that are culturally appropriate (Young et al., 2009). 
Therefore, one prerequisite for effective road safety interventions in developing 
countries is to understand the factors contributing to risky road use, including the beliefs 
which influence behaviour and responses to interventions. These beliefs include fatalism, 
or the belief that events are predetermined and inevitable, thus affecting the interpretation 
of crash events and leading people to take more risks and disregard safety measures 
(Hazen & Ehiri, 2006).  Fatalism is expected to impede road safety efforts, since 
individuals may consider the struggle against nature to be futile because events (e.g., a 
road crash) are believed to be inevitable and predetermined.  Such beliefs may also 
promote resistance to interventions which attempt to change behaviour. In turn, people 
may not be aware of the rationale for their unsafe behaviour and may not have a 
‘scientific’ understanding of the issues which are perceived as out of their control. 
Together, these issues are important to consider when developing and implementing road 
safety interventions. 
Religious and cultural perspectives are becoming increasingly important in public 
health risk research. For example, fatalistic attitudes contributing to higher risks of 
contracting HIV or developing cancer have already been investigated (for example, Baron-
Epel, et al., 2009; Hess and McKinney, 2007; Powe and Finnie, 2003; Ramirez et al., 
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2002; Straughan and Seow, 1998).  However, there is little discussion of fatalism in the 
road safety literature, and limited research on this important issue. The contribution of 
fatalistic beliefs to risky road use has not yet been fully acknowledged and, therefore, has 
not been taken into account when developing interventions, particularly in the case of 
Pakistan. Although direct information about fatalism in Pakistan is lacking, there is enough 
indirect information to suggest that it is likely to form a barrier to the success of public 
health messages aimed at road crash prevention.  
Against this backdrop, it is important to find a way forward, as the presence of 
fatalism is a potential barrier to participation in health-promoting behaviours, particularly 
among the populations of developing countries. It has been argued, both more generally 
(Mendonca & Kanungo, 1996) and in road safety (King, 2006), that programs that are 
highly successful in developed countries sometimes do not work in developing countries, 
in part because their appropriateness for the local culture may have been overlooked. 
Interventions need to be adapted to exploit those cultural values and beliefs that are 
compatible with safe behaviours, and otherwise account for those that are not (Dixey, 
1999; Forjuoh & Li, 1996; King, 2006; Mendonca & Kanungo, 1996). Alternatively, they 
should be generated entirely locally (Lund & Rundmo, 2009). The lack of such efforts is in 
some senses symptomatic of a tendency to avoid consideration of broader “culture” issues, 
noted in several countries (Dixey, 1999; Hazen & Ehiri, 2006; Jacobs & Sayer, 1983). For 
this reason, an important fundamental step in reducing crashes in Pakistan is to develop an 
understanding about the nature and role of fatalism in the broader context of road safety in 
that country. The next chapter presents a detailed review of the literature on fatalism as 
well as a range of related cultural and religious beliefs and practices with respect to injury 
prevention and concludes with the research aims of the current project. 
1.5  Research Outputs 
 
This project has produced three research outputs to date: 
1. Conference poster: The influence of fatalistic beliefs on risky road use behaviour in 
developing countries, Kayani, King & Fleiter, Poster presented at the Australasian 
Road Safety Research Policing Education Conference Canberra, August 2010. 
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2. Journal article: Fatalism and road safety in developing countries, with a focus on 
Pakistan, Kayani, King & Fleiter, Journal of the Australasian College of Road 
Safety, 2011, Vol 22(2), 41-47. 
3. Submitted abstract under consideration: The role of cultural beliefs in contributing 
to risky road use behaviour in Pakistan, Kayani, King & Fleiter, 10th National 
Conference on Injury Prevention and Safety, 2-4 November, 2011, Brisbane. 
 
 
. 
. 
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CHAPTER 2­    LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1  Road Crashes in Developing Countries and Data 
Availability  
 
WHO (2009) has reported that low- and middle-income countries have higher road 
traffic fatality rates than high-income countries. Road-related death rates have been 
declining over the last four to five decades in many high-income countries (WHO, 2009). 
Conversely however, road traffic crashes and the related negative consequences are 
disproportionately increasing in developing countries (Ameratunga, et al., 2006; Damsere-
Derry et al., 2010; WHO, 2009). Importantly, one of the problems associated with crash 
and injury data comparisons on a global level is that of inaccurate data and estimates, 
particularly in developing countries (Mohan, 1997).  The methodologies used to derive 
estimates of injury and death have been questioned and it is noted that in developing 
countries, there are insufficient data on road crashes. This is a critical problem faced by 
most of the researchers in the less industrialised countries, particularly when it comes to 
assessing priorities for attention and funding from the responsible authorities. A number of 
authors have highlighted the difficulties that confront those who seek to establish accurate 
accounts of the scale of road-related trauma.  
For example, Mohan (2007) estimated that only one-third of deaths from injuries 
were recorded in official statistics and that they are, therefore, incomplete and unreliable. 
A related issue is that of varying definitions of road crash and injury, all of which create an 
unsatisfactory situation from a research point of view, especially when attempting to 
benchmark road safety performance (Dixey, 1999). Mock et al (2004) conducted a study in 
Ghana to review measures that would strengthen existing efforts to prevent and treat 
injuries worldwide. Results indicated that fewer than 10% of pedestrian injuries were 
reported to the police and only 10% of injury deaths were accurately recorded. Several 
factors were identified as diminishing the usefulness of these data: delays in compilation, 
unavailability of all relevant details, questionable reliability and under-reporting. Damsere-
Derry et al. (2010) also conducted a study in Ghana to establish associations between 
pedestrian injury and explanatory variables. They reported two major discrepancies 
exemplifying the unreliability of data through police reports: under-recording and under-
reporting. The problem of under-recording may emerge when road crash reports are not 
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well maintained centrally because they are not retrievable from police files. Police are 
sometimes reluctant to maintain the information of a road crash that is still pending in the 
court. Under-reporting, on the other hand, may occur when the parties involved in a traffic 
crash decide to settle the case out of court and independent of any police involvement. In 
addition, Salifu and Ackaah (2009) attempted to provide realistic estimates of the overall 
shortfall (under-reporting) in official crash statistics in Ghana over an eight year period 
(1997-2004) and noted that official road traffic crash statistics in Ghana are subject to 
substantial under-reporting. 
At a more global level, Ameratunga et al. (2006) reviewed the characteristics of the 
rise in road crash injuries and the disparities between the extent of the burden and the 
available evidence for low-income and middle-income countries. They argued that the 
present global estimation of the burden of road crash fatalities seriously underestimates the 
true extent of the problem and its devastating effects. Using the most complete data 
available, it was noted that high-income countries had the lowest fatality rates and the most 
reliable data, whereas the poorest regions and countries of the world, which are likely to 
have the highest fatality rates, had no or insufficient data available. Therefore, the 
calculation of regional figures is mostly based on incomplete data and epidemiological 
information. Overall, despite the limitations identified in the data by many authors, the 
best available evidence strongly indicates that the burden of road crashes is greatest in 
low-income and middle-income countries. 
2.2  Road Crash Statistics in Pakistan  
 
As noted in the previous chapter, there is a discrepancy between officially reported 
fatality and injury figures for Pakistan when compared with estimates by other (external) 
organisations. Official figures record 5,280 deaths and 11,173 injuries from road crashes 
for the year 2009-2010 in Pakistan (Federal Bureau of Statistics). However, independent 
studies have identified significant under-reporting of road crashes in Pakistan (e.g., Bhatti 
et al, 2008; Ghaffar et al, 2004; Hyder et al. 2000; Hyder et al, 2006; Razzak & Luby, 
1998; and WHO, 2009). These studies highlighted many of the factors identified in the 
previous section with regard to under-reporting: wishing to avoid legal procedures by the 
public as well as the police, legal implications, lack of enforcement and awareness, police 
wanting to demonstrate their ‘good’ performance by ‘hiding’ the facts. In addition, the 
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available data are stated as being incomplete information with factual errors, different 
definitions of road crashes, causalities, and databases that are generally not maintained 
scientifically. A thorough search of the literature revealed only seven studies which 
addressed road crash statistics in Pakistan, most of which are cited below. In general, they 
involve groups of authors with some members in common across the studies, confirming 
the limited attention which has been devoted to this issue. 
Two systematic reviews of road crash statistics in Pakistan have been conducted 
under direction of the same main researcher (Hyder et al., 2000; 2006). The first, a 
thorough review of reports on road crashes in Pakistan was conducted in the late 1990s 
(Hyder et al., 2006) and was supplemented by interviews with hospital victims which 
revealed high levels of under-reporting in police data. It was found that there had been a 
steady increase in traffic deaths and injuries in the forty year period from 1956 to 1996. An 
unexplained issue in the study was the disparity between the number of vehicles on the 
road and the number of registered vehicles, with only half the vehicles on the road being 
registered. Commercial vehicles made up 12-35% of registered vehicles across the period, 
but were involved in more than 60% of crashes (increasing over time) and 90% of 
fatalities. The vehicles concerned were primarily buses. The second study, conducted a few 
years later, involved a systematic review of the literature relevant to road transport in 
Pakistan, which included gaining access to government reports. This review highlighted a 
distinct lack of official policy statements about road traffic injuries, and, when the issue 
was acknowledged, the lack of reference to any interventions.  
In a 1997 national household injury survey in Pakistan, it was found that the road 
traffic injury rate was 15.1 per 1000 people (Ghaffar et al., 2004). An earlier National 
Health Survey conducted in Pakistan in the period 1990-94 showed a similar incidence of 
17.0 road traffic injuries per 1000 people per year (Fatmi et al., 2007). Both these studies 
found higher injury rates for men and in urban areas, while the 1997 survey found higher 
rates for people aged 16-45 years (21.6 per thousand), and very high rates for labourers 
(119.5) and vendors (104.6). With respect to the mode of transport, 34% of injuries were as 
vehicle occupants, 24% as pedal cyclists, 21% as motorcyclists, 12% as pedestrians and 
9% were recorded as “other”. Most of the injured vehicle occupants were occupants of 
buses or larger vehicles. Overall, while it is clear that there is a large burden of road-
related injury and death in Pakistan, the full extent of this burden remains unclear. 
Furthermore, the extents of the factors that influence road user behaviour also remain 
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unclear. As noted in the previous chapter, a prerequisite for effective interventions in 
developing countries is to understand the factors contributing to risky road use, including 
the beliefs which influence behaviour and responses to interventions.  The next section 
outlines the concept of fatalism, the major belief-based concept underpinning this research. 
 
2.3  Factors Contributing to Road Crashes in Pakistan 
 
As mentioned in the previous sections the road safety problem in Pakistan has 
registered a very sharp increase during recent years. There are a number of administrative, 
legal, technical, socio-economic and cultural reasons for it, each having responsibility for a 
proportion of the problem. However a standard approach is to examine road safety in 
terms of road, vehicle and road user factors.  Unfortunately there is limited information 
available for Pakistan, as mentioned below. 
 
2.3.1  Road environment factors  
 
Eyewitness accounts such as those by Mortenson and Relin (2007) clearly indicate 
that there are some extreme road environment shortcomings in Pakistan.  Similarly, there 
are numerous news stories each year reporting the loss of life caused by buses and trucks 
leaving road and falling into ravines and rivers.  In the research consulted there was little 
specific discussion of road environment factors in crashes, however there is enough 
information available to make some general comments.  First, there has been very little 
research in Pakistan (or other developing countries) into the relationships between 
highway design standards and accidents rates. As a result, many developing countries 
including Pakistan have just adopted standards from developed countries or have modified 
such standards without evaluating the consequences.  In Pakistan, as in many developing 
countries, the traffic mix and road usage is very different from that encountered in more 
industrialised countries. The rapid increase in vehicle ownership in recent years has placed 
considerable pressure on the road network, its traffic control devices and on drivers and 
pedestrians using existing facilities, many of which were never designed for the traffic 
flows now experienced. There are inadequate resources for road maintenance activities and 
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as a consequence many road networks continue to deteriorate despite the fact that new 
roads are being built.  
 
2.3.2  Vehicle factors  
 
Improvements in vehicle design, occupant protection and vehicle maintenance have 
made a significant contribution to road crash reduction in industrialised countries. In 
developing countries such as Pakistan, however, the safety design of vehicles sometimes 
lags behind that of developed countries, particularly when vehicles are locally 
manufactured or assembled. Overloading of goods and passenger vehicles is another 
vehicle factor which commonly contributes to high road crash severity and casualty rates.  
In Pakistan poor vehicle fitness is one of the biggest causes of road crashes. The laws 
(Motor Vehicle Ordinance 1965 and Motor Vehicle Rules 1969) are in fact unable to cope 
with the modern challenges of automobile technology in Pakistan.  There are often no 
standard testing procedures specified in the rules, and where such procedures exist they are 
often outdated, e.g. rule 10 of section 152 on the requirements for brakes provides for a 
test at speeds of 15 – 20 mph only. In many cases vehicles do not meet the standards of 
construction, equipment and maintenance set out in the law. Nearly all public transport 
vehicles have increased their seating capacity by 30 to 40% by removing standard 
comfortable seats and replacing them with small seats to increase seating capacity. 
Vehicles dimensions (length and height) are often altered, tyres often lack sufficient tread, 
signaling appliances and lighting equipment are not as prescribed. The majority of vehicles 
especially do not have seat belts.  
 
2.3.3  Road user factors  
 
Human factors are considered to be the major contributing factors to road crashes 
(Peltzer, 2008). They include high risk behaviours like speeding and drink driving, and 
neglect of protective behaviours such as helmet wearing and seat belt wearing. In 
developed countries a considerable research has been undertaken into the elements 
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underlying these behaviours, e.g. attitudes and intentions, but research on this area has not 
yet taken place in Pakistan.  
Research in other developing countries indicates that fatalism is very relevant in 
some settings.  For example, studies in African countries including Nigeria, Ivory Coast 
and South Africa (i.e. Kouabenan, 1998; Dixey, 1999; Peltzer & Renner, 2003; Peltzer, 
2004) found that fatalism is a potential barrier to the enhancement of road safety, 
especially participation in health-promoting behaviours. Fatalistic beliefs and beliefs in 
mystical powers and superstition appear to influence perceptions of crash risk and 
consequently lead people to take risks and neglect safety.  In the author’s experience 
fatalism is very important in Pakistan, and also complex because of the country’s religious 
and cultural background. The majority of Pakistanis believe in divine discretion as the sole 
factor behind road crashes. The typical mindset is to see fate as the reason for road crashes 
rather than the violation of a particular road law. Unfortunately, because of the religious 
and cultural beliefs that underlie this, the public has learnt to accept the loss in road 
trauma. This does not seem to be well understood by policy makers, implementers, road 
users and other road safety stakeholders. As a result, fatalistic beliefs are not yet 
considered as a social/health-related problem in Pakistan. Clearly research is warranted on 
the effects of fatalism in road safety in Pakistan as there is already a lack of research in this 
area. 
 
2.4  Fatalism and Related Concepts 
 
Fatalism, while a commonly used word, is employed in different ways and with 
different underlying meanings. Broadly, fatalism is the belief that life events are 
predetermined and inevitable, or (at the least) out of one’s own control.   
One way of approaching such beliefs is to see them as psychological phenomena, 
e.g. simply a feature of a particular person.  However, Douglas and Wildavsky (1982a) 
note that perceptions of risk (and therefore fatalistic attitudes towards risk) need to be seen 
in their sociocultural context, that they are complex and bound up with notions of 
attribution of blame.  More importantly, they are aspects of culture rather than individual 
psychology. 
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In practice, fatalism can take more than one form, and several typologies have been 
developed (see Acevedo, 2008; Norenzayan & Lee, 2010; Liu & Mencken, 2010). When 
analysed, the different typologies appear to reflect the specific contexts and circumstances 
in which the studies were undertaken. For example, Elder distinguished between empirical 
fatalism: a belief that observed events “occur for no comprehensible reason and they 
cannot be controlled”; theological fatalism: “the belief that God or some moral order such 
as karma controls man’s destiny and the outcome of his actions”; and social fatalism: “the 
belief that one's general social position in life is fixed and one cannot change it” (1966, 
p.229). Elder’s typology was developed as part of ethnographic research he conducted in 
India, and involved comparisons between the belief systems of Indian Hindus and Indian 
Muslims. The reference to “karma”, which is a part of Hinduism (and Buddhism), but not 
Islam, suggests that Elder’s typology may be specific to the setting he investigated.  
More recently, Acevedo (2008) discussed the approaches taken by Durkheim and 
other sociologists, and the more culturally oriented views of Weber and Elder, and opted 
for an approach using only the first two of Elder’s categories: empirical (a belief that 
observed events occur for no comprehensible reason and cannot be controlled) and 
theological (the belief that God or some moral order such as karma controls man’s destiny 
and the outcome of his actions) fatalism (Elder 1966, cited in Acevedo, 2008). This 
dichotomous profile of fatalism forms the basis from which the current research is 
launched.  
 It has been noted that many people believe in chance instead of fate, and chance in 
itself fills the same function as fate as a descriptive model of events and situations 
(Grambo, 1988). People who ascribe events to chance may not hold fatalistic beliefs; 
instead they may attribute an unexpected or accidental event to the workings of chance 
rather than divine discretion. Grambo (1988) asserted that the concept of fate is framed and 
modified not only by ecological, political, social, and economic factors but that it is also 
influenced by the movements of population and by the fact that belief systems in general, 
like other items of folklore, can be transmitted both orally and by literary means. It could 
be argued that a society with fatalistic beliefs is more likely to accept other beliefs of the 
same kind from other societies. Dixey (1999) further suggested that ‘fatalism’ needs to be 
seen within its social context. Powe (1996) asserts that customs, beliefs, and religious or 
animist practices are cultural features and tend to understate risk. Taken together, these 
issues highlight the complexity of the situation facing those who are responsible for road 
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safety in cultures where fatalism and other cultural beliefs are prevalent, such as Pakistan. 
Hamdy (2009), in a description of Egyptian Muslims and how they responded to medical 
intervention,  emphasized that they embodied a religious tradition in which religious 
reasoning and sentiment is not understood as external to the self, but as central to it. 
Hamdy argued that an appreciation of what this means can help broaden our understanding 
of ethical formations in devout patients’ lives. By extension, the same can be said about 
road users. 
2.4.1  Fatalism and superstition 
 
Dixey (1999) noted that predestination is only one type of explanation for 
misfortune; there are also other factors such as transgression of taboos, the actions of 
ancestors, jealousy from others, and what Westerners call ‘witchcraft’. There is a 
conceptual overlap between fatalism and superstition. Superstition can be defined as “a 
belief or practice resulting from ignorance, fear of the unknown, trust in magic or chance, 
or a false conception of causation” (Foster & Kokko, 2009, p.31). Like theological 
fatalism, superstition involves a belief in the working of supernatural forces, which could 
include magic, spirits, ancestors, or just vague concepts like “luck”. The main difference 
from theological fatalism is that there is no “all-powerful supernatural agent” (e.g. God) 
involved, and in fact the effects of magic are often attributed to ordinary (though 
malevolent) human beings. A second area of overlap concerns the actions taken by people 
acting superstitiously who may invoke religious acts and powers as a way of counteracting 
possible malevolent acts or bad luck. This can give the appearance of religion to a practice 
which is essentially ‘magical’. 
2.4.2  Fatalism, culture and beliefs  
 
Cultures differ in a variety of ways, not only in how much they endorse the notion of 
the supernatural, but also in the ways that supernatural beings and forces operate, including 
fate (Risen & Gilovich, 2008). It has been suggested that all societies have some elements 
of fatalism, but that they are put into practice differently (Norenzayan & Lee, 2010; Leplat, 
1983; Young et al., 2009). Some writers contend that in developed countries, an “Act of 
God” is a label applied only when all ‘rational’ explanations have been exhausted (Polnay, 
1992), however this is not borne out by the evidence (Girasek, 2001; Smith et al. 1999). In 
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a study conducted by Girasek (2001) to assess community beliefs about prevention of 
common injuries in the USA, results indicated that only 62% of respondents believed that 
motor vehicle related fatalities were preventable. Another USA-based study found that 
26% of the participants believed that injury events were controlled by fate (Girasek, 1999). 
However, 71% thought that injury events could not be predicted. In addition, a survey of 
parents in Glasgow (UK) on childhood injury events revealed that approximately one third 
of participants (39%) agreed that there was nothing they could do to prevent these events 
occurring (Roberts et al, 1995). Together, these studies demonstrate that fatalistic beliefs 
also exist to some extent in developed countries. 
2.4.3  Religion and fatalism 
 
It has been argued that religion is a concept which stems from a particular culture at 
a particular time (Guthrie & Elliott, 1993). This definition suggests that the nature of 
religious beliefs and observance is quite varied both across and within cultures, and over 
time. Humans express religious beliefs for their comfort or as a support in case of loss, 
helplessness or to overcome their grief. Fatalism is strongly associated with various 
religions. For instance, Christianity and Buddhism give similar explanations of life in 
terms of fate, although in Buddhism, fate is embedded in the different cultural belief of 
karma (Norenzayan & Lee, 2010). Kouabenan (1998), in a study of beliefs and perceptions 
with respect to risks and injury events, found that his results corroborated a priori ideas 
about ethnic distribution of beliefs (i.e., an association between Muslim and animist beliefs 
and religious and mystical practices, and in contrast with those espousing atheism). Coyne 
et al (2006) conducted a study in South West Virginia, USA on social and cultural factors 
influencing health and found that faith in God was an important factor in the lives of most 
participants.  
Ideas of fatalism in Christianity are typically associated with notions of 
predestination and are (paradoxically) juxtaposed with teachings on free will. As 
individuals possess free will, they are considered responsible for the choices they make 
(Sarma, 2007), however these “choices” may be considered as predetermined.  A study 
exploring the relationship between fatalism and beliefs about HIV/AIDS in rural Mali, 
South Africa found that Muslim women were more fatalistic than were Christian women, 
but that Muslim men were less fatalistic than their Christian counterparts (Hess & 
McKinney, 2007). Sarma (2007) remarked that in Greek and Roman mythology, three 
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goddesses called the Fates “ruled people’s lives” and controlled human destiny. These gods 
determined what would happen to every person.  
In discussing implications for religious orientation, Allport and Ross (1967) and 
Kirkpatrick and Hood (1990) made the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic religious 
orientations. They claimed that an intrinsic orientation is one in which a person 
internalizes the beliefs and tries to live according to those beliefs, and an extrinsic 
orientation is one in which he uses beliefs for more external reasons such as personal 
comfort and social status. Wenger (2004) stated that the underlying structure for religious 
concepts corresponds with a fairly high commitment to religion and possibly, many 
intrinsically oriented people tend to have knowledge that a religion is something one ought 
to believe. However, Acevedo (2008) comments that religious orientation alone does not 
fully account for levels of fatalism, and that other variables including income and 
education need to be taken into account. These issues are discussed in more detail in the 
next section. 
Franklin, et al. (2007) stated that religious fatalism that distinguishes individuals 
whose belief in fatalism is largely connected to their religious beliefs/spiritual practices. 
Fiori et al. (2006) and  Neff & Hoppe (1993) reported that the combination of fatalism and 
religiosity may have significantly different effects when viewed together rather than 
separately and that these effects may be due to differences in locus-of-control beliefs and 
may vary across race/ethnicity. However, Franklin et al. (2007) asserted that it does not 
mean individuals who describe themselves as religious are inherently fatalistic or that 
fatalism has only religious components. 
Norenzayan and Lee (2010) noted that it is not only the western religions which 
promote belief in fate; so also do non-Western religions.  Buddhism possibly reflects the 
same concept of explanation of life events in terms of fate as devout Christians. 
Nevertheless, fate attributions in Buddhism are possibly entrenched in the shape of karma, 
a different cultural belief. Cohen (2009) and Norenzayan & Lee (2010) asserted that belief 
in fate varies in the degree to which religiosity emphasizes devotion to supernatural agents. 
The religious groups that emphasize supernatural agency, rather than ritual and practice of 
religion, tend to be embedded with more fate attributions.  
2.4.4  Fatalism and Islam 
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Islam has been implicated as especially associated with fatalism, although the 
validity of this presumption is contested (Acevedo, 2008; Hamdy, 2009; Maudoodi, 1963). 
It has also been associated with a specific brand of extreme fatalism that is often depicted 
as irrational (Acevedo, 2008). The ways in which religious teachings are interpreted in 
practice has been investigated in both predominantly Muslim and predominantly Christian 
countries, and also within minority communities (Acevedo, 2008; Grace et al., 2008, 
Miles, 1999).  This research indicates that there is often a divergence between scholarly 
and popular interpretations (Esposito, 1997; Hamdy, 2009; Iqbal, 1986; Maudoodi, 1963). 
Esposito (1997) reported that erroneous interpretations have been made about Islam and 
fatalism that stem from a shallow understanding of Islamic theology and its principle 
tenets, construing the Quran’s thoughts of fate, or Qismat, as a matter of ongoing and 
continuous interaction between human will and God's will. Acevedo (2008) noted that “the 
primary error in interpreting Islam as a fatalistic religion is in not properly addressing the 
cosmologically oriented dimensions of personal efficacy and the reliance those individuals 
may place on metaphysical powers to determine worldly outcomes” (p. 1740). In other 
words, it could be argued that some interpretations of Islamic teachings may be seen as not 
adequately addressing the issue of personal responsibility in any given situation. 
The erroneous connection of life events with religion has also created ambiguity in 
the perceptions of people. Maudoodi (1963) argued that when considering the debates 
among scholars of Islam, it is clear that they have failed to explain the apparent 
contradiction between ‘Compulsion’ (bound by one’s actions) and ‘Liberty’ (freedom of 
action). The reason behind this failure is not that the scholars have not tried to get guidance 
but that the religion has not, or is not capable of, providing such guidance.  
A survey of fatalism across a wide range of countries has been used to compare 
(empirical) fatalism between religions (Muslims in general and in Eastern Europe, Greek 
Orthodox, Catholics and Protestants), and showed Muslims as highest and Protestants 
lowest in terms of fatalism (WVS 2004, cited in Acevedo, 2008). However, the Muslim 
countries also show the highest variability and include countries like Indonesia and Jordan 
which have about the same degree of fatalism as Norway, Denmark and Great Britain. In 
contrast, developed countries such as Hungary, Poland and France scored relatively high 
on fatalism. Other studies have also reported results inconsistent with a one-dimensional 
view of Islam as fatalistic (e.g. Hess & McKinney, 2007). In addition, Goodwin and Allen 
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(2006), in their study of democracy and fatalism in the former Soviet Union, showed a 
constant high level of fatalism in Eastern Europe, regardless of national religion. 
A survey which included measures of both empirical and theological fatalism has 
been conducted, although it was focused only on Islamic countries. Due to a lack of 
consistency in questions across countries, measures of both empirical and theological 
fatalism were only available for Indonesia, Iran, Saudi Arabia and Turkey (GPIW 2003, 
cited in Acevedo, 2008). People identifying with religions other than Islam were also 
included, and the research made a number of comparisons to test hypotheses about 
expected differences in empirical and theological fatalism if Islam was a religion which, 
by its very nature, engendered fatalism. The pattern of results did not support the 
hypotheses, but pointed instead to the importance of specific local and historical 
circumstances – the degree of empirical or theological fatalism in a particular group 
reflected their position in society and the historical experiences of their group. While it 
was found that, on average, Muslims were more fatalistic, the association between fatalism 
and both socio-economic status and education did not allow for any clear conclusion. 
An important and related issue is the contrast between what is stated in religious 
texts and what is taught and practised as religion (Maudoodi, 1963). There are those who 
express the belief that the real meanings of religious teachings have been manipulated by 
religious scholars and clerics (Iqbal, 1986; Maudoodi, 1963). Hamdy (2009) argues that 
the common formulation of passive Muslim fatalism grossly misunderstands the ways in 
which religious dispositions are embodied. Hamdy explains how, if a misfortune befalls a 
person, they are directed to experience the feeling that behind their specific illnesses lies 
divine wisdom, not in the form of predestined events but as an opportunity to experience 
God. In specific struggles towards God and conscientious development of a disposition of 
resilience, they are embodied with the sentiment that their bodies belong to God and 
remain preparing for the day that they return to God.  
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2.5  Factors Associated with Fatalism 
 
Apart from the link between religious affiliation and fatalism discussed above, a 
range of other factors have been linked with fatalism. These will now be discussed.  
2.5.1  Socio­economic factors and fatalism 
 
Socio-economic status and education levels are key differences between developing 
and developed countries. Modernisation theory, which underpins much of the West’s 
approach to development, classifies societies as traditional or modern, where traditional 
societies are conservative, tradition-based, have fixed class relationships, and think in 
religious rather than rational terms, and hence are considered to be more fatalistic (Dixey, 
1999; King & King, 2006). The implicit assumption is that, with economic development, 
rational thinking will become more pervasive. This viewpoint is supported by 
commentators with regard to the link between poverty and fatalism (Powe & Johnson 
1995; Powe, 1996). The implication is that economic development will address fatalism by 
addressing poverty. Ironically, however, a number of authors assert the opposite (i.e., that 
economic development has introduced a level of uncertainty and lack of control which has 
fostered fatalism) (Dixey, 1999; Bhattcharji, 1982). As a consequence, it has been argued 
that the link between fatalism and poverty is not clear and may be more dependent on 
culture and education (Freeman, 1989) or on the mind-set of control over one's life, 
regardless of value and religiosity (Acevedo, 2008). 
It has also been argued that socio-economic factors are strongly related to fatalistic 
beliefs. For example, Dixey (1999) has theorised that traditional beliefs are perhaps 
becoming more important in Nigeria again due to relative economic decline and political 
uncertainty as evidenced by more people turning to the babalawo (Ifa priests) for help with 
their problems. Economic structure in a society can accelerate or retard the development of 
cultural values in a society. Social change took place in developed countries when the 
economic process led to material improvements along with a change in cultural values. As 
discussed above, the presence of fatalism is a possible restraint to participation in health-
promoting behaviours. 
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 2.5.2  Education levels and fatalism 
 
There is some evidence of a link between lower levels of education and greater 
fatalistic beliefs (Girasek, 1999). Forjuoh and Li (1996) argued that, “The lack of 
knowledge about the causes of injury, along with the low level of education in many 
countries has resulted in adherence to the fatalistic theory of injury as acts of God” (p. 
1551). Similarly, moving from fatalism into the arena of superstition, it has been 
speculated that an increased number of road crashes among superstitious drivers was a 
result of having lower education (Peltzer, 2008; Peltzer & Renner, 2003). However, other 
findings run counter to this, with evidence of fatalism and superstition not only in more 
educated developed nations (Hira et al. 1998; Torgler, 2007) but also within more educated 
people within developed nations (Mears & Ellison, 2000).  
Peltzer & Renner (2003) and Peltzer (2008) speculated that an increased number of 
road crashes among superstitious drivers was a result of having lower education. Baron-
Epel et al. (2009) evaluated levels of fatalistic beliefs and their association with 
mammography use in four population groups in Israel and found that higher-educated 
women reported less fatalistic beliefs. They also reported that low levels of education may 
leave women with feelings of powerlessness; therefore, they may attribute the onset of 
disease to God or fate. Women with higher levels of education may have higher levels of 
knowledge about health behaviours, therefore, report lower levels of fatalistic beliefs. In 
other words, people may attribute unexpected events to supernatural forces because they 
are not able to understand the true cause because of a lack of scientific knowledge.  
With the lack of education, awareness and knowledge, frequent unexpected events 
and feelings of helplessness can influence one’s understanding of the nature or reason for 
events, leading to an attribution of the event to the workings of external powers. Potential 
risk is often underestimated by people who assume that nothing will happen to them if 
‘God’ is with them. Furthermore, if something serious does happen due to their risky 
behaviour, they can rationalise that ‘it was just decided’ and that they are not ‘responsible’ 
for it. This perspective of events is associated with the pessimistic view that we can’t 
change anything, because no matter what we do, events will take their predetermined 
course in some way (Powe, 1996).  
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2.6  Fatalism and Preventive Behaviours 
 
A number of studies have examined fatalism in relation to health and protective 
behaviours. Wilkes et al. (1994) acknowledged that fatalism can lead to the perception that 
death is inevitable, regardless of an individual’s actions and, that a person is, therefore,  
less likely to use protective behaviours because of such perceptions. Dixey (1999) noted 
that fatalistic beliefs can have a negative influence on the values of rationality, logical 
thought, planned decision making, self-efficacy and an internal locus of control. Previous 
research looking at risk classification has indicated that optimistic people perceive 
themselves as being in a low-risk group (Radcliffe & Klein, 2002), and pessimistic people 
perceive themselves as being in a high-risk group (Atwood & Major, 2000). Tones et al. 
(1990) stated that “...if individuals perceive themselves as ‘copers’; if they believe that 
they are in control of their lives and have the capacity to act logically and decisively, then 
their chance of adopting a given health action which they believe is sensible is that much 
greater than those having a different self-concept. On the other hand, action is less likely 
where someone’s Perceived Locus of Control (to use Rotter’s term) is external” (p. 55). 
This suggests, therefore, that is useful to consider how people perceive their level of 
‘control’ as related to perceptions of fatalism when examining preventive behaviours. 
The somewhat paradoxical beliefs associated with fatalism were highlighted by 
Hamdy (2009) who discovered that several transplant surgeons in Egypt admitted that they 
themselves would never undergo a transplant operation because they believed that only 
God owns the body. A Turkish study investigated differences in self-protecting behaviours 
related to earthquakes and traffic crashes in terms of demographic characteristics and 
differentiated the perception of control, illusion of control, and fatalism (Turkum, 2006). 
The results affirmed that the biases within the terms of perception of control and illusion of 
control are related to overestimating one's power, whereas fatalism seems to be related to 
strong reflection of external powers with regard to past, present and future events. 
Straughan and Seow (1998) investigated the perceived susceptibility to breast cancer 
among Chinese women and found that women who were very fatalistic tended to have low 
self-efficacy, were less likely to participate in screening tests, and believed that there is 
very little they can do to change their fate. Coyne et al (2006) conducted a study in the 
Appalachian regions of the United States and found that health beliefs were strongly 
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related to religious beliefs and practices. Participants regarded disease and “accidents”, 
like other hardships, as inevitably a part of their lives. Together, these research findings 
highlight the potential strength of fatalistic beliefs in shaping health protective and injury 
prevention behaviours. 
2.7  Interpretation of the Word ‘Accident’ as Linked with 
the Concept of Fatalism 
 
Terminology can play a role in the way people perceive the world and the reasons 
behind why things happen. The word ‘accident’ possesses a sense of fatalism because it 
implies that injury events are determined by fate and, therefore, are unpredictable and 
unavoidable (Rosenberg, et. al. 1990). The term ‘accident’ has been described as an 
inaccurate relic reflecting unscientific attitudes towards injuries (Girasek, 1999). 
Furthermore, Suchman (1960) asserted that there is a need to adopt a systematic approach 
to examine and remove the perceptions of accidents from the area of uncontrollable and 
fortuitous ‘acts of God’.  Interestingly, the United States’ National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration banned its employees from using the word accident in official 
communication, claiming that its use promotes the concept that these events are outside of 
human influence or control (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 1997 cited 
in Suchman, 1960). 
In order to combat the phenomenon of fatalism, it is important to understand the 
perceptions relating to the term ‘accident’. Suchman (1960) states that the term is more 
likely to be used to describe phenomena with the following characteristics: 
a) Degree of expectedness- the less the event could have been anticipated, the more 
likely it is to be labelled an accident; 
b) Degree of avoidability- the less the event could have been avoided, the more 
likely it to be labelled an accident; and 
c) Degree of intention- the less the event was the result of deliberate action, the more 
likely it is to be labelled an accident. 
Suchman (1960) also stated that a conceptual approach can be used to understand the 
development of beliefs that further influences the individual’s skill to handle sudden, 
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unanticipated events. A US study investigated what the word ‘accident’ means to the lay 
public. Results suggested that people who believed that ‘accidents’ are predictable were 
significantly more likely to also reported the belief that they are preventable (Girasek, 
1999). In contrast, people who considered that accidents are controlled by fate were less 
likely to believe that they are preventable, while those who deemed accidents as occurring 
on purpose were also more likely to describe them as predictable. Age, education, income 
and race emerged as independent predictors of various interpretations of an ‘accident’ such 
that participants who were younger, of African-American ethnicity, had lower incomes and 
lower education levels were more likely to report the belief that an accident is controlled 
by fate. 
Peltzer (2003) noted that many drivers share deep rooted mystical and superstitious 
attitudes that may lead to systematic errors in the appraisal of risks and possible causes of 
road crashes. Dixey (1999) asserted that “recent years have seen increased willingness to 
incorporate lay beliefs into health promotion activity and to accept that what appears 
‘rational’ to one person or culture may not to another, but this appears to be lacking in the 
area of accident causation” (p.203). Together, these authors provided information that is 
worthy of further consideration with regard to a link between fatalistic beliefs and road 
crashes. 
2.8  Culture, Fatalistic Beliefs and Interventions 
 
King (2005) argued that the local context of a country needs to be taken into account 
in order for transfer of road safety knowledge and expertise to be effective.  He developed 
a model for improving the transfer of Western road safety knowledge and expertise to low 
income countries, stating that each road safety issue subsists in a space defined by the 
economic, institutional, social and cultural factors that contain broad and specific 
influences. “The road safety space varies from one road safety issue to another, and from 
country to country, although some factors may be shared across road safety issues or 
across countries” (King, 2005, p. 97). Among social and cultural factors, King listed 
religious beliefs and explored examples of the operation of these beliefs in case studies 
conducted in Thailand and Vietnam. Furthermore, King and King (2006) found that 
ordinary peoples’ constructions of Buddhism, karma and fatalism in Thailand influenced 
their attribution of the causes of crashes. 
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In attempting to develop ways to undermine fatalism, the distinction between the 
assumptions underlying interventions and the beliefs associated with prevailing cultures 
and people’s interpreted experience is very important (Suchman, 1960).  Kouabenan 
(1998) conducted a study in the Ivory Coast (West Africa) to examine the importance of 
culture in risk-taking and ‘accident’ prevention and found that people practise certain 
rituals specifically so that danger will be avoided. Dixey (1999), Jacobs and Sayer (1983), 
and Hazen and Ehiri (2006) have all noted that the ‘culture’ of driver behaviour and driver 
training must also be considered when initiating any road safety legislation. An example of 
the relevance of this statement is found in Pakistan (and other places like India, 
Afghanistan, and some African countries) where some people wear head gear that has 
strong cultural or religious significance and, therefore, are not willing to replace it with 
bicycle or motorcycle helmets (see Figures 9 and 10). Also, helmets can be considered 
incompatible with the local environment because riders feel too hot or cold while using 
them.  
 
Figure 9: Punjabi style of turban worn underneath a motorcycle helmet (Photo by Ahsan 
Kayani) 
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Figure 10: A religious turban called Imamah worn by a motorcyclist (Photo courtesy of 
Warren Hann) 
2.9  Implications of Fatalism and Related Beliefs for Road 
Safety 
 
This section builds on the previous discussion of fatalism and related beliefs to 
discuss the implications of these beliefs for attempts to improve road user behaviour and 
reduce crashes. Many developed countries have successfully reduced road crashes and 
casualties by adopting a systems-based approach to road safety. For example, in Australia, 
the concept of a safe system was adopted nationally in 2004 and focuses on the need to 
develop a road system that allows for error. This system has four primary elements: safer 
roads, safer vehicles, safer speeds and safer road users and aims to ‘create an environment 
in which road users can withstand the physical forces generated in the event of a crash’ 
(National Road Safety Council, 2010). This approach is a result of a balanced blend of 
road user interventions, many of which focus on the attitude and behaviour of road users 
towards safety and observance of laws. Initially, developed countries considered road 
crashes as acts of God and unavoidable. However, over time, the focus has shifted to the 
contribution of human factors and the notion of road crashes as preventable (Vasconcellos, 
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2001). Importantly, it has been noted that most accident literature that discusses preventive 
actions is based on “rational” approaches and seldom takes into account people’s “non-
rational” explanation of causes of road crashes (Dixey, 1999).  
A small number of studies have demonstrated that fatalism is implicated in road 
safety in developing countries. A study in Thailand indicated that ordinary peoples’ 
constructions of Buddhism, karma and fatalism influenced their attribution of the causes of 
crashes, and hence their receptivity to safety messages (King & King, 2006). Similarly, a 
study in the Ivory Coast (West Africa) which examined the importance of culture in risk-
taking and “accident” prevention identified that fatalistic beliefs and mystical practices 
influenced the perception of road crashes and consequently led people to take more risks 
and neglect safety measures (Kouabenan, 1998). Indeed, Sarma (1997, p.24) commented 
that: “Africans and, indeed, Nigerians have been deluded to believe that a road traffic 
accident is an integral element of human fate” and that death and injury from accidents are 
part of human destiny. 
2.9.1  The role of superstition in road safety 
 
As noted above, superstitions have also been shown to play a role in road safety. 
Superstitions can take the form of attributing misfortunes (e.g., road crashes) to the actions 
of ancestors, jealousy from others, and witchcraft (Dixey, 1999). Drivers take precautions 
which include the use of spells, rituals, amulets and other magical objects to protect 
against such misfortunes. Similar practices are used by some drivers in Pakistan in the 
belief that their use will prevent crashes and harm. For example, Figure 11 illustrates the 
use of Holy verses and black cloth for the purpose of promoting safety by countering 
superstitions. If people experience a road crash, in spite of this magical precaution, they 
may believe that witches, wizards, secret societies or demons are responsible (Sarma, 
2007).  
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Figure 11. Examples of measures taken by commercial drivers in Pakistan to 
protect themselves from road crashes (Kayani et al., 2010). (Photographs courtesy 
of Awais Bashir) 
 
A study to evaluate superstition, risk-taking and risk perception of accidents among 
South African taxi drivers found that a considerable proportion of drivers believed in 
destiny, witchcraft, or evil spirits as possible causes of road traffic accidents (Peltzer & 
Renner, 2003). Participants also reported that protective medicines, consulting traditional 
healers or prophets, and cleansing procedures could be effective means to avoid future 
accidents. Similarly, high degrees of superstition have been identified among various 
categories of drivers in the Ivory Coast (Kouabenan, 1998) and Nigeria (Dixey, 1999). In 
Nigeria, it has been noted that death is rarely seen as a natural phenomenon in any 
Nigerian culture (Bastian, 1992). Another study of Nigerian university students revealed 
that the majority of the participants thought death was caused by the “work of wicked 
people”, the gods or other forces (Jimoh, 1985). 
As already noted, it is important to avoid the assumption that only people who 
observe traditional religions are fatalistic, as both traditional and imported beliefs 
frequently coexist. Dixey (1999) reported that Muslims and Christians in Nigeria also 
adhere to beliefs in traditional African deities, and they and other believers in traditional 
African religion consult babalawos (Ifa priests) before a journey. Dixey also stressed that 
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believing in one’s fate is not peculiar to the Nigerian community; there are similar beliefs 
in many other African cultures and other world religions. 
2.9.2  The potential impact of fatalistic beliefs on risk taking and on 
safety message adoption  
 
As already described, fatalism can relate to the belief that health issues are beyond 
human control on the basis of certain views about luck, fate, predestination, and destiny.  
Thus, it can be argued that such views about road crashes and other life events are often 
visible in cultures that are more religious, uneducated and spiritual. These beliefs can 
inculcate a sense of unavoidability, and thus individuals may take more risks while driving 
as they perceive that if an event is going to happen it will happen (e.g., “if my time has 
come then nothing could stop it, even with safety measures, so why would I bother to 
worry about safety measures”).  Kouabenan (1998) reported that beliefs and social 
practices (e.g., religious rites, sacrifices, mystical or parascientific consultations, rituals, 
and initiation practices), and limited knowledge of risks and road crashes influenced the 
perception of risk as well as the causal explanation of crashes in the Ivory Coast (West 
Africa). Such considerations appear to lead people to take bigger risks; either because no 
matter what is done to improve safety, one cannot do anything to prevent the inevitable 
from happening; or because of the anticipation that, by observing certain rituals, the danger 
will be avoided.  
Fatalism makes a difference to road crash prevention because it can affect receptivity 
to messages about changing behaviour (Powe, 1996; Wilkes et al. 1994). This seems to 
apply universally. As discussed earlier, a study in the USA found that people who believed 
that ‘accidents’ were predictable were significantly more likely to think that they are 
preventable. In contrast, people who considered that accidents were controlled by fate 
were less likely to believe that they are preventable (Girasek, 2001). In addition to an 
unwillingness to adopt safe behaviours, it has also been found that fatalism contributes to 
risky behaviour and consequent negative outcomes (e.g. people with greater fatalistic 
beliefs tend to take more risks and have been victims of road accidents on more than one 
occasion) (Peltzer, 2003; Kouabenan, 1998). The authors suggested that fatalism can lead 
to passivity toward help-seeking from mystical practices, which lead to the neglect of 
safety precautions and to being less sensitive toward recommended measures of 
prevention. It has been observed in Nigeria that some vehicle drivers believe in wearing 
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charms or talisman to protect their vehicles from road crashes or to miraculously escape 
when a crash occurs (Sarma, 2007). It was also reported that people with such beliefs 
behave imprudently, disregard precautionary measures, and believe such amulets will keep 
them safe (Sarma, 2007). 
Peltzer (2004) reported that many drivers in South Africa share deep rooted mystical 
and superstitious attitudes that may lead to systematic errors in the appraisal of risks and 
possible causes of road traffic crashes. Although a link between fatalism and risky 
behaviour has been established, Girasek (1999) noted that cross sectional studies cannot 
determine whether ‘accident’ beliefs result in, or result from, increased injury risk. 
Together, these studies provide some evidence for a link between risky road use and 
superstitious and fatalistic beliefs. However, more research is needed to better understand 
this link so that appropriate education measures can be developed to promote safer road 
use in countries where these beliefs are prevalent. 
2.10  Fatalism and Superstition Relating to Road Safety in 
Pakistan 
 
Pakistan is one of the largest Muslim countries in the world, although (unlike 
Muslim countries in the Middle East) conversion to Islam followed centuries of Hinduism. 
As already noted, Pakistan scored highest on a measure of fatalism in an international 
survey (WVS 2004, cited in Acevedo, 2008), however this only measured empirical 
fatalism, and a high rating on theological fatalism would not be unexpected. Pakistan also 
exhibits other characteristics associated with fatalism, such as lower education and socio-
economic status. For instance, according to the Pakistan Social and Living Standards 
Measurement Survey for 2007-08 (Federal Bureau of Statistics, 2010), the overall literacy 
rate (age 10 years and above) is 56% (69% for males and 44% for females). The WHO 
Global Status Report (2009) classified Pakistan as a low (rather than middle) income 
country, with a gross national income (GNI) per capita of $US870 in 2007. This is not the 
lowest GNI per capita in the region (Bangladesh and Nepal have lower figures) however it 
places Pakistan in the lower half of a region which is relatively poor already. 
There does not appear to be any research into the role of fatalism in road crashes in 
Pakistan, which is perhaps not surprising given that there are so few publications on road 
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traffic crashes in general in Pakistan. As noted in the previous chapter, the researcher is an 
experienced police officer in Pakistan who has given hundreds of presentations to fleet 
drivers as well as being involved in traffic law enforcement. In his experience it is almost 
universal that drivers in Pakistan attribute crashes to God (the literal translation being “it 
was by God”, i.e. “God’s will”) and use the same reasoning to justify not taking 
scientifically-based precautions (e.g., obeying speed limits and wearing seat belts) to avoid 
crashes and associated trauma. Drivers of public and commercial vehicles (which figure 
significantly in the available crash statistics) are mostly uneducated and fatalistic, and this 
overlaps with superstitions, such that they believe that spirits, black magic and evil can 
influence their daily life and activities. Examples of the protective actions taken to avoid 
such misfortunes among Pakistani drivers are presented in Figure 11. It can be seen in the 
picture on the left that scripture from the Quran is used in the form of an amulet or charm 
(i.e. as a form of magic which draws its power from religion). This is an example of how 
religious fatalism and superstition can overlap. There are further overlaps with other 
aspects of culture. As discussed above, in Pakistan some people wear headgear that has 
cultural or religious significance and are therefore not willing to wear bicycle or 
motorcycle helmets, or if they do wear them, they are not fitted correctly. Legislation does 
not take such problems into account, even though the social and cultural imperative for 
them to wear their headgear is taken for granted by the public, and their right to ride 
motorcycles or bicycles is not challenged.  
2.11  Conceptual Framework 
 
The literature indicates that fatalism is a potentially important influential factor in 
road safety and also points to the involvement of superstition more generally, with both 
fatalism and superstition being influenced in turn by religious and cultural constructions. 
These influences are apparent in the beliefs espoused by people about events such as road 
crashes and in their behaviours. There is a lack of guidance in the literature on how to 
approach research in such an area. While Douglas and Wildavsky (1982b; also described 
by Thompson et al, 1990) have developed what appears to be a promising approach, it is 
best suited to modern societies, where it has been used to analyse sub-cultures within a 
dominant culture (Douglas, 1992; Douglas and Calvez, 1990; Dake, 1991, 1992). 
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Accordingly, this research was approached in a less theoretically-driven way, using a 
conceptual framework which incorporated the elements identified in the literature. That is, 
the research and analysis were focused on the influence of fatalism, superstition, religion 
and culture on beliefs about crashes and road user behaviour.  Not only is there is a relative 
lack of research which addresses these issues in road safety generally, there is also very 
little research on beliefs and behaviour in Pakistan that may contribute to increased crash 
risk. Using the conceptual framework outlined above, this research will therefore address 
an important gap in understanding road crash issues in Pakistan.   
2.12  Research Questions 
 
As discussed above, fatalism and related constructs can interfere with the 
effectiveness of public health and safety messages. Fatalism has not been widely discussed 
in the road safety literature, and limited research has been carried out in this area, 
particularly in Pakistan. Clearly, the significant road crash problem in Pakistan, combined 
with information suggestive of a problem with fatalism in Pakistan and the candidate’s 
own experiences, provides a strong rationale for research aimed at developing an 
understanding of the nature of fatalism among Pakistani road users and policy makers in 
the road safety field. Therefore, to address the gaps in knowledge, the current study sought 
to investigate driver perceptions, attitudes and beliefs about fatalism, superstition and risky 
road use in line with the conceptual framework identified above. 
Boyer (1994) emphasized a need for greater attention to anthropological 
explanations of cultural transmission and learning. The studies reviewed in this chapter 
used different conceptual frameworks to guide the research. In contrast to this previous 
work, a conceptual framework derived from anthropology was used in the current study 
(as outlined in the previous section). While two main types of fatalism – empirical and 
theological – can be identified, they overlap with superstitions and superstitious beliefs and 
practices to some extent.  This means that while the empirical-theological distinction will 
be useful in discussing the results of the research, the research itself focuses on eliciting 
information on beliefs and practices without being structured to address empirical vs 
theological fatalism. This approach is justified because of the relative lack of available 
literature on the relationships between these concepts and road use, road crashes, and 
related behaviours in Pakistan. 
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To sum up, although direct information about fatalism in Pakistan is lacking, there is 
enough indirect information to suggest that it is likely to form a barrier to the success of 
public health messages aimed at road crash prevention. Thus, this research aimed to 
provide an understanding of the operation of fatalism and related beliefs in Pakistan that 
will assist in the development and implementation of effective and culturally appropriate 
interventions. This research examines the influence of fatalism, superstition, religious and 
cultural beliefs on risky road use in Pakistan and is guided by three research questions:  
1. What are the perceptions of road crash causation in Pakistan, in particular the role 
of fatalism, superstition, religious and cultural beliefs? 
2. How does fatalism, superstition, and religious and cultural beliefs influence road 
user behaviour in Pakistan? 
3. Do fatalism, superstition, and religious and cultural beliefs work as obstacles to 
road safety interventions in Pakistan? 
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CHAPTER 3­    METHODOLOGY 
3.1  Rationale  
 
The review of the literature presented in the previous chapter clearly identities a gap 
in our understanding of the different belief systems in developing countries, including 
Pakistan, with respect to fatalism and related concepts as they are linked to safe road use.  
This gap signals the need for further research on the influence of fatalism, superstition, and 
religious and cultural beliefs in road safety. Therefore, the present research sought to gain 
an understanding of the nature of such beliefs in Pakistan with respect to road use, how 
these beliefs influence behaviour (or explanations of behaviour) and how this may affect 
responses to road safety interventions. As noted in the previous chapter, three research 
questions guided the investigation (see section 2.11). 
3.2  Literature Review 
 
A systematic and extensive literature review was carried out to situate the study 
within the broader discourse and to assist with the underpinning of the conceptual 
framework (see previous chapter).  It also allowed the researcher to get a general picture of 
the belief systems of Pakistani road users and the influence of these beliefs on risky 
behavior in road safety and meanings attributed to crash causation. It also assisted in 
identifying the gaps in the literature and was used to inform the question guide used in the 
fieldwork.  
3.3  Research Paradigm 
 
The research paradigm selected for this project was qualitative as it allows for the 
gathering of data that gives a rich and detailed picture of the phenomenon under 
investigation.  This is especially important where this involves subjective impressions and 
the mapping of social and cultural constructs. Where quantitative or highly structured 
research methods may be unable to extract information of a complex nature, a qualitative 
approach enables a richer and more in-depth understanding of behaviours (Guba, 1990). 
The research path in qualitative research is cyclic or iterative rather than linear (Neuman 
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1997), allowing the researcher to respond to emerging issues.  Qualitative research seeks to 
understand, refine, and place the information into a context-specific format (Smith, 1987; 
Dumka et al. 1998; Creswell, 2007), which makes it appropriate for research in settings 
that have rarely been studied. Miles and Huberman (1994:1) state that “good qualitative 
data are more likely to lead to serendipitous findings and to new integrations; they help 
researchers to get beyond initial conceptions and to generate or revise conceptual 
frameworks”.  Further, qualitative research is recognised as being particularly useful in 
offering a level of understanding when little is known about the topic under investigation 
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2000).  
It is noted by Heath and Cowley (2004, p. 144) that Strauss and Corbin (1990) 
“suggest using experience and the literature to extend analysis and guide the examination 
of subsequent data.”  It is this approach which has been adopted in this research, where the 
literature has contributed to the development of a conceptual framework (see section 2.10) 
which guided both data collection and analysis. 
3.4  Methods Used 
3.4.1  In­depth interviews 
 
An interview guide with simple prompt questions was developed (English version 
presented in Appendix 1). The initial questions were informed by the literature review and 
then they were adjusted throughout the research as themes emerged as part of the iterative 
process. Participants were interviewed individually, all but one in Urdu, one of the two 
official languages in Pakistan (the other is English, which was used in the remaining 
interview). Baxter & Eyles (1999), and Corbin & Strauss (2008) reported that face-to-face, 
in-depth interviews are valuable for exploring the meaning of risk and understanding the 
role of deeper issues. For example, community values and ways of life, which are 
recognized as important in the risk literature, may be expressed through language which 
indicates multiple meanings. No tests or questionnaires were used, although there was an 
evolving series of topics which the researcher raised in conversation. The interviews were 
supplemented with observations, although these were incidental rather than structured. 
One-to-one in-depth interviews were considered an appropriate method for this 
research due to the nature of the subject being explored and the limited amount of 
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published information in the literature to date. Williams and Heikes (1993) stated that the 
in-depth interview is believed to generate more valid information because it allows the 
researcher to empathize with respondents and view their situations from their own points 
of view. Seidman (2006) asserted that interviewing is the best procedure to adopt when 
conducting concentrated studies of individuals, such as feelings, thoughts and intentions or 
how people interpret the world around them. Therefore, it will elicit rich detailed 
information for the participants about their cultural and religious beliefs and their 
relationship to risky road use behavior and related issues. 
 3.4.2  Participant selection 
 
Three forms of qualitative sampling were used in this study: 
 Purposive sampling: participants were selected because they would be information 
rich and provide meanings and interpretations (Rice and Ezzy, 1999) related to the 
study aim and research questions. In this case the focus was on: 
o  professional drivers of taxis (3), trucks (6) and buses (3) - because of their 
contribution to the road toll; 
o car drivers (5); 
o police (7) - since their perspective as enforcers of the law should provide 
interesting insights; and 
o policy makers (4) – as they need to take account of public opinion and 
resistance in formulating policy; plus 
o religious orators (2) - added later because of the issues of interpretation of 
religion which emerged from the interviews; 
 Criterion sampling: all participants had to be experienced in road use in Pakistan; 
 Snowball sampling: initial participants or contacts were asked if they could suggest 
someone else to be interviewed as part of this project. 
The professional drivers were recruited through their workplaces or where they 
gathered together, in the three major cities of Lahore, Islamabad and Rawalpindi.  These 
were typically facilities like bus stations, where the managers of the facility are not 
connected with any particular company.  The managers are mostly experienced people 
with extensive knowledge of the vehicles and drivers that regularly use their facility.  They 
are in a good position to know about the safety records of the regular users.  In Pakistan, it 
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is customary and culturally appropriate for people to approach staff members in their work 
place without the need for official approval from managers or supervisors. Therefore, 
approval to enter work places, as would normally be required for conducting research in 
Australia, was not relevant in the context of this research in Pakistan. Depth and richness 
was sought rather than quantity so the sample size was smaller than in quantitative 
research.  Initially it had been intended to determine the sample size according to data 
saturation (Neuman, 1997), however the diversity and complexity of the information 
gained was so great that time and financial limitations led to the curtailment of data 
collection while new information was still emerging. This point is revisited in Chapter 8, 
when discussing limitations of the research. 
 3.4.3  Ethical considerations 
 
Ethics clearance was granted by the Queensland University of Technology’s Human 
Research Ethics Committee (Project Approval No. 1000000422). The National Statement 
on Ethical Conduct in Human Research (2007) was referred to in preparation and 
implementation of the methodology.  As the researcher is a Pakistani national, he is aware 
of the local cultural values that exist in the locations where this research was conducted 
(his positioning as a researcher is outlined below).  At all times, the researcher strove to 
ensure that all participants were treated in accordance with the recommendations for 
respect and justice as detailed in the National Statement. Verbal consent was obtained and 
recorded on a digital sound recorder, and participants were given an information sheet 
(English version is Appendix 2). 
Participants were approached personally by the interviewer and the purpose of the 
research was explained verbally in the first instance.  The participant information sheet 
(translated into Urdu) was provided if they showed an interest in participating in the 
research. Participants were not paid for their participation.   
In the one-to-one interviews, participants were asked to discuss their attitudes and 
beliefs about driving, accident causation, and road use. This led to participants disclosing 
information about previous risky or illegal road use (however see below about the 
differences in disclosure depending on whether the interview was being taped or not). It 
was made clear that such disclosure would not place participants at risk of prosecution or 
legal penalty. In part this is because, according to the Pakistan National Highway & Safety 
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Ordinance, the traffic laws can be enforced only when a duty police officer observes 
personally any traffic violation.  Violations reported after the event cannot be acted upon. 
The information provided by participants was kept confidential, and in any case the law in 
Pakistan does not allow use of such information for any legal purpose. All interview 
recordings and transcripts are stored securely and therefore participants will not be placed 
at risk in terms of any disclosure of illegal behaviours. Participant’s confidentiality and 
anonymity of responses was protected as much as possible by conducting all interviews in 
private. No names were associated with interview data, and no identities were attached to 
any research-related documents.  
All data files were stored on a password protected laptop computer in the 
researcher’s house in Pakistan and on a password protected secure computer server in 
Australia.  Recordings were erased after transcription and de-identified transcripts have 
been retained by the researcher as evidence of the primary data.  Apart from the researcher, 
only the principal and associate supervisor have access to this data.  A coding system has 
been used to protect the participants.  The research data has been backed up on the 
university’s secure computer server. 
 3.4.4  Data analysis 
 
A strength of this research was that the researcher is Pakistani and conducted the 
interviews primarily in Urdu, thus avoiding a problem noted in previous research in 
Pakistan using forward and backward translation (Ghaffar et al. 2004). Twinn (1997) 
reported that translation can influence validity and reliability when collecting and 
analysing qualitative data. In this study, the audio recordings were transcribed and 
translated by a translator using the concept of meaning translation (Esposito, 2001). The 
researcher then checked the translations against the recordings for validity and reliability 
and an additional bilingual research assistant checked a random sample of transcripts, one 
from each of the participant groups (see next section for descriptions) to ensure the validity 
and integrity of the backward transcription process (Beaton et al, 2000). During the 
process of translation checking, the researcher also worked with the translator to discuss 
the content of interviews. Where issues of translation were not resolved (e.g., where 
sections of the interview were difficult to hear or could be interpreted in different ways), 
these were noted. The decision was taken to analyse the English versions of the transcripts 
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in order to allow the supervisory team to read and understand the concepts as they arose 
and as analysis continued. 
Interview transcripts and notes from observations were analysed using a thematic 
analysis approach. The term “thematic analysis” is used frequently in qualitative research, 
and can signify a variety of processes.  This reflects a divergence of views on underlying 
approaches to qualitative research, in particular “grounded theory” (Neuman 1997).  
Dixon-Woods et al (2004) note that the discussion of method for grounded theory by the 
co-authors of a seminal work (Glaser and Strauss 1967, cited Dixon-Woods et al 2004) has 
subsequently been taken in a more prescriptive direction by Strauss, and in a more “theory-
free” direction by Glaser.  A common method of thematic analysis, reflecting Glaser’s 
orientation, is to let all themes and codes emerge from the transcribed data, e.g. the method 
used by Thurston and Meadows (2003).  The analysis used here did not employ such an 
“open coding” approach, but commenced with the intention of testing the data against the 
conceptual framework outlined in the previous chapter.  This bears some similarity to 
thematic analysis, but the “guided” nature of the process is more akin to the “thematic 
analysis” approaches used by Patterson and Coggan (2001) in a study of the 
institutionalisation of safety in civil and community organisations, and by Agran et al 
(2004) in a study of reasons for violating child passenger safety laws. 
Thematic analysis was conducted from the start of the first interviews as it allowed 
for a continuous re-evaluation of the themes and reflexive adjustment of the question and 
observation guides in keeping with an iterative approach.  Analysis involved searching for 
the expression of particular ideas within the overall context of the dialogue (Minichiello et 
al, 1995), and connecting these ideas into themes that appear important (Daly et al. 1997). 
The process involved the identification of themes through the careful reading and re-
reading of the data (Rice & Ezzy, 1999). The data were analysed in conjunction with 
Braun and Clark’s (2006) suggestions based on three distinctive stages:  transcribing and 
becoming familiar with the data, developing codes and themes, and refining themes and 
reporting data (see Table 3 for an outline of this process). The data were analysed 
consistent with the recommendations of Sandberg (2005), that is, with the intention of 
understanding and unfolding and not of prediction.  
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Table 3. Phases of text-based thematic analysis 
Stages of Analysis Based on Braun & Clark’s Phases of Thematic Analysis 
Stage Description of phase 
One 
 
Familiarisation with data 
Reading and re-reading the data, noting down initial ideas 
Two 
 
Developing codes and 
themes 
 
Generating initial codes by coding interesting features of the 
data in a systematic fashion across the entire data set, collating 
data relevant to each potential theme 
Searching for themes by collating codes into potential themes, 
gathering all data relevant to each potential theme 
Three 
 
Refining themes and 
reporting data 
Defining and naming themes via ongoing analysis to refine the 
specifics of each theme, and the overall story the analysis tells, 
generating clear definition and names of each theme 
The final opportunity for analysis of selected extracts, relating 
the analyses back to the research question and literature, 
producing a scholarly report of the analysis. 
Note: Based on Braun & Clark, 2006, p.87 
 
 3.4.5  Qualitative rigour 
 
Qualitative research is sometimes criticised for being unscientific, because it relies 
on “stories” told to a particular researcher with their own interests and biases, and not 
being generalisable (Mays and Pope, 1995). Several strategies are put forward by Mays 
and Pope (1995) that can be employed by qualitative researchers to ensure that their 
research is rigorous.   
The first relates to sampling, where systematic, non-probabilistic sampling can be 
used:  
The purpose is not to establish a random or representative sample drawn from a 
population but rather to identify specific groups of people who either possess 
characteristics or live in circumstances relevant to the social phenomenon being 
studied. Informants are identified because they will enable exploration of a 
particular aspect of behaviour relevant to the research. (Mays and Pope, 1995) 
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The purposive, criterion and snowball sampling methods used in this research satisfy this 
requirement. 
Other forms of qualitative research rigour identified by Mays and Pope (1995) and 
addressed in this research are: 
 Reliability of analysis: the Principal and Associate Supervisor reviewed the 
interpretation of themes in relation to the transcripts 
 Examination of divergent cases: responses that diverged from common themes 
were acknowledged and discussed – this contributes to validity and reliability 
 Credibility of explanation: whether the explanation given is coherent and has 
enough information to mean a reader would feel comfortable in applying the 
explanation in the same setting – the researcher has relied on the opinion of his 
Supervisors to ensure this 
 Provision of original evidence: sufficient presentation of supporting quotes and 
other qualitative material to demonstrate that the conclusions are based on the data 
– extensive quotes for participants have been provided in support of the themes. 
 3.4.6  Positioning the researcher 
 
The position of the researcher as one of the mechanisms of the research process is 
implicit in qualitative enquiry (Bergman & Coxon, 2005). For this reason it is important to 
acknowledge the impact of the author’s participation in the preparation, execution, and 
analysis of the work. Qualitative research methods work is value-laden: it contains the 
researcher’s descriptions and impressions, even when they try to render faithfully the 
words, feelings and ideas of others.  Therefore it is necessary to position the researcher so 
that the relationship of the background and experiences of the researcher to the research 
are better understood (Malterud, 2001). 
I am a Pakistani Muslim from a lower middle class background. I have spent most of 
my life living in different cities and towns in Pakistan and have, therefore, experienced 
different cultures within the country. My early education was from schools that had limited 
facilities (e.g., no class rooms, no desks, and no teaching boards) and students were 
required to sit on ground to attend classes. The first time I had the opportunity to use pen 
and paper in my schooling was in 6th class at the age of 11. I completed 10 years of 
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schooling and then attended the Forman Christian College in Lahore for an additional 4 
years of college education. After completing my graduation, I had to decide which field of 
work I would pursue. My father was a police officer and I also wanted to join the police 
department because I was very much inspired by his example. In 2002, I joined Pakistan’s 
National Highways and Motorways Police (NH&MP) which is a policing organization 
working on the nation’s major highways and motorways for traffic law enforcement and 
policing. While working for the NH&MP, I completed my Bachelors in Law from the 
University of Punjab, Lahore. This degree helped me in understanding the legal issues 
associated with traffic management. I do believe that knowledge gives an ultimate 
competitive advantage. For this reason, when I was presented with the opportunity to 
complete a Graduate Certificate in Road Safety by the esteemed organization, the Centre 
for Accident Research and Road Safety-Queensland (CARRS-Q) at the Queensland 
University of Technology, Australia. I accepted it in order to gain further experience in the 
field of traffic management and road safety. During this course, I gained deep insights into 
the policies and strategies that governments in Australia have developed and implemented 
in order to improve the traffic and road safety situation in that country. 
As I have noted in the Introduction, my experiences as a policeman have directly 
contributed to my interest in this research. It is noteworthy that I once had the same 
fatalistic beliefs about road crashes that I report here and might have continued to maintain 
such beliefs about crash causation if I had not been prompted by my educational 
opportunities to consider the following questions: “If road crashes are not under human 
control then why is there such a difference in trauma causalities between my society and 
developed countries?”, and “Why does Pakistan have fewer vehicles but greater road 
trauma than developed countries?” These thoughts, together with my personal observations 
and experiences working in road safety prompted me to consider the current topic for this 
Masters research. It is my hope that this work can assist in highlighting and accentuating 
the different beliefs that impede the aspiration of progress in reducing the road toll and 
associated suffering in Pakistan.  
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3.5  Description of Sample 
 
Data collection began in the last week of June 2010 and ended in the last week of 
August 2010. In-depth face-to-face interviews were conducted in Lahore, Islamabad and 
Rawalpindi. The one to one interviews were conducted at participants’ offices, public 
libraries, and private offices in taxi/bus stands. Participants were selected from varied 
educational backgrounds and from a variety of groups with relevance to road use and 
fatalistic beliefs in Pakistan, namely professional drivers, general drivers, police officers, 
policy makers, and religious orators. These variations in participants enabled a broad range 
of perspectives about beliefs and experiences to be canvassed during the interview process.  
The groups are described below and their characteristics are summarised in Table 4. 
Overall, interviews were conducted with 30 participants who ranged in age from 24 
to 63 years, with a median age of 46 years. Participant groups included 12 professional 
drivers (three taxi drivers, three bus drivers, six semi-trailer drivers), seven field police 
officers, five general car drivers, two religious orators, and four key policy makers 
working in areas related to road safety. The majority of the sample was male, with only 
two female participants included: a general car driver and a field police officer.  In 
Pakistan more men than women drive in general, and female drivers are very rare among 
professional drivers.  The police force has only a small female presence. 
All participants were Muslims with the exception of one Christian driver and a Sikh 
field police officer. Two of the general car drivers had driving experience of more than ten 
years outside Pakistan and had driving licences from the United Kingdom and Hong Kong.  
All the professional drivers, one general car driver, one field police officer and two 
religious orators had a high school degree or less, while other participants such as general 
car drivers, field police officers, and policy officers had college education and university 
education.  
The majority of participants reported having been involved in at least one road crash 
and almost every participant reported that relatives, friends and/or colleagues had been 
killed and severely injured in road crashes. The involvement in road crashes was frequent 
among professional drivers. When queried as to the perceived road crash situation in 
Pakistan, all the participants unanimously confirmed that they are numerous. 
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Table 4. Profile of participants 
Participant group profiles Summary 
Pr
of
es
si
on
al
 d
ri
ve
rs
 
Taxi 
drivers 
3 males 
 
 
Ages: 24, 32, 46 
Education: one had no education, one middle 
school (8 yrs) and one matriculation (10 yrs) 
Driver licence and experience: one “didn’t 
know”, the others were recently licensed (3 
months and two years), but all had much more 
experience (4, 12 and 28 years) 
 One of the youngest groups 
 Modest level of education 
 Lowest in length of time 
licence held 
 Highest in experience driving 
unlicensed 
Bus 
drivers 
3 males 
 
Ages: 39, 48, 55 
Education: one had  no education, two middle 
school 
Driver licence and experience: one was licensed 
“recently”, the others 14 and 34 years, all with 
more experience (19, 27 and 36 years) 
 Oldest driver group (with 
truck drivers) though younger 
than policy makers 
 Modest level of education   
 Reasonably long period of 
being licensed 
 Second (after taxis) in length 
of time driving unlicensed 
Truck 
drivers 
6 males 
 
Ages: 26, 40, 47, 49, 59, 60 
Education: two with no education, three primary 
(5 years) and one middle 
Driver licence and experience: no licensing 
information for one, another had a licence but did 
not say for how long; one was technically 
unlicensed (had a light vehicle licence but not a 
heavy vehicle licence), the others had held their 
licences a long time (23, 35 and 35 years); one of 
the latter had always driven licensed, while the 
other two had driven for longer, while the 
technically unlicensed driver had driven trucks for 
7 years; the two where licence information was 
lacking had driven 23 years and “many years” 
 
 Oldest driver group (with bus 
drivers) though younger than 
policy makers 
 Lowest level of education 
 Licence status sometimes 
unclear, where known had 
been licensed a long time 
 Experience unclear but 
apparently several drove 
before having a licence, or on 
the wrong licence 
Car drivers 
4 males 
1 female 
 
Ages: 28, 29, 32, 39, 40 
Education: one matriculation, four tertiary (one 
Bachelor, three Masters) 
Driver licence and experience: no licensing or 
experience information for one, one did not have a 
licence, the others had been licensed 9, 10 and 14 
years; one of these had driven only when licensed, 
the other two for two years longer than when 
licensed, and the unlicensed driver for 20 years 
 One of the youngest groups 
 High level of education 
 Moderate in length of time 
licence held 
 Significant amount of 
experience driving unlicensed 
(but less than taxi and bus 
drivers) 
Police 
6 males 
1 female 
 
Ages: 30, 32, 35, 36, 36, 48, 52 
Education: one matriculation, six tertiary (two 
Bachelors, four Masters) 
Driver licence and experience: not asked 
 At the young end, but older 
than taxi drivers and car 
drivers 
 High level of education  
Religious 
orators 
2 males 
Ages: 37, 63 
Education: primary and middle 
Driver licence and experience: not asked 
 Modest level of education  
Policy 
makers 
4 males 
Ages: 51, 56, 58, 59 
Education: all tertiary (university) 
Driver licence and experience: not asked  
 Oldest group 
 High level of education 
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Professional Drivers 
This group consisted of 12 professional drivers including taxi, truck, and bus drivers 
who were aged from 24 to 60 years. In Pakistan, it is common for these drivers to spend 
long periods of time on the road and be away from their families for extended periods of 
time. They reported having many years of driving experience, more than all of the other 
participant groups. Almost all the drivers in this group had little or no education. None of 
the drivers had taken any formal driver training from a training school and all of them 
reported learning to drive from their peers. All the drivers in this group reported having 
been involved in at least one road crash and all of them reported that they had relatives, 
friends, and/or colleagues who had been killed in road crashes. 
General Car Drivers 
This second group consisted of general car drivers aged 28 to 40 years. All 
participants in this group had tertiary level education (i.e., Bachelor or Masters Level) and 
the majority reported having been involved in at least one road crash. All the general car 
drivers stated that they had the experience of having had relatives, friends and/or 
colleagues killed or injured in severe road crashes. 
Field Police Officers 
The third group of participants consisted of field police officers from three different 
police organisations that work in road safety in Pakistan. These police organizations have 
different areas of jurisdiction. Islamabad Traffic Police work within the capital city under 
federal administration, whereas Traffic Warden Police and Punjab Traffic Police work in 
Punjab province (one of the four provinces in Pakistan). Punjab Traffic Police enforce 
traffic rules in all of Punjab excluding five major cities where Traffic Warden Police have 
this responsibility. In this group, participant ages ranged from 32 to 52 years. Some of the 
police officers were young and had at least three years of on the job experience, whereas 
others had more than 25 years of job experience.  
Religious Orators 
This group consisted of two religious orators, both of whom had driving experience 
with motorcycles (and bicycles) but not with cars.  Both participants had little formal 
education. It is the experience of the researcher that, typically, religious orators spend their 
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time in the Masjids delivering sermons to people who live in their locality, and that usually 
most people attending religious sermons are uneducated. The average number of reported 
attendants at sermons conducted by these two participants is approximately 400 to 500 
people. One participant was 37 years old and had 15 years of experience as a religious 
orator. The other was 63 years old and had 42 years experience working as a religious 
orator.  
Policy Makers 
The last group comprised key policy makers connected with road safety. The four 
policy makers in this group had university level education and ranged in age from 51 to 59 
years. They had limited personal driving experience because it is common for people in 
these positions to be chauffeured by their Government-provided drivers and cars. Each of 
the participants in this group had more than 25 years experience working in civil services.  
3.6  Level of Participant Disclosure 
 
An unexpected issue that emerged was the effect of audio recording on disclosure of 
crash involvement by professional drivers, which was related both to their assumptions 
about the researcher and to beliefs about crash causation. 
All the interviews were recorded with the consent of participants. It was noted that 
the presence of an audio recorder appeared to make some participants uneasy, especially in 
the case of professional drivers. Before recording commenced, some participants stated 
that they had been involved in many severe road crashes in which people had died and 
were injured. They also admitted that they had personally received injuries and sustained 
damage to their vehicle in these crashes. However, they were not willing to provide 
information about these road crashes when recording of the interview commenced. In other 
cases the information came from transport facility managers or owners whom the 
researcher initially approached to arrange an interview with some of the drivers using their 
facility.  In some cases, when introducing the drivers to the researcher, the manager/owner 
said that these drivers had been involved in very serious road crashes in which many 
people had died. However, when interviews were conducted with these drivers, they did 
not give any information about such experiences.  
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One reason for this might be that they did not wish to disclose such information so 
that it could not be used in legal proceedings. For example, prior to the commencement of 
recording of an interview with one truck driver, he informed the researcher that he had 
been involved in many road crashes, including a crash where three people died and both 
his legs were fractured. However, during the interview process, when asked about his 
experiences in road crashes, the same participant reported the following: 
 
Int: Did you ever face a road accident? 
Yes, I was over speeding; I was driving a bus at that time. It was 1989 and it was 
near [the city of] Multan. My bus got damaged. I got many injuries but passengers 
were safe. Other than that I have had no major accident. TrkPrimSch60M 
Another factor relating to a lack of disclosure of participants’ involvement in road 
crashes was the potential impact of such disclosure on their reputation. This seemed 
particularly relevant to professional drivers because their reputation is very important for 
their job and could be affected in a negative way if it became known that they had been 
involved in many road crashes. Although the researcher introduced himself to all 
participants as a university student, some of them thought he belonged to a recruitment 
company and was interviewing them in order to recruit them for a job. Others speculated 
that the researcher belonged to a police agency and was seeking information regarding 
their involvement in a road crash that had not been reported to police.  
It is also possible that their pre-interview claims about crash involvement were 
exaggerated, however the importance of reputation suggests this is not the case.  
Information regarding driver involvement in a road crash is not documented in Pakistan as 
road crashes are not usually reported to police. If a crash is registered, it is generally not 
documented in sufficient detail and information about the driver and their history of 
involvement in other crashes is generally not recorded. Information regarding reported 
crashes is not obtainable by the general public. It is common practice that a professional 
driver usually gets a job on the basis of their driving reputation because the employer has 
no access to check their driving history for crash involvement. Therefore, it is likely that 
professional drivers interviewed in this research did not wish to disclose information to the 
researcher regarding their true driving and crash-related experiences for fear that it would 
damage their reputation and future employment prospects.  
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One bus driver described it this way: 
Int: Do you follow all road rules and regulations? 
To follow the rules is for safety and also increases a driver’s market value. If a 
driver has fewer accidents it is good for his job. . BusMidSch39M   
Less commonly, it was also noted that some participants reported the belief that if 
they think about and discuss road crashes in which they have been involved, then these 
could be repeated and they can be involved in another crash. They considered it a bad sign 
to discuss with others a bad happening that had occurred in their life, such as a road crash. 
They also indicated that they dared not discuss a bad happening that had occurred in other 
people’s lives. Therefore, it was sometimes difficult throughout the interview process to 
gain accurate accounts of and information relating to participants’ and others’ involvement 
in road crashes. Although people seemed willing and felt free to discuss general 
information about the attribution of the road crashes, often there was little information 
disclosed about their own involvement, with some people claiming that they had never 
been involved in a crash. However, in most cases, the researcher attained information in 
relation to beliefs about the attribution of road crashes through discussing the involvement 
of participants’ relatives, friends, colleagues, or in general discussion about road crashes.  
A final factor relating to the level of disclosure of information is relevant to the 
police officers interviewed for this research. In Pakistan, it is common practice for police 
to under-report road crashes in order to demonstrate their good performance. For the 
current research, police participants were approached through their seniors who were 
asked to nominate officers who could participate in the interviews. Therefore, it could 
reasonably be expected that these participants were more likely to provide 
inaccurate/misleading information about road safety issues that was in favour of their 
working and performance so as not to disappoint their senior officers, when this may not 
have been the case. In his role as a Senior Patrol Officer with the National Highways and 
Motorways Police in Pakistan, the researcher has experienced circumstances such as this. 
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3.7  Reporting of Results 
 
As explained above, a thematic analysis was undertaken. There was a variety of 
conceptualisations of road crashes among participants, with road crashes being attributed 
to fate, a test of life, punishment for a sin, the work of the Devil, Shahadat (martyrdom or a 
good religious death that will lead to heaven), or black magic and other superstitions such 
as evil eye2. Mixed explanations were given about how such attributions were linked with 
religion. For instance, for some people, only the concepts of evil eye and black magic were 
considered as religious concepts. However, other participants expressed the belief that they 
are unrelated to religion. Additional attributions such as fate, Shahadat, and concepts such 
as road crashes being a test of life, a punishment for a sin, and the work of the Devil, were 
seen as having a religious basis across all groups. These responses have been grouped and 
are presented in the next four chapters: 
 Chapter 4: Attribution of crashes to fate/God’s will 
 Chapter 5: Attribution of crashes to beliefs about superstition and malicious acts 
 Chapter 6: Beliefs about crash causation linked to popular conceptions of religion 
 Chapter 7: The influence of religious, cultural and superstitious beliefs on 
preventive actions, enforcement, behaviour and reporting of crashes 
Quotes from participants are presented to support and illustrate the findings, and the 
quotes are labelled according to the group, education level, age and gender of the 
participant, as set out in Table 5 (over page). 
As an example, quotes from a participant who is a truck driver with middle level 
schooling who is a 40 year old man is represented by the identifier: TrkMidSch40M. 
Similarly, a participant who is a field police officer with Masters level education who is a 
36 year old female is represented by the identifier: PolMas36F. 
 
                                                            
2 The literal translation of evil eye is “malignant look”. Evil eye means to look at something or someone with 
the intention of harm, wishing for something bad to happen or just being jealous. Also if someone praises 
something too much (e.g. a new car) or the owner is too proud of it, this is believed to bring on evil eye. 
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Table 5.  Participant labels for quotes  
 Category Abbreviation 
Participant group Professional drivers 
- Truck 
- Bus 
- taxi 
 
Trk  
Bus  
Tax 
 General drivers Car 
 Police Pol 
 Policy makers Pm 
 Religious orators Ro 
Education No Education NoEdu 
 Primary School (5 years) PrimSch 
 Middle School (8 years) MidSch 
 Matriculation (10years) MatSch 
 Bachelor degree (14 years) Bch 
 Masters degree (16 years) Mas 
Age - (Years) 
Gender Male M 
 Female F 
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CHAPTER 4­    ATTRIBUTION OF CRASH CAUSATION TO 
FATE/GOD’S WILL 
 
This chapter reports the findings relating to beliefs about why crashes occur with 
particular reference to fatalism. Responses to questions about road crash causation were 
similar across all groups, although it is noteworthy that policy makers were the only 
participant group to report that crash causation can be attributable to human behaviour, 
however this was not consistently reported across this group.  
4.1  General Fatalism 
 
As was noted in the literature review, every religion and culture exhibits some 
degree of fatalism (Boyer, 1994, Maudoodi, 1963). Individuals with fatalistic beliefs 
consider themselves powerless in the face of uncontrollable and unexpected life events. 
Fatalistic beliefs are used to rationalize these events in different ways. Fatalistic beliefs can 
influence the intensity of the sense of risk as well as the causal explanation that one may 
give for a crash.  
In the interview process, almost all participants expressed strong fatalistic beliefs 
towards road crash occurrence. It was observed that all participant groups reported the 
belief that road crashes are destined to happen, though not all of the policy makers 
interviewed expressed this view. Fatalism was expressed as a belief that fate controls their 
destiny, which in turn led them to be unrealistic about problems in general. Participants 
considered an injury, death or other loss as “fated” to happen and therefore believed that it 
cannot be prevented. Notably, the respondents used different terms (consistent mostly with 
theological but also with empirical fatalism) to connote fate, such as Allah, destiny, qudrat, 
muqadar, qismat, nature or God.  
Int:  So [if] you think everything depends on Allah, then where are our mistakes? 
We try to avoid mistakes but final authority is with Allah. Nothing is in human 
control, everything is by God. You see me, I am talking with you, and it is even not in 
my control. I will talk to you as far as God wants. Look [at] this bus, how big it is. 
Only God is running it and controlling it. How can a human being control it? 
BusNoEdu48M 
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Int:  Can a driver avoid a road accident? 
If it is in fate he can’t save [himself] and if it is not in fate then he can save himself. 
Even If someone is in a burning fire, if it is in his fate he will not be affected with it. 
BusMidSch55M 
Participants expressed the belief that fate determined their life course. They often 
stated that an individual could not save himself, nor could someone increase the length of 
their life. They might assume other factors could help, like their own actions, but they 
could only work if they are implemented with the will of God. Every event in life is 
controlled by fate including time of death, losses experienced in life, length of life, income 
and level of wealth. The majority of participants perceived themselves to be helpless in 
regard to fate and destiny. Almost all the groups consistently expressed a belief that they 
had little or no control over their life and that their health status was a matter of fate. 
If we do everything right and we come across a difficulty, it is God’s will and fate. 
Every difficulty or problem in life is by fate. We don’t want to harm anything. It is 
God. TaxNoEdu46M   
 
Int:  What do you understand of fate and destiny? What are these? 
If I search for passengers and I fail to get some and I don’t earn any money then it’s 
Allah’s will and definitely my fate. TaxNoEdu46M 
 
I have my strong faith as a Muslim that life and death is in the hands of God.  I will 
get what is written in my fate. I will get anything that is in my fate like an accident, 
disease…. PolMas36M 
 
Additionally, two of the policy makers interviewed stated that drivers usually have 
fatalistic views towards the occurrence of road crashes. For example: 
 
This Monday I was coming back from Islamabad. A man was walking on the road. 
He was not crossing the road but was walking on the middle lane. My driver saved 
him [by avoiding a collision with him, but] with great difficulty. I asked my driver to 
stop and we waited for him to ask what he is doing. There are many other cars that 
also narrowly avoided a crash. It was very dangerous. We then took him in our car 
to exit of motorway. When we asked him why he was walking on the motorway 
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because it was so dangerous for him and other cars, he said ‘it does not make any 
difference, if something is in my fate, it will happen to me, and to others as well. 
PmUni59M 
 
Everyone has his own thinking. [People say] that it was the time of their death and 
this reason made them make a mistake and have an accident. He just goes out from 
home and dies in an accident. PmUni58M 
4.2  Socio Demographic Factors 
 
Only two female participants were included in the in-depth interview process. There 
was no noticeable difference observed according to gender.  Although this is not really 
noteworthy given the nature of the research and the small numbers involved, female 
participants reported the same fatalistic beliefs towards road crashes as their male 
counterparts.  
As I told you earlier fate is mapped out by God. It does not matter whether we can 
stop an accident or not, as all is in the hands of God. What God has planned for us it 
will have to go. PolMas36F 
 
“If something is written in our fate, like disease or any other loss like a road 
accident, these things just take shapes”. CarMas29F 
Concerning religious beliefs, the majority of the sample was Muslim, although one 
Christian driver and one Sikh police officer participated in the interviews. These two 
participants reported parallel fatalistic beliefs to those Muslim participants who attributed 
road crashes to predestination and fate. 
I think everything happens for our benefit.  It’s hardships [that] bring us close to 
God. David the prophet also said if a difficulty like disease comes in life, I get happy 
so that I can learn. When we feel a difficulty in our life it is blessing because it 
reminds us of God and we contact to God. You can die anywhere and can’t stop it, 
anytime if it’s in your fate. When your time has not come even in a severe accident, 
you will come back healthy from hospital. But if we are going to face it, it can 
happen [even] with a little crash. Christian driver 
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‘In many terrible accidents I have witnessed that people were quite safe’. 
Int: What do you think about how they remained safe in a terrible accident? 
‘God makes safe to which he wants. A driver can face a death or injury even in a 
small incident.’ 
Int: It means it depends of God if he wants to make safe or give loss whether you 
drive with care or not? 
‘Yes it is true.’ Sikh police officer 
There was also an association between religious belief, fate and superstition. People 
who expressed more religious beliefs attributed events to fate, while people who expressed 
less religious beliefs were more superstitious and people who practiced religion to a 
moderate degree were fatalistic as well as superstitious.   
Because this is qualitative research with a small sample, comments about 
demographic differences must be treated with caution, however it is worth noting that no 
difference in fatalistic beliefs was found according to the age of those interviewed. 
Participants ranged in age from 24 to 63 years and reported similar beliefs about the role of 
fate, irrespective of their age, for example: 
 
Fate has a vital role. As a Muslim it’s our belief that everything happens because it 
was preordained by Allah. It is fate that plays everything. People don’t want to 
destroy their own cars, its fate which leads them to accidents. TrkPrimSch59M 
 
Int:  If road accident is in our fate, can we avoid it? 
No, if it is in fate we can’t avoid it. Any problem can come in any shape like a road 
accident. Who can stop fate from happening? Whatever is written in our life, it has 
to happen. TrkNoEdu26M 
Finally, with regard to differences in socio-demographic factors, people with no 
formal education tended to express more fatalistic and superstitious beliefs, whereas 
people with formal education had fatalistic views but tended to be less superstitious3 (a 
more detailed discussion of superstitious beliefs among this sample is presented later in 
                                                            
3 Superstition refers to beliefs in the working of supernatural forces whereas fatalism refers to the belief that 
events are predetermined and, therefore, uncontrollable. 
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this document). Furthermore, those with formal education appeared to rely more on fate 
rather than on superstition when discussing crash causation and other issues in their life. 
Formal education may make people feel more in control of their lives because of the 
knowledge they have gained or from exposure to different ways of thinking and behaving.  
4.3  Fate Expressed in Road Crashes 
 
Participants appeared to believe that fate takes its form and cause in different ways. 
If a difficulty has to come it can come in the form of road crashes, diseases, murder, war or 
other such disasters. Only fate will decide what form and cause it will have and no blame 
is attributed directly to God, but rather, can be directly attributed to fate.  Participants 
expressed the view that if it is fate that has decided someone’s death or injury in a road 
crash, then this situation is inevitable and no precautionary measures would have helped.  
Int:  In every road accident is there an involvement of Taqdeer? 
‘[Yes] every accident is the reason of fate. Fate is involved in any accident. If death 
comes it comes in different shapes like disease, accident, and falling from buildings.’  
Int:  Do you think that you have no control over circumstances while driving? 
‘I always keep in my mind that everything will be done by God who has made my 
fate. Whatever we do, the results are due to fate. For example, if I am applying 
brakes while driving it is fate. Either it stops the vehicle or it does not.’ 
TaxNoEdu46M 
 
Participants expressed the belief that every event of life is decided by fate, down to 
its time, location, reason and source. If a road crash is fated, it will have to happen at the 
specific time, location, and environment and with a specific cause. Fate was also reported 
as being involved in creating the circumstance that contributed to a road crash. While 
driving, if someone makes a mistake that leads to a road crash, fate was seen as 
responsible for the mistake. Furthermore, in circumstances where a driver was perceived to 
have made no mistake or been at fault while driving, fate was also the reason attributed to 
road crashes. In this way, eyewitnesses to a crash appear to dismiss human error and 
attribute the crash to the fate of the people involved. For example, the first quote below 
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refers to a bus crash, witnessed by a taxi driver, in which many children died and the 
second quote refers to a crash experienced directly by a truck driver. 
The children who died in that accident would have died for some other reason 
anyway because death was their fate and that was their day. Death was fated for 
these children who were sitting on the top of bus. This was inevitable and the 
driver’s mistake just becomes the source of that accident. The sitting of the children 
on the top of the bus also became a source of death. If they had not had to face death 
they would not have sat there. It was also the driver’s destiny that it was in his fate 
to face difficulties of life in this way. TaxNoEdu46M 
 
Int:  Why do you think this road crash happened with you? 
‘This happened because it was my fate and was inevitable. The next car’s lights were 
not working. I had been travelling for 1000 km but we did not have any accident. It 
was just our time of loss that was decided here by our fate’. TrkMidSch40M 
 
Commonly, a mistake was considered from the perspective of fate. People perceived 
that their mistakes occurred due to fate. Even in the case where people knew that their 
mistakes contributed to a road crash, they still ultimately attributed these mistakes to fate 
and believed that they were chosen to commit this mistake and that this situation was out 
of their control.  
 
Int:  Tell me about the accidents of your friends or relatives? 
He was my colleague and he was travelling to Rawalpindi. Near [the city of] 
Lalamusa rain started and he was driving at 70km/h in rain. Don’t know what 
happened, he hit a truck and died at the spot with 5 passengers. The main reason 
was his sleepiness. Their time had come so they died. It was his fate that brought 
sleep for him. TaxNoEdu46M 
 
The knowledge about death, only God and his Prophet p.b.u.h know. It is only fate 
that makes an accident. There was another accident in front of me. I was standing 
with my three friends on the road. A trailer [truck with large trailer] was out of 
control and missed hitting me by 6 inches and then hit a bus. There were 7 people 
seriously injured but we three were saved. This was totally fate. TrkMidSch40M 
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In the event of another person suffering death or injury in a crash, it was considered 
by many that it was also fate that saw the other person involved in the crash. For example, 
if a bicyclist or a pedestrian has a road crash with a vehicle, the driver of the vehicle 
attributes it to fate, believing that the fate of the pedestrian or bicyclist brought him in front 
of him, even if the driver was speeding or driving while fatigued. The same justification 
would be taken by the bicyclist or pedestrian if it had been his own mistake. 
 
Once my friend and I were driving to Karachi, we were crossing from Ghotki city 
when two men on a motorcycle tried to overtake us. But we don’t know from where 
they came, we were unable to see them. He was crushed under rear tyres. It was his 
day I believe. Thousands of motorcycles overtake vehicles everyday but don’t even 
get a scratch. I think fate pushed them under our vehicle tyres. TrkNoEdu47M 
 
During driving if we meet an accident we say it’s a natural [had to happen, like 
other natural disasters] accident. When the accident occurs because of the mistake 
of another person it becomes a natural accident [also]. TaxMidSch32M 
 
Participants did not only attribute bad happenings in their life to fate, but also good 
news or achievements such as good employment, successful business, having a house, 
having children, and good health. Any good news or achievement is referred to God’s will 
or due to duas of parents, saints, and well wishers. With respect to road crashes, if they are 
safe in a crash or have not been involved in a crash, they also attributed this to the 
blessings of God or the result of duas and sadqas (these two concepts are discussed further 
in the document in greater detail).  
 
Anything in life is with the will of God whether it is good or bad. If we have good 
things in life like health, wealth or pleasures it comes from God, but if anything 
wrong comes like damage, loss, injury, death, accident it is also with the will of God. 
TaxNoEdu46M 
 
Int: Have your relatives or close friend ever met with a road accident?  
Yes many. Recently my brother had an accident a month ago. He was coming from 
night shift, he was dozing and he had an accident.  
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Int: He got any kind of loss?  
His car was utterly destroyed. With the grace of God and with duas of his parents he 
was safe. CarBch39M 
 
Participants were asked to comment on the causes of road crashes. Some responses 
indicated a level of awareness of scientifically-based road safety factors such as those that 
are commonly considered in highly motorised countries including road design and 
condition, vehicles, and driver ability. For instance, participants who expressed weaker 
fatalistic beliefs indicated that road crashes can be prevented by following traffic rules 
such as the correct use of indicators, maintaining a safe following distance, and avoiding 
distractions while driving.  In general, however, people with fatalistic beliefs tended to 
attribute crash causation to factors other than driver control. For example, road crashes 
were viewed as the result of poor roads, lack of enforcement, driving aggressively and 
recklessly, faults of others such as inexperienced drivers, Heavy Transport Vehicle (HTV) 
drivers, and car drivers. In general, factors other than those in the control of a driver were 
reported as being responsible for the general road crash situation. When asked if crashes 
would be reduced if these issues were addressed, participants generally replied in the 
negative, indicating that fate would still be responsible for crash causation.  Furthermore, 
when they were asked about their own involvement in a road crash, they also commonly 
attributed responsibility to fate. In addition, HTV drivers noted that car drivers and 
inexperienced drivers were, in their opinion, responsible for most road crashes, whereas 
car drivers indicated that HTV drivers and inexperienced drivers are responsible for road 
crashes.  
There was also evidence of people using the concept of fate to explain different 
outcomes for people involved in the same type of crash. For instance, people made 
comparisons of different road crashes of the same nature in which some died or sustained 
injuries but others survived. For example: 
 
The person whose time here is over will die no matter what because Allah has 
determined his death. I’ve seen it with both my eyes, that a tanker, a 22 wheeler 
collapsed and rolled all over the road but 2 babies remained safe in the tyre rims, 
but their mothers died and that’s because it was their fate.  
Int:  What would you say about why both babies were saved and their mothers died? 
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The mother’s time of life was over by God but the babies had more life. 
TrkMidSch40M 
 
‘One cannot escape from death. A driver gets no injury in an accident while other 
people in the same car are injured and killed.’  
Int:  What if a driver commits a mistake while driving? He might have driven fast or 
when sleepy?  
It does not make any difference as I am saying to you that fate plays its role. The 
driver sitting in front didn’t die but the one who is sitting on the back seat died. 
CarBch39M 
 
The quote above comes from a participant who was born and raised in Pakistan and 
who has been living and driving in Sweden and London for approximately 15 years. He is 
a Swedish national who returns to Pakistan periodically and was visiting Lahore at the 
time of data collection. His comments suggest that having spent a significant amount of his 
life in Sweden and England, countries that are not known for fatalism, has not altered his 
belief in the role of fate in road crashes.  
4.4  Religion and Fatalism 
 
As is already clear from the quotes given above, religion seemed to be an integral 
factor in shaping beliefs of all participants. The quotes below represent the strength of 
sentiment expressed in all groups in relation to the role of religion as it relates to road 
crashes. 
I have my strong faith as a Muslim that life and death is in the hands of God. I will 
get what is written in my fate. I will get anything that is in my fate like an accident, 
disease, and other problems in life. PolBch30M 
 
‘Yes, as a Muslim I believe it was their fate, it was their day of death or injury that 
they died. It is God’s will. The family of the people who died and were injured 
showed patience considering it is fate. If I had lost my vehicle in this accident why 
should I not also bear it with patience?’  
Int: What do you think of fate’s role in a road accident? 
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There is a role of 100%. We are not Muslims if we ignore fate’s role in our lives. If 
my time of damage, death or injury has been decided by fate, how can I escape? 
Int: Even if you are driving with care? 
‘Yes, it does not make any difference.’ TrkPrimSch49M 
Religious people not only expressed their beliefs in relation to their driving 
behaviour but also in the performance of other life events in accordance with religion. 
Those participants who expressed stronger religious beliefs and stronger fatalistic beliefs 
appear to invest their everyday activities with religion (e.g., their work tasks, eating habits, 
and relations with others). By expressing their religious beliefs in elements of daily life 
they show their strong commitment to religion. For instance, the comments of professional 
drivers indicated that they believe that they are doing a religiously approved job. The 
following quote demonstrates this point. 
 
[The] driving seat is a holy seat, driving is a holy profession. This thing is 
[recognised] only by the pious drivers. We have many stories in Islamic history 
which tells us that driving (moving or taking someone from one place to another) is 
a respectable profession. Like Hazrat Noah, A.S, [who] took his people and drove 
them away [from floods to a safe place]. Accidents could become a reason for death 
but it’s all Allah’s decision. TrkPrimSch60M 
 
Further evidence of this emerged when professional drivers were asked about the 
main reason for their survival in a road crash or the reason they had never encountered a 
road crash. Many of the participants indicated that it was fate that had saved them.  
‘Well, God saved me, it was my muqadar’. 
Int:  If you are driving fast and not wearing a seat belt or [you are] sleepy and if 
nature is involved you will not meet with a road accident?  
‘No, it will not happen if nature is involved. Once it happened with a driver. The car 
over turned and nothing happened to the driver, not even a scratch on the car and 
[he was] uninjured. Just God saved him. If nature is going to save us we will be safe 
otherwise no one can be safe. TaxMidSch32M. 
 
Int:  Do you have any road accident experience? 
‘No I have never experienced any.’ 
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Int: What’s the reason? 
‘With the grace of Almighty Allah.’ TrkNoEdu26M 
Fate is also considered the wisdom of God because God knows what is good or bad 
for his creatures in their lives. Suffering can be viewed as a warning that God’s infinite 
wisdom is at the back of all happenings, considering God is the only omnipotent, and there 
is always a rationality of his every act.  If something happens in their life, such as 
happiness or difficulties, people may think it was with the will of God. In case of any 
difficulty in their life, such as a road crash, people accept it as the wisdom of God. In 
thinking of a road crash as the wisdom of God, people may also think that perhaps such a 
difficulty happened to save them from other losses in future. For example, sometimes if a 
son dies, people may say that it might be that it was good for them because their son may 
have been going to do a terrible thing in his future life, and God saved him from doing this 
and saved others from the consequences.  
If a driver experiences trouble, such as a road crash, it may be viewed as the wisdom 
of God, as will any consequences in the future. Any event, good or bad, that ensues can be 
considered the consequence of that road crash. For example, if a driver gets injured and 
admitted to hospital, and the hospital catches fire and the driver subsequently dies, people 
may remark that it was God’s wisdom to involve him in a road crash and provide the 
circumstance to bring him to hospital. People  link any happening, good or bad, with the 
wisdom of God, which will be realized sooner or later in future. Even if they are not able 
to understand why something happens, it can still be viewed as the wisdom of God for 
their betterment. 
It is clear that everything is decided by fate. Everything is preordained. Everything 
takes its reason to happen. Some people die even falling from a couple of steps of 
stairs but another does not die even falling from a high building. Why does it 
happen? It depends on God; what he chooses for his people. It is his wisdom. 
PolBch35M 
 
Careless becomes the reason of the accident but it is the wisdom of God. Some 
people get loss that we can’t expect. TrkNoEdu47M 
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4.5  Crash Experience and Fatalism 
 
In the literature review, the concept of empirical fatalism was described. In contrast 
to theological fatalism, which is based on religious belief, empirical fatalism is based on 
the experience of apparently unpredictable and unavoidable events. There was a link 
observed between involvement in road crashes and fatalistic beliefs which relates to the 
concept of empirical fatalism. The participants who had experienced more road crashes in 
their lives seemed to be more fatalistic than those who had no or limited experience with 
crashes. Professional drivers expressed more fatalistic and superstitious views, which 
might be because they have come across more road crashes and experienced their adverse 
effects. Similarly, field police officers, who deal with road crashes in their work, also 
expressed strong fatalistic beliefs. However, even these direct experiences, which might 
have been interpreted as contributing to empirical fatalism, were framed in religious terms. 
For example, the first quote below was made by a traffic police officer who had attained a 
Masters level of formal education and the second quote is from a professional (bus) driver. 
God makes safe to which he wants. A driver can face a death or injury even in a 
small incident. PolMas32M 
 
Int:  You told me that a man was killed in your road accident. What do you think, 
whose mistake was that? Or was it that man’s fate? 
My front tyre busted and I was on a highway, the road was old but it was normal for 
my vehicle. My tyre was new but I don’t know, I think it was God’s act. I had no 
control over it. An accident occurs before you blink the eyes. It happens suddenly. 
It’s all from Allah. A driver is a human, he does not want to be involved in it. 
BusNoEdu48M 
 
Conversely, the policy makers expressed less fatalistic views and reported having 
less driving experience (because they generally travel with government-provided drivers). 
It appears, therefore, that there is an association between driving experience and level of 
exposure to road crashes and fatalistic beliefs. 
4.6  The Influence of Broader Culture on Fatalism 
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Previous research indicates that fate is not only linked with poverty and low levels of 
education and awareness, but that is also dependent on cultural transformation. In 
Pakistani culture, some beliefs have been transferred from Hindu culture. Before 
independence, Muslim and Hindus had been living together on the sub-continent for 
centuries. Muslims of the subcontinent in Pakistan, Bangladesh and India, before believing 
in Islam, used to practice local religions such as Hinduism and Buddhism. So there are 
some beliefs that are being practised in the same way in all religious communities in this 
region and that are transferred from generation to generation. As described earlier, 
participants expressed similar beliefs about the role of fate in road crashes, regardless of 
their religion.   
A contemporary example in Pakistan can be seen in the practice of people emulating 
the actions of their idols such as political leaders, celebrities, sports people, and famous 
writers. People are influenced by these people and want to follow their lifestyle. 
Importantly, fatalism and superstition is evident in those people who are idolised by the 
general population. Many political leaders and other prominent personalities visit saints 
and their tombs, and use charms for good luck. The media highlights the behaviours and 
opinions of prominent personalities through interviews and news stories. Many people 
idolise them and try to emulate their views and acts, believing that by doing these things, 
they could also get success in their life by following their views and ideas. As the literacy 
rate in Pakistan is low, people are generally not capable of perceiving their own 
capabilities and, therefore, may shape their thinking according to the thinking of others, 
believing that they are doing the right thing. The quote below provides an example of this: 
 
Once Maulana Kausar Niazi’s son died in an accident. He was a Federal minister. 
He came on the spot and forgave the driver who was involved in the accident.  
Int: Did he forgive?  
Yes he forgave him. When his son died what could be done? Kausar Niazi was a 
Federal minister and a scholar. It took place in Lahore. He lived at Chuburji. It was 
also mentioned in a column in the newspaper. I have seen so many times people 
forgive others. It is a good act. RoMid63M 
 
I am telling you reality. There are very high authorities and officials, administrators 
like the I.G. [Inspector General of Police], secretaries, additional secretaries, 
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ministers, prime ministers who are following a specific idea. Many of them are 
highly educated and intellectuals from good universities and institutions in Pakistan, 
and Harvard and Lincoln, who have certain beliefs who do not go away from these 
beliefs. We cannot criticize the beliefs and creeds of others. There are some strange 
customs done by our elders like tying of ‘Imam-e-Zamin’ [type of religious amulet] 
and other amulets and other such things. Our parents in our childhood protect us 
with Sadqas like making seven circles of meat around us [a practice used to keep 
danger away]. For safety our well wishers like sisters, grandmothers also give 
Sadqa like meat when we travel. There is some impact of these things in our life. 
PolMas48M 
4.7  Fatalism and Knowledge of Precautionary Measures 
and Road Safety  
 
Lack of knowledge about traffic rules and precautionary measures influence 
perceptions of road safety. It was observed that most participants consider that obeying 
traffic rules and taking precautionary measures meant only following traffic lights and 
driving with care. However, while they believe that they need to drive with care, it was 
obvious that they did not have knowledge of what ‘care’ means apart from driving while 
unimpaired (i.e., not fatigued, not under the influence of drugs) and obeying traffic signals.  
It is the experience of the researcher that the majority of drivers do not have 
sufficient knowledge and awareness about the importance of seat belts, the correct use of 
indicators, safe overtaking, right of way, and maintaining safe following distance. So when 
any road crash occurs, people are not able to perceive the actual reason for that road crash, 
instead considering the cause as fate. Often drivers are not able to make a connection 
between a specific behaviour and its consequences due to the lack of knowledge and 
awareness. By attributing fate as the sole cause, they do not seek to understand the real 
cause of a crash. In turn, the lack of scientific knowledge about crash causation means that 
people do not bring such knowledge to preventive action. People often use tyres that are 
worn and ill-fitting. They do not have sufficient knowledge about which tyres are 
compatible with their vehicle, the road and driving conditions. If a tyre bursts or has some 
other problem, though it may look to them like it is in good condition, it could lead to a 
road crash. In such cases, people may believe that the tyres were in good condition but 
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because they burst, it is fate that brought that road crash. The quote below provides an 
example of this type of thinking. 
 
Int:  Was the tyre not in good condition [when you experienced a crash]? 
It was by fate. Machinery works depending on God and man has no control over it. 
Machinery and other things work with the other by the will of God. 
Int:  Can a driver avoid a road accident? 
If it is in fate he can’t and if it is not in fate then he can save himself. Even if 
someone is in a burning fire, if it is in his fate, he will not be affected with it. 
BusMidSch55M 
 
4.8  Fatalism Linked to the Purchase of Vehicles 
 
There was evidence to suggest that fate also influences people’s decisions about 
buying cars. People usually buy a car taking into consideration factors such as the market 
value, spare parts availability, and price. Safety performance is not usually given 
importance. One of the policy makers described a situation where two very well known 
and popular types of car in Pakistan have serious defects or deficiencies which should have 
created a reduction in their sales and popularity. However, the quotes below indicate that 
safety breaches appear not to have had a negative impact on the sale of these vehicles and 
that no one has complained about the unsafe condition of the vehicles. 
 
Int:  What do you see the main reasons for road accidents? 
People do not have awareness of traffic rules. People don’t do proper maintenance 
of their cars. In Pakistan we don’t have any estimated life of a vehicle; we just keep 
on running them on roads till like forever. People buy new cars and don’t tests drive 
them prior to using them on main roads. For example, Corolla since 2001 has brake 
issues which have caused a lot of accidents but no one complained to the company. 
This failed model of Toyota Corolla is running only in Pakistan, not elsewhere in the 
world. All around the world people have claimed warranty but people in Pakistan 
haven’t claimed any. Suzuki does not have seat belts… now they have started to put 
them in their vehicle, but what was before. 
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Int: The Government or your department didn’t take any action against the cars or 
car manufacturers like Toyota Corolla or others? 
No the government didn’t take any step, neither did people or manufacturers. 
Int: What is the reason behind? 
The reason is that we are not sincere with our country. We spend 1.4 million to buy a 
car and we don’t even care to file our claims because of companies own fault.  
Int: So why people use these cars…they don’t think it will involve them in a road 
crash? 
People use them because they have good market value and cheap maintenance, not 
safety. They think if the crash is in fate, it has to happen. PolMas32M 
 
As noted above, in Pakistan, two popular cars are Toyota Corolla and Suzuki. It is 
the experience of the researcher, as well as relatively common knowledge in Pakistan, that 
both these types of cars have experienced serious manufacturing faults and been involved 
in a large number of road crashes. For instance, the Toyota Corolla that is locally 
assembled was reported by the government official (policy maker) as having a braking 
manufacturing fault that has contributed to numerous road crashes. Suzuki also has had 
some manufacturing problems and did not install seatbelts in their new vehicles until 
recently (in the last 5-8 years). Despite these limitations, people still buy them. The safety 
of a vehicle is likely to not be considered as important if people believe that something is 
written in fate and efforts to encourage people to buy a safe car could be considered futile.  
 
4.9  Risky Behaviour as a Consequence of Fatalism  
 
 As noted already, belief in fatalism allows people to rationalize negative events in 
their lives, to overcome their grief and accept the outcome, and also acts as a post-crash 
justification for their lack of responsibility. This ‘acceptance’ can lead a person to act in a 
risky way while driving. For example, the quote below is from a police officer describing 
young motorcycle riders who do not appear to see their behaviour as risky. 
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Int:  I asked a driver who was over speeding [if he thought] that you could get killed 
and he replied “Allah Malik Hai” (God is protector). What is the percentage of 
drivers like this in your experience? 
There are so many drivers with that thinking and many other beliefs. Many drivers 
do not accept their mistake if they are involved in an accident. They say it was fate. 
We often stop young motorcyclists and tell them not to break the rules but they reply 
that it’s fun and whatever is bound to happen will happen, which is wrong.  Nothing 
happens against Allah’s will but at the same time Allah has ordered us to obey rules 
and do everything the right way. Don’t put everything to fate. It is a problem in our 
society as a whole that we don’t accept and learn from our mistakes. PolMas36M 
 
The information provided by participants indicated clearly that fatalistic subjects 
have a limited knowledge of risks involved in a road crash, leading them to misjudge the 
factors contributing to road crashes. Such considerations seem to lead them to take bigger 
risks, possibly because they think that whatever effort they use for escaping unexpected 
happening is futile because of their fate.  
 
Int:  Why do you drive in the city at 120 km/h where the speed limit is 60 km/h? You 
can be involved in a road crash? 
 I am driving the vehicle and steering is in my hands. I know what is right or wrong 
while I am driving. Anyone should not worry when he is sitting in the vehicle. Just 
trust in God, if we are going to have a road crash it could be on slow speed. It all 
depends on your routine and your faith. You make sure that you don’t make mistakes 
all the time and Allah will protect you all the way. It gives confidence in me. I did 
over speeding and many other things believing that God is there to protect me. Trust 
me I have driven on 180 km/h believing that and I was damn sure that I have prayed 
and God is with me and nothing will go wrong for me. There was a spirit and 
confidence that I got with the strong faith and dua. 
Int:  It can happen if you are not caring for safety rules? 
Trust me if you believe in Allah, then He will save you all the time. The self 
confidence and belief can save you from anything. CarMas40M 
 
Int:  Do you break road rules in absence of police? 
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I came across police many times. Once I drove with burst tyres and police chased 
me.  
Int:  But it was dangerous for you and for the cars around you? 
Yes, but I was helpless and I believed that Allah will help me no matter what is going 
on. I totally depend on Allah.  
Int:  Did you reach your destination safely? 
God made me reach safely. When I drive, I trust only in God and consider that only 
God will save me. I have never trust other people. BusNoEdu48M 
 
Lack of understanding and perception of risks associated with fate can promote a 
sense of over confidence and lack of use of safety measures. Professional drivers, in 
particular, expressed the belief that they are involved in more mistakes while driving and 
noted that life is not in their control and that crashes are not preventable. For example: 
 
Int:  Why do bus drives over speed and take risks? 
Because they have to reach their destination on time and they have no fear of death. 
It is their way of driving in such kind of situation and they don’t care if in a road 
accident. He becomes more confident and thinks that if it is written in his fate he will 
definitely face a road accident, otherwise not. TrkMidSch40M 
 
Int:  But you already had many road accident in which people died. You were also 
injured. But still you drive while using drugs. Do you not think [about the safety of] 
yourself and other passengers in the bus? There is the life of other people which is 
also in danger? 
‘I do [take drugs] sometimes when I have to do it [indicating an addiction].’ 
Int:  Why do you do this? What you think about a road accident in which you can be 
involved? 
It’s God who protects us. BusMidSch55M  
4.10  Summing up: Attribution of Crash Causation to 
Fate/God’s Will  
 
 The findings indicate that fatalism plays a dominant role in attributions of crash 
causation among the participants.  Some examples are quite stark, such as the 
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interpretation of the multiple fatality crash where children sitting on top of a bus were 
killed, yet the concept of predestination was invoked to argue that they would have died on 
that day anyway, one way or another.  The intensity of this belief in fate surpasses the 
kinds of fatalism noted in the limited existing literature.  Several of the sources compared 
people with fatalistic and non-fatalistic beliefs (e.g. Girasek, 1999) or identified factors 
linked with more or less fatalism (e.g. Powe and Johnson, 1995).  The evidence reported 
above implies that fatalism is both high and widely prevalent in Pakistan in relation to road 
crashes, across all sectors of society, although the nature of the research precludes any 
definitive conclusions.  The findings also imply that fatalism in Pakistan has a link with 
religion, which is interesting given that the only available research on fatalism in Pakistan 
(WVS, 2004, cited in Avecedo, 2008) only measured empirical  and not theological 
fatalism (using the typology of Elder, 1966, cited in Acevedo, 2008).  The role of religion 
in the fatalistic attributions reported here is explored further in Chapters 6 and 7. 
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CHAPTER 5 – ATTRIBUTION OF ROAD CRASHES TO BELIEFS 
ABOUT SUPERSTITION AND MALICIOUS ACTS 
 
This chapter extends on the findings presented in Chapter 4 by providing additional 
information about crash causation. Here, a range of superstitious beliefs are described as 
they were also noted as being responsible for crash involvement among the participant 
sample. 
5.1  Superstition and the Malicious Acts of Others 
 
5.1.1  Evil eye (malignant look) 
 
The concept of evil eye (literal translation is ‘malignant look’) was the most 
commonly described superstition relating to road crashes. Evil eye refers to the concept of 
looking at something or someone with the intention of creating harm or wishing for 
something bad to happen to another, often because of jealousy over the good fortune of 
other people (i.e., new car, good job, smart clothes).  
 
Int: Do you believe in evil eye? 
'Yes, it is certain.'  
Int: Does it have any role in driving? Have you experience with you in a road crash? 
'Yes it happened many times that I got a road accident with the influence of evil eye.' 
BusMidSch55M   
 
Int: Do you think evil eye can contribute in a road accident? 
'Yes, it is sure it is a dangerous thing.'  
Int:  How does it affect?' 
'It depends on the person how much belief he has on these things. But I do believe in 
these things that it can hurt us.' PolBch35M   
 
The term may also apply in a non-malicious sense in that evil eye was also described 
as occurring if someone praises something too much (e.g. lots of praise for a new car) or if 
the owner is overly proud of something. The wishing of harmful or jealous feelings or to 
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look at something with the intention that someone receives trouble was described as 
looking with ‘tyrant eyes’ whereas the act of praising something too much or liking 
something too much was described as looking with ‘kind eyes’. Both tyrant and kind eyes 
are believed to cause evil eye as illustrated in the quote below from a religious orator.  
 
Kind eyes and tyrant eyes both can bring an omen. It happens and there is a dua 
[prayer] for this. RoMid37M 
 
Each of these interpretations of evil eye was described as a possible cause of road 
crashes as well as losses in one’s lifestyle, business and performance. It was noted that the 
impact of evil eye was perceived to be borne by the object that had the ‘look’ directed 
towards it and that the ‘loss’ inflicted by evil eye was not able to shift to other objects. For 
example, if a person was on the receiving end of evil eye, the loss would be borne by 
his/her body (e.g, injury, death, disease), whereas if a vehicle attracted evil eye, the vehicle 
would experience mechanical faults or a crash.  
The concept of evil eye was also described in relation to envy or jealousy of 
someone’s position, advantages or possessions. The large gap between rich and poor 
within society was noted by some and commented upon with respect to why jealousy may 
occur. For example: 
 
“In a social set up jealousy is a great factor in Asia particularly like in Pakistan, 
India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and Bhutan. Keeping in view this jealousy factor, for 
example, if someone was a conductor, then after [some time] he was able to buy a 
wagon, the other drivers who were not able to have their own wagon and could not 
rise to a better position [may] have a feeling of jealousy towards that person. This 
jealousy factor creates malignant look for that driver. For that purpose he writes 
holy verses on his vehicle or uses amulets [to protect against evil eye]. These are 
also used in offices.” PolMas48M 
 
As noted above, evil eye was also reported to result from praising something too 
much. For example, the first quote below demonstrates the belief that praise from others 
towards a good-looking vehicle led to problems with the vehicle and the second quote 
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illustrates the beliefs of a police officer regarding injury from a crash because of attracting 
evil eye due to the officer’s smart personal appearance. 
 
“I have personal experience [with evil eye]. I bought a coaster [29 seater bus] new 
model, with the latest shock system. I parked it at a petrol pump, the pump guy came 
and complimented us [saying] ‘What a nice coaster you have sir’. Then we started 
the vehicle and suddenly both rear shocks jammed. It was a zero meter [new] 
vehicle.”  
Int: Did the evil eye of that person cause the problem in the shocks? 
“Yes, I believe so.” 
Int: Do you think it could have been a manufacturing fault or mechanical fault due 
to heavy jumping of the vehicle that caused the shocks break down? 
“No, it was absolutely right that it had been affected by evil eye. Just when I took it 
on the road from the petrol pumps it started giving shocks, I went back to the pump 
again, crawled under the vehicle to check it but couldn’t see anything wrong with it. 
A person came to me and asked me about the matter. He asked me if any other man 
had ridden in the vehicle in the last few hours. I indicated to him about the man at 
the petrol pump who praised the vehicle. The person told me that this man has evil 
eye and that is why my vehicle got a fault.” 
TrkMidSch40M 
 
I had a road accident while performing my duty. I tried to stop a car that had made 
violations. He hit me while I was trying to stop him. I got seriously injured. The 
reason was that on that day I was looking very smart and some people made an evil 
look at me and I got evil eye. PolBch30M 
 
The belief that some people have greater capacity or are more likely to perform evil 
eye than others was noted, though no rationale for this belief was offered.  For example: 
 
Int: Do you believe in bad omens or evil eye? 
“Yes, if I buy a new car, spending 2 million Rupees, and someone comes and makes 
comments, then I could suffer a bad omen. It could also be in my fate but there are 
some people who have the power of evil eye. I think it’s true. Every man tries to save 
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himself and it’s their own belief that they have learned from their master [senior 
truck driver]. These are good things and it can save us.” TrkPrimSch60M 
5.1.1.1 Religious association with superstition and evil eye 
 
It was also noted that, as was the case with the attribution of fate to a road crash, that 
the concept of evil eye was linked to religious concepts by some participants.  People who 
did not believe in other superstitious things (e.g., bad luck or bad omens) did express a 
belief in the existence of evil eye because they believed that it had been mentioned in 
religious teachings. They stated that religion also provided information that evil eye could 
affect one’s performance and cause personal harm and damage to belongings.  
Furthermore, it was reported that this could also affect driver performance and cause road 
crashes.  
 
Does malignant look have a role in road accidents?  
From the Islamic point there is such a thing. If we relate this thing with the religion 
it is obviously present [if you want to find answers about this in religion, the answers 
are there]. PolMas48M 
 
It was noted that participants who expressed stronger religious views were more 
likely to express non-superstitious beliefs. Similarly, those who expressed less religious 
beliefs were more likely to express beliefs in superstition. Some religious people believed 
that there is no role of superstition in religion and that those who were inclined to seek 
help from superstitious methods were deemed to be distant from religion.  Indeed, it was 
explicitly expressed by some that superstitions had no religious basis at all. 
 
Int: Do you believe in bad omens, or evil eye? 
I don’t believe in such things according to my faith. These things can never save you 
from accidents. It’s absurd to think that a shoe or a piece of black cloth can save you 
from accident. If God’s name can’t save us from the happening of bad things, how 
can these things like a shoe?4 
Int: What is the percentage of people, in your view who believe in such things? 
                                                            
4 As will be described in more detail in Chapter 7, the use of tying children’s shoes or black cloth to a vehicle 
are preventive methods used to keep people and vehicles safe from harm.  
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Majority of people believe in such things. But I don’t because I know about my 
religion and there’s no such thing in my faith [Islam]. TrkPrimSch59M 
 
Superstitious behaviours were noted as considered to be practised more commonly 
by women. The trend of a greater use of amulets, charms and consulting of fortune tellers 
and saints by women was described. This may be because women generally have less 
formal education in Pakistan and are less involved in other activities such as employment. 
  
Int: Do you believe in evil eye or bad omen? 
“This is absurdity and I don’t believe in it. Only women believe in this. It is women 
thinking. 
Int: So evil eye has no effect on our lives? 
“No effect they have on our lives. It is God who does everything.  BusNoEdu48M 
 
It was noted that some participants consider that superstitious beliefs exist among 
both educated and uneducated members of society.  
 
Majority of people do so [believe in superstition]. Even if they have done a Masters 
in education. His mind and behaviour has become such. Our society is like that. It 
[belief in superstitions] prevails everywhere. PolMat52M 
 
How many of your colleagues in police believe in bad omens and use amulets to 
avoid it? 
Many of my colleagues believe in these things. PolMas36F 
 
The information provided by the participants suggested that the people who were 
less educated were more likely to express superstitious beliefs and more likely to take help 
from information that they could easily source to assist in dealing with occurrences. It is 
possible that they are also more prone to believe what they have learned from avenues 
such as family members and others around them. Many uneducated people rely on the 
teaching of their parents as a first option in learning about life and how to cope with 
difficulties. If the answers are not present in their parents’ training, people may seek other 
options such as consulting saints, traditional healers, and religious orators/teachers. 
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Int: You told me that you had a road accident. What could you have done so that the 
road accident would not have occurred?  
“If I completely had taken care of me like tying the black threads or small shoe on 
my new motorbike as advised my family, I would not have been affected by evil eye. 
My parents used to say that black threads or clothes should be wrapped on a new 
bike so as it save from malignant look.” CarMat28M 
 
Religious orators did express belief in the concept of evil eye and that it could 
contribute to road crashes. They also used it as an explanation of their own involvement in 
crashes. This suggests that people who have limited formal education and knowledge and 
who seek guidance from religious orators may be exposed to information that is based on 
superstition, rather than scientific aspects of crash causation.  
 
Int: Has it happened with you that evil eye hurt you? 
“Once I faced a road accident. I think it was due to evil eye.”  RoPrim63M 
 
However, as can be seen from the quote below, the same orator who expressed the 
belief in the existence of evil eye did not express belief in the use of amulets to prevent it. 
 
Int: Is the use of amulets and charms like black cloth or shoe good to avoid evil eye? 
“No. For this purpose use Sadqa (charity). Ayat ul Quran’s is for this purpose as 
well, amulets are useless.” 
Int: If we don’t use Sadqa, will the evil eye affect our performance? 
“Yes it works and we can face an accident. There are some evil eyes that can break 
the stone. People who have jealousy, it has very acute effect. There are some verses 
about this. Best solution is to give Sadqa and take help from holy verses to avoid 
this. It has great impact.” RoPrim63M 
 
In contrast, the other orator confirmed his belief that the use of amulets, talisman and 
charms would protect from evil eye, as demonstrated in the following quotation.  
 
Actually we make a thing, to some extent, dull so that it does not look so beautiful 
and will not attract attention. If something is very beautiful it catches evil eye. If we 
make it ugly by tying a shoe or black cloth it does not catch evil eye. RoMid37M 
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Policy makers also discussed the issue of evil eye being able to affect driver 
performance and lead to a road crash. They linked the act of evil eye with a driver fault 
which commonly works as a contributing factor in most of road crashes. Driver error has 
been shown to be a major causative element in road crashes. The involvement of evil eye 
was also brought under that definition. In addition, they also suggested some ‘preventive 
measures’ that could be used to avoid driver errors such as the use of Quran’s Suras. There 
were some specific Suras, verses, and Hadiths that were considered to be very effective to 
avoid evil eye or other bad omens.    
 
Int: Road accident is due to a human fault. If there is evil eye involved, that is also a 
human fault? 
“Our Sura’s Alnas an Alfalq are regarding evil eye. The jealousy of others affects 
performance.” 
Int: Do you think that it can lead to a road accident? 
Yes it affects driver performance and performance parameters and actions do not 
work properly. They do not perform perfectly and there are chances of an error in 
driving and can lead to accident.” PmUni59M 
 
In the current study, the majority of participants confirmed that they believed in 
supernatural forces that were linked to crash causation and described measures to protect 
themselves and their vehicles based on these beliefs. Importantly, it appears that policy 
makers were not well aware of this, noting that such beliefs were not considered as 
justifiable reasons for crashes during legal proceedings by a court.  
 
Int: But these things (supernatural beliefs) are very common especially in Public 
Service Vehicle drivers? 
“If they use it [amulets and charms] this does not make any sense and there is no 
logic in it.” 
Int: This is your views but the drivers do use them. They also think that every road 
accident is by fate. If something is going to happen it will happen? 
“But no court agrees with this statement. If someone goes to court and has this 
statement, the court will not accept it.” PmUni56M 
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5.2  The Superstition of a Cat Crossing One’s Path 
 
Another superstition that was described as being associated with bad luck or seen as 
a bad omen was if a cat crossed in front of a person (any cat, unlike the English 
superstition about black cats). This belief was not expressed in all groups.  A cat crossing 
the path of someone was described as able to cause a road crash. As a means of protecting 
oneself from harm if this occurred, some participants stated that they would chose not to 
continue their journey. A cat crossing was described as a terrible bad omen or sign that 
could lead to a severe disaster and the quote below indicates that it may be used as a post-
crash attribution (i.e., a bad event that happened sometime after a cat has crossed was 
attributed to the crossing). 
 
“I’ll tell you a true story that happened to me. I was going with my pregnant sister-
in-law to the hospital. A cat was run over by us with my motorbike and died. She 
[sister-in-law] was about to deliver. Her baby daughter was hospitalized for seven 
months in a critical situation. I am eye witness.”  
Int: Do you think that if the cat crosses the way and you hurt it, despite being 
careful, [that] you cannot save yourself from the road accident?  
“Yes, you cannot escape if we do this. My elder brother killed a cat and the same 
time a tree fell on him and his arm was fractured in seven places. That’s confirmed 
because it took place in our own house it is still fractured.” CarMat28M 
 
5.3  Black Magic 
 
Another commonly discussed superstition was the belief in mystical powers and 
practices, such as black magic. Black magic was described as a curse placed upon one 
person by another person with malicious intent, often because of jealousy, in order to bring 
them bad luck or misfortune. It was noted that black magic could be used to control the 
mind and impair driving performance, thus creating a situation where a driver is ‘forced’ to 
make a mistake which would then lead to a crash. The following quotation is from a police 
officer who had attained a Masters Degree level of education. 
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Int: Suppose I’m driving with a black magic curse on me, can it affect my driving 
performance? 
“Yes, because the mind is controlled, so in this way it is used as you want. They [the 
people who perform black magic] can overcome your senses and you can make 
mistakes...I’ve seen many people affected by black magic. They were given water, 
food or other things [and were] influenced under black magic and they were 
affected. A driver’s thinking is controlled with black magic. PolMas32M 
 
It was asserted that black magic is practised with the intention of damaging others’ 
performance, health, property or business. In relation to road crashes, it was believed that 
black magic could manipulate driver behaviour and could also create mechanical faults in 
a vehicle.  While no participants described the act of performing black magic themselves, 
some of those interviewed did report direct experience of having a curse placed upon them 
by a relative5, as illustrated in the quote below.  
 
“I have my own experience [of black magic]. One of my relatives did it [black 
magic] on me so that my business does not go well and my vehicle gets troubles. And 
I was so worried.”  
Int: Why do people do black magic? How does it work? 
“People do it because of jealousy so that we face a loss in business and our vehicle 
has unexpected troubles while travelling.” BusMidSch55M 
 
Some participants expressed the view that someone could be under the influence of 
black magic but not know it. In this way, the attribution of black magic to crash causation 
seems more likely after a crash has occurred. 
 
You would drive with care in your view. It is black magic and he doesn’t know that 
he is under black magic. He can meet with an accident. CarMat28M 
 
The practice of consulting special (mystic) people who are believed to hold unique 
supernatural powers was described with regard to black magic. These mystics were 
considered to hold special powers upon whom they wish harm. It is the experience of the 
                                                            
5 It is common for the act of black magic to be sought by those individuals who are close to the person (e.g., 
relatives, friends, business competitors) as a result of envy or jealousy. 
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researcher that those who possess these ‘special powers’ can acquire money or other 
benefits to perform a special ritual or black magic. It was noted that people also visited 
these mystics to resolve problems such as to eradicate black magic and to receive good 
signs or omens. In Pakistan, this trend has become an industry and there are growing 
numbers of people claiming to have such ‘powers’. It is the experience of the researcher 
that people also commonly visit them for solutions to their everyday problems and that 
these traditional healers can convince a person that they have been under the influence of 
black magic. In this case, the mystic may offer to make them a special item (e.g., talisman, 
charm or amulet) to use in the future to avoid their problems, including future involvement 
in a road crash. The quote below illustrates the belief of one field police officer who notes 
that while black magic occurs, very few know how to perform it properly. 
 
There are many people who are working for black magic. People also visit them 
frequently. But they all are frauds. Few people know the true use of black magic. 
People usually have their family tensions or other [problems] and think that someone 
had done black magic on them. PolMas36F 
5.3.1  A belief in the role of fate even if black magic was implicated 
 
The concept of fate appears to override any role that other attributions, including 
black magic, might play in crash causation. For instance, if someone believed that they had 
used the relevant precautionary measures to avoid the curse of black magic (e.g., amulets 
or charms) and still suffered a crash, this crash was considered as being in their fate, and, 
therefore, acceptable/understandable because it was destined to happen. Interestingly, 
some participants indicated the belief that black magic could be used to put them in 
distress yet, at the same time, they were also committed to the idea that if fate or God was 
with them (i.e., if something other than the course of black magic was destined for them), 
then the black magic would not have any effect on them. The two quotes below give 
examples of this thinking: 
 
Int: Do you believe in black magic or evil eye? 
Black magic is real but Allah can save anyone, anytime, anywhere. I do believe in 
these things [black magic]. On the other hand God knows well if something is going 
to happen. PolBch35M 
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Int: If you are driving with safe speed and you are not fatigued. You are also 
wearing helmet but you realise that you are affected with black magic. Can you save 
yourself from a road accident?  
“If it would be known that there is black magic [used] on me I will go to Pir [Saint] 
for a solution.” 
“Even [then] it cannot be countered?”  
Then it [the crash] is in [my] fate.CarMat28M 
 
Belief in the phenomenon of black magic did not appear to be restricted to those with 
limited formal education. Indeed, there was evidence to suggest that those with high levels 
of formal education held beliefs about the power of black magic. For instance, several of 
the well educated (i.e., a high level of formal education) field police officers and policy 
makers discussed their beliefs of black magic. For instance: 
  
Int: Can black magic have an effect on road accidents and driving? 
“It has 100 percent affect. It varies [from] person to person how it works. It is not 
specifically for road accidents. For example, if someone does it, another person 
faces a loss. This loss could take any shape, like a road accident. PolBch35M 
 
5.3.2  Black magic and a link with religion 
 
For some people, their belief in black magic appeared to have a link with religion. In 
the religious realm, this belief was taken as an act that could have devastating effects on an 
individual’s life. However, the act of practicing black magic was thought to be against 
religious teachings (i.e., forbidden in Islam).  
 
Int: According to your views, can black magic lead to a road accident? 
Yes it is possible. But it is not a good deed [to seek and perform black magic is 
considered a sin according to Islam]. PolBch30M 
 
Importantly, it seems that there is a key misunderstanding about the association of 
black magic and religion. Moreover, this misconception appears to be the reason why 
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those with religious beliefs, irrespective of level of education, entertain the notion of the 
existence of black magic. Those with limited formal education and knowledge seek 
meaning of life’s events within a religious context. Those who are more educated, 
however, can also shape their thoughts according to their faith. Therefore, where some 
things may usually be considered as illogical, absurd, or unreasonable, if they are cited in 
or linked to religious teachings in some way, they appear to be more readily accepted and 
considered rational.  The following quote represents the thoughts of a policy maker who 
possessed a Masters degree which illustrates the belief in the existence of magical powers 
and a link between these powers and driving behaviour. 
 
“It is written in the Quran that when Moses met with Pharaoh, the Pharaoh’s 
magicians threw the ropes on the ground and they took the shape of snakes. Moses 
also put his stick on the ground and it also took the shape of a big snake and ate the 
other snakes. So what was this? This was magic and that real story portrays that 
magic exists and this is knowledge. The magicians were doing with their magic 
whereas Moses was showing the miracles. It means magic does exist and it effects 
[are real].” 
Can black magic have influence on driving performance? 
“Yes it can have influence.” PmUni59M 
 
Commonly, participant comments indicated that a belief in black magic was linked 
to an incident where the Holy Prophet Muhammad (p.b.u.h.) was supposedly affected by 
black magic6. For example: 
 
Yes it [black magic] is used to give damage to people in their business, body, 
property. A vehicle is also a property. If someone does black magic on a vehicle, the 
people or driver inside the vehicle can face an accident. I believe in black magic and 
it also worked on the Prophet (p.b.u.h.) PolBch30M 
 
It appears that this reference greatly influenced people’s perceptions of the existence 
and power of black magic, irrespective of their level of formal education. In other words, 
people used the rationale that if the Holy Prophet (p.b.u.h), the most sacred and blessed 
                                                            
6 This refers to the incident that is described in the last two Surras of the Quran where the Holy Prophet 
(p.b.u.h) was affected by illness. Many people believe that this incident was the result of black magic. 
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personality, could be affected by black magic, then how could an ordinary individual hope 
to escape it. People who did not appear to believe in other cosmological powers (e.g., 
superstitions) did appear to believe in black magic because of that reference. The first 
quote below was provided by a car driver who had limited formal education while the 
second quote is from a car driver with a Masters degree.  
 
Black magic does exist and everyone is affected by it. It really works. If our prophet 
(p.b.u.h) was not exempted from this, how could we not be affected? CarMat28M 
 
Int: People usually do black magic?  
We are nothing if it had an effect on our Holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.). CarMas29F 
 
It is difficult to determine exactly how many people in Pakistan believe in the power 
of black magic. However, as noted earlier, this topic was commonly discussed among 
participant groups. Indeed, one field police officer provided his estimation of the 
prevalence of belief according to his experience:  
 
Int: What percentage of people in your opinion is [believe in] black magic? 
Around 50% of people I have observed believing in it. About 90% in my family. 
PolMas32M 
 
Another police officer noted that black magic and other mystical practices were 
evident and that is it his observation that education level is not linked to belief in the 
phenomenon and that such beliefs are more prevalent among women.  It is noteworthy that 
many respected figures, including politicians, are well known for their resort to 
supernatural assistance7.  
 
In our city in Islamabad and our society it [black magic] is. Many educated women use 
amulets, black magic and visit to Saints for charms frequently and drivers are also the 
part of this society. PolMat52M 
 
                                                            
7 The former female Pakistan Prime Minister, Benazir Bhutto, was widely known to seek help from Pirs 
(explained more extensively in the next section) as was ex-Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. The current Prime 
Minister, Yousaf Raza Gillani also belongs to a family of well known Pirs (saints). Similarly, many other 
prominent and high profile members of Pakistani society consult and visit Pirs for good luck and good signs. 
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5.3.3  Black magic and a link with culture 
 
Apart from the religious link with black magic described above, there may also be a 
cultural relationship. The cultural and family environment in which an individual is raised 
is likely to have an influence on beliefs and behaviour. People may tend to believe in 
cosmological forces and mystical powers because of the prominence of these concepts in 
Hinduism. Historically, the majority of Muslims in the subcontinent were originally 
practiced Hinduism and progressively came to embrace Islam. In the current sample, it was 
commonly noted by some participants that low literacy rates and subsequent low levels of 
education was a major reason for the prevalence of belief in mystical forces and practices 
such as black magic.   
 
The black magic is more popular in Bangladesh.  Most Pakistanis are illiterate and 
they can easily believe whatever others say to them. TrkPrimSch49M 
 
5.4  Summing up: Attribution of Road Crashes to Beliefs 
about Superstition and Malicious Acts  
 
 The information provided by participants indicates that many superstitious beliefs 
are present in Pakistan and that such beliefs appear to be perceived by some people as the 
reason why road crashes occur.  Like fatalism, these beliefs are widespread, but their level 
of acceptance does not appear to be as universal, and fatalism appears to be a default 
attribution.  The literature on superstitious practices relating to injury or road use is mainly 
restricted to Africa (e.g. Dixey, 1999; Kouabenan, 1998; Peltzer & Renner, 2003).  While 
these studies indicate that superstitions play a role in driver attributions, again they do not 
indicate the same widespread nature that is evident in the findings above. Chapter 7 will 
provide additional information on measures that people adopt in order to negate the effect 
of such superstitions. 
It also appears that at least some people link superstition with religion, citing an 
incident in the life of the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.) as a rationale.  The next chapter provides 
information about further crash attributions that are specifically linked to concepts from 
religion 
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CHAPTER 6 ­ BELIEFS ABOUT ROAD CRASH CAUSATION 
LINKED TO POPULAR CONCEPTIONS OF RELIGION 
 
This chapter provides further evidence and discussion about crash causation and 
includes topics that are related to religious concepts and practices. 
  6.1  Crashes Perceived to be a Test of Life  
 
The concept of God wanting to test how his creatures behave when they face 
hardship, loss or problems in life was evident in the comments of some participants. 
Specifically, viewing road crashes as one form of a test of life that is predestined with the 
will of God was commonly discussed in all groups. For instance: 
 
He was destined for this loss [road crash], it was a hardship in his life. 
CarMas40M 
 
Participant responses indicated the belief that the will of God rises above everything 
and that the function of these sufferings is to remind people of the presence of God which 
is linked with the concept of fate. As described earlier, participants reported the belief that 
road crashes are preordained by God and are regarded as the result of forces or happenings 
beyond their control. The notion of a test of life by God also fits within this concept, where 
important life events (happy or tragic) are attributed to a test in an individual’s life which 
is pre-determined8.  Thus, the associated belief is that God has created this hardship as a 
test for them and that an individual has played no role (made no mistake) in the causation 
of this crash. In turn, such thoughts indicate that, just like other hardships, road crashes are 
also perceived as being predestined by God and that the individual has no personal 
responsibility for the occurrence. 
Some participants reported the belief that they were likely to face a hardship, such as 
a road crash, and considered this as a test of their courage and patience because it was 
brought in their life for that reason. In this way, they seemed more likely to accept the loss 
                                                            
8 With respect to happy events or successes in life, the ‘test’ is viewed according to how well an individual 
copes with the positive outcomes of the event. 
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associated with road crashes and less likely to think how their own actions may have 
contributed to the crash.  
 
Int: What do you say about road accidents, they are a test of life by God?  
Allah puts one in trial in order to make him realize that everything is in His control. 
We should take lessons [learn] that [at] any time we can face a problem.  
Int: Allah has wished to put us to a test? How can a man save himself?  
We cannot go against fate but we can face the test with courage and determination.  
Int: [Considering that view], if a driver follows safety measures, even then he can 
experience a road accident?  
Yes definitely. If a disaster has to come in your life you cannot escape, no matter 
what you do. CarMas29F 
 
Hardships such as road crashes, diseases or other losses were described as welcomed 
because they remind people of the presence and importance of God. If people have 
constant good news in their life they may forget God, but facing hardships can serve to 
remind them of God. Therefore, any hardships in life, such as disease or crashes, were 
described as blessings for them that come with the will of God. In this way God wants to 
remind people of his presence, even if their lives are busy with other matters.   
 
Hardships bring us close to God. David Prophet also said if a difficulty like disease 
comes in life, I become happy so that I can learn. When we feel a difficulty in our life 
it is a blessing because it reminds us of God and we remember God. 
TaxMatScl24M 
 
Sometimes we don’t care for holy verses and forget to do good deeds. In this way we 
can also face a loss in the shape of accidents. It is just to remind us of Allah. 
RoPrim63M 
 
If a hardship comes, people may feel a stronger need to connect with God with more 
enthusiasm. This kind of feeling might come when one feels helpless and powerless in the 
face of life events that they perceive to be out of their personal control. Therefore, they 
have a propensity to seek other support to relieve the grief or tragedy in their life. It 
appears that people who express stronger religious beliefs are more likely to seek this 
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support by praying to God, whereas people who are not religious look to other external 
resources such as spirits or contacting Saints9.   
As described earlier, belief in the involvement of fate in road crashes appeared to be 
used by participants as both a pre- and post-event attribution. In other words, people 
perceived that fate was implicated in a crash, irrespective of whether a crash had already 
occurred. However, with regard to the concept of a test of life, participant responses 
indicated that this attribution was only applied after the event.  
6.1.1  Rewarded for facing a test of life 
 
It is common for people to believe that viewing any loss as a test of life would result 
in being rewarded in the next life. For example, God presents problems or losses in life 
and if people face these events with courage and patience, they will get rewarded in the 
shape of heaven after death.  
Even if we face a loss we should thank God.  It is God who gives reward in life and 
loss as well. TrkPrimSch60M 
 
If it is going to happen, what we can do? It’s God who can save us. Being a Muslim 
we have courage and endurance when we have this kind of test. CarMas32M 
 
It was not only drivers who described these views. Religious orators also expressed 
the belief that road crashes could be the result of a test that has been destined with the will 
of God. In addition, they were not likely to attribute responsibility to the acts of 
individuals that might have contributed to road crashes. Rather, they indicated that factors 
beyond an individual’s personal control were responsible for road crashes. The exchange 
of discussion below provides an example of a religious orator’s views on why road crashes 
occur. 
 
“We can’t say anything, Allah knows best and God is to decide. Sometimes Allah 
brings hardships on you and puts you to the test. Sometimes God gives the hurdles in 
                                                            
9 Saints are people who are perceived to have divine powers and can be alive or dead. The practice of 
contacting Saints refers to visiting such a person to seek their advice and guidance on how to deal with life 
events. 
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life and forgives the sins. Sometimes difficulties in life reduce the difficulties in next 
life. But we can’t say anything, God knows better.”  
Int: So we can say that a road accident is also a test of life with the will of God?  
“Life is a house of test. We have come in this world for a test.” 
Int: What is the relationship of a road accident with it?  
“I have given you the answer in one sentence, that life is a test.” RoMid37M 
 
In Pakistan, there are a large number of people who regularly attend sermons given 
by religious orators. In their sermons, the orators transfer knowledge among people who 
do not have extensive religious knowledge or formal education. Thus, the people who 
attend religious sermons are exposed to, and likely to be influenced by, the information 
espoused by the orators.  
6.1.1.1  Crashes perceived to be a blessing 
 
It became evident during the interview process that those participants who expressed 
stronger religious beliefs were more likely to consider road crashes as a test of life. These 
participants indicated the belief that a hardship (e.g., a road crash) comes to those people 
who are more religious and nearer to or more loved by God. They also indicated that they 
perceive themselves as very close to religion and to God and this is the reason why they 
had faced a road crash. Furthermore, they appeared to accept the loss associated with a 
road crash as a blessing because they had been chosen for that by God.   
 
Int: Is any loss in life, like road accidents, a test by Allah?  
Yes it is. Sometimes it is a test by Allah to his most beloved [to enable them to show] 
how they love Allah. RoPrim63M 
 
However, such a belief may also mean that they are less likely to think about the real 
reasons for road crashes occurring. Hardships in life are viewed as ways to develop 
dispositions that they believe are righteous and that would prepare them for the next life. 
Accordingly, they believe that a ‘true’ follower who experiences any good in his life 
should be grateful to God, and if a hardship was encountered, they should still be thankful 
to God.  
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With regard to religiosity, in general, it was noted that the Christian participant 
expressed views that appeared to indicate that he was more likely to regard a road crash as 
a phenomenon that occurs by the will of God as a predestined hardship than to regard it as 
in one’s fate. Muslim participants generally implied that road crashes were related to fate 
as well as to a test of life. However, the Sikh participant’s views indicated that he regarded 
road crashes as the result of fate as well as an act of the Devil. The concept of the Devil’s 
involvement in crashes is discussed further in this section. 
God brings hardships on us for a reason and you realize it sooner or later. The 
difficulties are a test by God. Christian driver  
 
Some things God himself brings in front of us and we realize in future that we should 
have prayed, not only driving but in business and other matters too. Muslim driver 
 
“God makes safe to which he wants. A driver can face a death or injury even in a 
small incident. It is the Devil that controls human thinking and commits mistakes.” 
Sikh driver 
6.2  Road Fatalities Linked to Shahadat (Martyrdom, a Good 
Death)  
 
Another belief commonly expressed by participants was that a death that results from 
a road crash is viewed as Shahadat, or a good death. This concept is related to the Islamic 
belief of martyrdom and the idea that the deceased person will get to heaven based on this 
type of death. The concept of Shahadat (martyrdom) arises from religious ideology that 
refers to a good death to secure a place in Paradise and that such a death can occur in 
different ways (e.g.,  in a war, by doing good deeds, or death in a sudden or unexpected 
way). In the current study, there was evidence to indicate that some participants attributed 
road fatalities to Shahadat because of the belief that crashes are unexpected and sudden. As 
such, this type of death is seen as honourable (and desirable) and as able to redeem the 
affected person from suffering.  
 
Int: Some people say that sudden death will earn us Shahadat? 
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“Yes, absolutely. 60% of people who die in road accidents earn Shahadat.  Whereas 
others think it [a crash-related death] was in fate.” TrkPrimSch49M 
 
“I’ve asked various religious people [orators] and they told me that death in traffic 
accidents gain us Shahadat.” TrkPrimSch60M 
 
A related concept is that of shaheed (martyr) which refers to someone who is killed 
while doing a good deed or noble cause (e.g., a religious act for country or humanity). 
Again, it appears that people associated this concept with road crashes, despite traditional 
religious teachings not explicitly identifying road fatalities in this way10. 
 
Int: So people who die in a road accident are Shaheed [martyrs]? 
Yes they are because it is an unexpected death. TrkPrimSch60M 
 
 In my family about 25% are drivers of trailers [trucks]. There are many accidents in 
which they have been involved. They are still driving without any legal actions. Some 
of my relatives also died in accidents and they are Shaheeds [martyrs]. 
TrkMidSch40M 
 
In a related way, someone travelling for a good reason (e.g., travelling to perform 
religious duties, to visit Saints, or for business purposes) who dies in a road crash is also 
considered a Shaheed. Additionally, some people believe that if they are doing a noble 
thing, they can break the rules. Examples of these things include speeding to reach a 
funeral or prayers on time or to give a donation of blood to a patient in hospital. It seems 
that people may make excuses for not adopting precautionary measures (e.g., adhering to 
the speed limit) by using such examples, as the following quotes illustrate.  
 
Int: Do you think the death in a road accident is a part of Shahadat? 
If you are going for a good deed like prayer, or Hajj [Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca], 
or to visit a Saint or something and have a road accident, it is a Shahadat. 
PolBch30M 
                                                            
10 According to Islamic teachings, Shahadat refers to deaths such as drowning, falling from a height, or death 
in a fire. However, it appears that this concept of a good death has been misinterpreted or extended 
incorrectly to include things such as road fatalities. 
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Road deaths were not only linked with the concept of a good death because of their 
unexpectedness or suddenness. They were also associated with Shahadat because of the 
way in which travelling is viewed more generally. It was the perception of some 
participants that any death that happens during travel, irrespective of the actual cause of 
that death, is considered a Shahadat. Though not specifically pursued (or discussed) in 
every interview, it is the experience of the researcher that this link between travelling and 
Shahadat is not uncommon in Pakistan. 
 
A travelling man, when he dies, earns Shahadat. Secondly a sudden death is also 
Shahadat. In an [road] accident both things are intermingled, that is Shahadat. It’s 
in our religion, Islam. TrkPrimSch59M 
 
It appears that the belief in Shahadat can be used as a post-crash attribution. If 
someone dies as the result of a road crash, people may accept the outcome as an event that 
occurred with the will of God. In this way, people may experience relief from the 
associated grief and suffering, believing the death to be a good death and that the deceased 
will have a good life after death.  This attribution is used in a different way to other deaths 
that are associated with Shahadat. For example, in other circumstances, people may deem 
Shahadat before participating in an event (e.g., sacrificing their lives for their country, 
religion or other good reasons that they believe are noble). In the case of road crashes, it is 
common for this attribution to be made after the occurrence of a road crash if someone 
dies. This belief was discussed in all participant groups except among policy makers. 
It is interesting to consider the concept of Shahadat from the perspective of several 
of the groups of participants selected for this research. The perspective of police officers 
will be explored in more detail, followed by that of religious orators. Firstly, field police 
officers have responsibility for enforcement on the road but also for educating and raising 
awareness among the general public about traffic rules and traffic safety.  In this sense, it 
could be expected that they are educated about and more aware of scientifically-based 
traffic safety issues and crash causation than general commuters. However, some field 
police expressed the belief that death in a road crash is a good death, though this view was 
not shared by all police. The two quotes (below) demonstrate conflicting beliefs among 
police officers interviewed for this research.  
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“It is a Shahadat if someone dies in an accident.” 
Int: Do you think accidental death is Shahadat?  
“Yes, all the road accidents earn us Shahadat.” PolBch35M  
 
Int: Some people say that death by fire, water or electricity is Shahadat. What do you 
think about road accidents?  
Shahadat is not that cheap to avail [is very precious]. So many people die in 
accidents, they shouldn’t be called Shaheed [martyr]. How can a drunk driver be 
called a Shaheed when he dies drunk in a road accident? PolMas36F 
 
Clearly, there are conflicting beliefs among police officers about the contribution of 
driver error to crashes and how these relate to whether a road fatality is viewed as a good 
death or not. There were also discrepancies noted among the religious orators interviewed 
for this research. For instance, with regard to crash causation, one orator described the link 
between road crashes and Shahadat in this way: 
 
Int: Do you think that death in a road traffic accident will earn the Shahadat? 
“Yes, to die in a road accident is a Shahadat. But Shahadat has its own categories. 
Someone who is in the war field has his own importance. Someone who is working 
for the betterment of Islam and for a noble cause [such as] fighting his conscience, it 
is a different category. People who fall in this category, like a road accident, even if 
they die their natural death, will earn Shahadat. But still these categories cannot be 
compared with the superior category of those who fight to save Islam. So the level of 
superiority is arranged according to the categories I’ve mentioned. Traffic accidents 
do fall in the category of Shahadat. RoMid37M 
 
In the statements below, the same orator elaborated in an attempt to answer the 
question in a religious context.  
 
Int: Some drivers make mistakes, they fall asleep while they drive or they speed. Will 
they still attain Shahadat? 
As the situation changes, Allah’s orders change. Islam is a religion of nature. Islam 
is a very flexible religion. If a man dies from his own mistakes, even [if] others have 
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told him not to make them, then it’s another thing. But one thing is clear, that a 
man’s moment of death, place and time is pre-decided by Allah. He cannot change 
that no matter what. We can speculate on his position, but in reality it’s all in 
Allah’s court. RoMid37M 
 
The other religious orator interviewed for this research expressed views that 
contradicted each other. For instance, when first questioned in a general way about a link 
between road fatalities and Shahadat, he indicated the belief that road deaths are viewed as 
Shahadat. 
 
Int: It is said if it is a sudden death like drowning, with electric shock or fire [it is] 
Shahadat. Are deaths from a road accident also a kind of martyrdom?  
Yes, it is. RoPrim63M 
 
However, when further questioned to introduce the concept of driver error, he 
indicated that in this circumstance, such deaths would not be considered Shahadat: 
 
Int: If a road accident death is because of the mistake of a driver, would it be called 
martyrdom?  
Because of his mistake he will not be martyred. It is a punishment for his mistake.  
Int: But it is said when one dies in a road accident he is martyred?  
He cannot be martyred because he made a mistake. RoPrim63M 
 
The discrepancy in the statements above by the same orator highlights an important 
issue relating to the way in which information is spread among the general population. It is 
commonplace for people with limited education and knowledge to attend a Masjid and 
seek advice from such orators. These people may never question the information that they 
are given by an orator and may therefore only receive information such as the first quote 
(above). This possibility highlights the issue of the quality of information delivered by 
religious sermons and the subsequent misunderstandings among the community on some 
issues. This topic is further discussed in the final chapter of this document. Interestingly, 
one policy maker interviewed for this research provided information that is consistent with 
the view that people may be exposed to incorrect information from religious orators and 
may, therefore, be misguided about crash causation.  
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Int: If religious orators tell people that road accidents are the part of Shahadat, will 
people think it [a road fatality] is a good death? There are large numbers of people 
in our culture who visit Masjids frequently. Do you think this will influence the 
thinking in the minds of people that accidents are divine?  
“General orators do not have any value. They do not have real knowledge of Islam 
and they are not educated as well. Their statement has no value.” 
Int: But people do visit them and listen to them? 
“But they are building up wrong perceptions in the minds of people.” PmUni59M 
6.3  Crashes as a Punishment from God 
 
There was also evidence to suggest that road crashes are viewed as a punishment 
from God, with some putting it in the context of retaliation for breaking God’s law. Road 
crashes can be viewed as the outcome of wrong doings in daily life. Participants regarded 
wrong deeds or sins as those acts that were performed against social and religious rules 
and teachings and appeared not to understand that their own actions might have 
contributed to a crash (e.g., disobeying road rules).  They believed that they were involved 
in a crash due to a sin they had made sometime in their life and are punished with the will 
of God in the shape of crash-related losses (e.g., damage, injury or death).  
 
This attribution is not considered linked to fate because it occurs with the will of 
God as the result of sins. Some participants expressed the belief that behind their hardships 
lay divine wisdom and that the hardships were a trial from God. Furthermore, by suffering 
the crash, they were reducing the intensity of punishment in the next life.  
 
Int: Is there any role of fate in road accidents? 
“If we do evil deeds then Allah will punish us here in this world, like a road 
accident.”  
Int: Can doing evil deeds lead to a road accident? 
“If I am doing an evil deed I will get punished in the next world or this world. So I 
can face a road accident as a punishment.” TrkPrimSch60M 
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 “Allah knows better what punishment to give and Allah alone knows this. People get 
punishment of their bad deeds. One can have his punishment in this world or the 
next world or in both ways. It is stated in Quran.” TrkMidSch40M 
 
Professional drivers expressed the belief that if a driver uses his vehicle to commit a 
sin, he can receive punishment in the form of a crash. They indicated that their vehicle is a 
source of income and that therefore they should not use it for committing sins or bad 
deeds. As a result, it appears that they try not to commit a sin in their vehicle, believing 
that in this way they could prevent involvement in a crash.  
 
“If I use drugs, drink or [have] sex in my vehicle or other places it could lead to an 
accident. It happened many times. Here in this bus stand a driver used to do sex with 
guys and women. So he started to face loss and troubles in his vehicle and also faced 
accidents. This [vehicle] is the source of our food. We should not commit a sin in 
that place. We should always be thankful to God and remember him.” 
BusMidSch55M 
 
The quote above indicates that crash causation can be linked to someone having 
committed a sin within his vehicle or to having used the vehicle for bad purposes. This is 
another example of how the ‘true’ cause of a crash may be completely overlooked because 
punishment for sinning is considered the reason why some crashes occur.  
6.4  Safety Related to Good Deeds  
 
It was also observed that a link was made between crashes and good deeds in life. 
More specifically, while crash involvement was associated with committing sins as 
described above, the avoidance of crash involvement was associated with doing good 
deeds. For instance: 
 
“If someone has good deeds in life he does not face an accident.” 
Int: Even if he is driving with mistakes? 
Yes. If he is doing well in life and he does not make a sin, he will not face an 
accident. BusMidSch55M 
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This quote suggests the belief that the way in which we live our life can impact upon 
our crash involvement. There are people who believe that not living in a righteous way can 
mean crash involvement (as punishment from God for sinning) and, on the other hand, a 
person who is pious and living with virtuous actions will not be involved road crash. The 
quote below is from a bus driver who was giving reasons as to why he thought that truck 
drivers experience more road crashes. 
 
Int: Do you think truck drivers have more road accidents? 
Yes, they usually use drugs, drink alcohol and drive, or sleep while driving. They do 
more sins and that’s why they face more accidents. BusMidSch55M 
 
People indicated the belief that to avoid crashes, only good acts in life are important. 
They did not recognise that their lack of knowledge and use of precautionary measures or 
the importance of following safety rules while driving may be the reason a crash occurs. 
The quote below is referring to the statement of a bus driver. He notes the reasons for 
frequent road crashes in a specific location.  
 
Int: Do you know the places where more road accidents take place? 
“Yes, near Sohawa [city] mountains incline of road.”  
Int: What is the reason? 
“There are many tombs of saints there and they get disrespected by people 
sometimes. That’s why.” 
Int: Do you think if people start paying their respects to tombs then these road 
accidents could be reduced? 
“Yes, they can be stopped by doing so.” BusMidSch55M 
 
Individuals who are less skilled and have had less opportunities to get jobs in other 
fields due to lower education often adopt driving as a profession. They have to depend on 
other resources to acquire information yet they are not necessarily able to perceive the 
accuracy of information about life events. They may be more likely to believe information 
from their parents, masters of driving training, religious orators, and the people they 
believe have good knowledge, such as other professional drivers. With limited education 
(both formal and religious), may be vulnerable to being exposed to misinformation. In 
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many cases, the knowledge and information can be transferred from generation to 
generation among professional drivers. In this way, stereotypical beliefs regarding road 
crashes resulting from sins committed by the individuals may be incorrectly reinforced 
over time. The quote below provides evidence of this concept. 
 
Int: Can we face a road accident as a punishment of bad deeds in our life? 
Yes our elders have given us teaching that if someone does wrong in his life he gets 
punishment in his life like accidents, disease or other losses.” TrkNoEdu26M 
 
Such beliefs were not unique to one religious group within the current sample. For 
example, the Sikh participant remarked that by avoiding bad actions and following 
virtuous actions, road crashes could be avoided. This echoes the beliefs expressed by 
Muslim participants. 
 
What does your religion tell you about road accidents? 
“My religion tells us to obey God, and respect our parents and then elders. Take 
duas of them and do not take curse of any one.  By doing this we can avoid 
accidents.” PolMas32M (Sikh) 
6.5  Road Crashes Related to the Sinful Actions of Others 
 
It was also reported that people may become involved in a road crash as a result of 
the sinful actions other people. It was noted that bad actions that were attributed to this 
involvement in road crashes were not only those of a heinous nature such as murder, rape, 
abuse, or robbery, but also included acts that were often considered ethical and moral 
offences such as showing disrespect to parents, elders, poor, or pious people, or behaving 
dishonestly.  
 
He [anyone] can face an accident due to his parent’s sin or his own sin. If it happens 
due to the sin of parents and if someone dies or is injured, actually it is a punishment 
to parents who suffer for their whole life. If parents give a curse to their children 
they can also face an accident. People nowadays do not think in this way. No doubt 
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the reason is an accident but it is due to sins. Not only parents but also if we 
disgrace any elder or pious man it could happen. PolMas32M 
6.6  Road Crashes as an Act of the Devil  
 
Some participants indicated the belief that their crash involvement was a direct result 
of an act of the Devil. Those participants who were less well educated and whose 
comments appeared to reflect weaker religious beliefs expressed the belief that road 
crashes were acts of the Devil, and as such out of their own control. They believed that 
road accidents are caused with the will of God, and that if a crash is not willed by God, 
then the Devil was working to conspire their downfall. People noted that fate and the Devil 
are both at work in their life and that events, including road crashes, are the result of these 
two factors.  
 
If we are at fault and we know that we are doing this mistake it means that Satan 
[Devil] is involved. If there is nature [God, fate] there is also Satan with a man.  
TaxMidSch32M 
 
A traffic accident is always divine. No one has fault in an accident. It is the Devil 
who provoked someone to commit a wrong act. BusMidSch39M 
 
In addition, some participants remarked that wrong acts committed by drivers, which 
do not necessarily lead to a crash, are also acts of the Devil. These acts included vexing or 
creating hurdles for other drivers (e.g., inappropriate use of vehicle horns, flashing 
headlights, failing to give way, and zig zagging) and were noted by participants as an 
explanation of Devil acts in two ways. The Devil was responsible for bad happening 
including road crashes as well as the driver’s wrong acts. Even if the driver does not 
commit an error, the crash could still be seen as an act of the Devil.  
 
Some drivers do Devil acts. They disturb other drivers. They feel pride in doing this 
and they meet with accidents. Satan is making them do these acts; God does not 
make him do this mistake; it is Satan who compels him. TaxMidSch32M 
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Committing acts that disturb other drivers was also viewed as Devil acts. In this way, 
driver error was again not perceived as within the control of the driver. If there was 
recognition of factors such as inattention or speeding involved in a crash, this was also 
perceived as the work of the Devil. Furthermore, participants indicated the belief that the 
Devil controlled their behaviour to such an extent that this led to them making a mistake 
that resulted in loss.  
 
As noted earlier, the majority of participants defined careful driving as mostly 
limited to obeying traffic lights, not driving while tired, and driving slowly (though not 
necessarily complying with the speed limit). Even if they were driving with ‘care’ and they 
experienced a crash, it was regarded as in their fate, and if they had an infringement, they 
perceived it as an act of the Devil. They were not able to conceive that driving with ‘care’ 
incorporates other factors that might lead to a crash (e.g., not maintaining safe following 
distances from other vehicles, driving in poor weather conditions, inattention, poor vehicle 
fitness).  
 
Yes it’s from Satan when I make a violation. When I am driving carefully and an 
accident occurs, it’s natural [in fate]. When I violate the traffic rules and have an 
accident then it’s Satan [who is involved]. TaxMidSch32M 
 
Participants indicated that there were specific acts that are seen as Devil’s acts, 
including driving. While driving, the Devil is perceived as controlling the driver’s mind 
and causing them to be involved in crashes. In the quote below, a Sikh police officer 
commented that road crashes were similar to the use of weapons. Use of a weapon is 
considered a Devil act because it could hurt anyone at any time without intention on the 
part of the user.  
 
Though God has written our fate, a driver should also use care. It is the Devil who 
controls human thinking and [makes them] commit mistakes.  
Int: So that implies that the Devil is involved in people making mistakes? 
Yes. If someone breaks the signal [runs a red light] actually it is [an act of the] 
Devil. Driving and use of weapons are completely Devil acts. PolMas32M 
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Distinguishing between an act of God and an act of the Devil was also made in 
another way. Those road crashes that were perceived to occur without annoying or 
disturbing other people were regarded as the will of God (e.g., if a driver makes a error 
while driving and the outcomes affect only him or a person is driving in such a way that is 
not creating a distraction or obstacle to another’s driving). However, if other people are 
involved in a crash as a result of a mistake by the driver, or if he drove in such a way that 
he caused another to have a crash, this was regarded as a Devil act.  
 
Int: When a driver commits a mistake, Satan (Devil) is involved? 
Satan is definitely involved. Surely when someone will disturb another person, fate 
[God] is not involved. Nature does not say to you to annoy someone; it is Satan who 
forces us to do this. If a driver is driving wrongly [making errors] it is a Satanic act. 
TaxMidSch32M 
6.7  Summing up: Beliefs about Road Crash Causation 
Linked to Popular Conceptions of Religion  
 
The lack of information about theological fatalism in Pakistan was noted earlier.  As 
the above findings demonstrate, this is a considerable oversight, as popular interpretations 
of religion feature strongly in explanations of crashes.  The important point to note is that 
these are popular conceptions and at least some are at variance with orthodox 
interpretations, as will be discussed further in Chapter 8.  This may also account for the 
divergence of views on some issues.   
This chapter and the preceding two chapters have provided information relating to 
many religious, cultural and superstition-based beliefs and concepts that were attributed by 
participants as responsible for road crashes. In the next chapter, a range of preventive 
measures are described that are used by participants to protect against harm that may be 
prompted by such concepts.  
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CHAPTER 7 – THE INFLUENCE OF RELIGIOUS, CULTURAL 
AND SUPERSTITIOUS BELIEFS ON PREVENTIVE ACTIONS, 
ENFORCEMENT, BEHAVIOUR AND REPORTING OF CRASHES 
7.1  Preventive Measures 
 
A range of measures to prevent road crashes that are associated with the beliefs 
discussed in the previous three chapters were described by participants. This section 
illustrates such measures, many of which have a religious basis. 
7.1.1  Dua 
 
The most commonly discussed method used to prevent road crashes was the use of 
dua, which is the act of praying to God to seek divine help by requesting to be kept safe 
from all evils and bad happenings.  In order to evade danger or to have wishes fulfilled, it 
was described as imperative to seek God’s help by individual duas (personal prayers) and 
the duas of others (e.g., parents, Saints, elders, and the poor, distressed, and ill)11. People 
believed that dua is the most important thing that could be helpful for all of life’s 
problems. Dua can be used in different ways. For instance, some people adopt rituals such 
as reciting religious verses from the Quran, Hadiths, or Saint’s prayers, whereas others 
perform more specific prayer rituals (e.g., salaah, which is a prescribed liturgy).  
 
 “Every day before starting our travelling we should pray to God, and we get the 
well wishes of our parents. We should also give charity (sadqa)12 to people. In this 
way God keeps us safe from any bad happenings. Sometimes we make terrible 
mistakes while driving but we are saved due to these things.” PolBch30M 
 
Int: “What are the benefits of dua for travelling? Do you think it will save you if any 
unexpected thing happens while driving?” 
“We should take our precautions and leave rest of the things on Allah’s will. Ayat-
ul-kursi is the best dua. It gives me confidence. When I recite the duas I consider that 
God is surrounding me with protection.”  
                                                            
11 The prayers of those who are poor or ill are obtained when something is done to assist them. This practice 
is seen as important and is further described in the sub-section on sadqa (charity). 
12 Sadqa is discussed in more detail further in this section. 
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Int: “Can a road accident occur, even if you have recited the duas?” 
“It can never. It is not possible. ” 
Int: “Why?” 
“The person who recites this does not make a mistake.” PolMas36F 
 
 
Int: “Has it ever happened that you’re in a hurry and you broke a road law?” 
“There was three times it happened. I was going from Lahore to Rawalpindi on the 
motorway. It was 3 o’clock in the morning. I was dead tired, I was driving with my 
family. I was driving 140km/h on average. What happened was that suddenly I was 
crossing half of the way. Three times I slept [fell asleep] in the car. Everyone else 
was sleeping. Suddenly I woke up and my car was on the edge of the road. It 
repeated three times. Whenever I fell asleep I woke up at the edge of the road. I do 
not know how long I slept but each time I was awakened I was out of the lane. So 
this is the power of the prayer.”  
Int: “So you’re saying that this is due to praying?” 
“Yes I believe that this is due to the prayers I offered before Allah. This is the faith I 
strongly believe. Everybody, as a Muslim, if they have a strong belief in Allah, faith 
and prayer, will be protected definitely.” CarMas40M 
 
Participant responses indicated that after using the dua, they felt comfortable and 
relaxed because they believed that God has taken responsibility for their safety. Dua was 
not only perceived as being used for their protection while driving or travelling, but also as 
working for them to avoid bad omens or bad luck (e.g., avoiding evil eye or avoiding 
failure in business or personal affairs). Such practices and rituals were seen as so 
important, that if they were not able to perform them, people felt that something was 
wrong. In other words, if people failed to perform this kind of ‘preventive measure’, they 
would experience a sense of guilt that was linked with their driving performance. This 
concept is comparable with an individual who is used to wearing a seat belt while driving 
or travelling. If a person is suddenly not able to find or fasten the seat belt for some reason, 
they would be likely to feel uncomfortable.  
 
Int: “Why do you say Dua when you start journeys? What is its benefit?” 
“It saves us from every bad omen and bad luck. It’s for our own good travelling and 
safety from bad happening. It gives us mental peace.” BusMidSch55M 
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“They [dua] give spiritual confidence. If you are mentally well you can drive well.” 
PolBch30M 
 
7.1.2  Travel dua 
 
Only the Muslim participants noted that there was one religious dua (Dua’e Safar) 
specifically for travel. This dua was described as able to keep people safe while travelling 
and consists of verses that are supposed to be recited at the start of a journey and/or while 
travelling. This dua was described as a religious form of help to keep people safe and that 
by reciting it, God would bring people into his divine protection.  
 
Int: You’ve [told me that you have] had two road crashes. Why do you think you 
survived? “Whenever I drive I pray. I started driving when I was a child at the age 
of 16 and I have a habit of praying a specific verse which I believe will save me all 
the time; ‘Glory to him who has brought this under our control whereas we are 
unable to control it. Surely we are to return to our Lord’. I have a strong faith, 
whatever will happen I will be saved.” CarMas40M 
 
Performing a dua was described as a source of protection for vehicles, drivers and 
passengers in the event of any unexpected happening while travelling. The belief that this 
dua should be performed by both drivers and passengers was noted.  In Pakistan, it is 
commonplace for vehicles to display this travel dua as a reminder to drivers of the need to 
perform it during their journey. For instance, the written form of this dua can commonly be 
seen hanging on the rear view mirror or positioned on the front windscreen of a vehicle as 
was shown in Figure 11 (p. 43). 
People indicated the belief that the travel dua was a solution that was decreed by 
religious teachings and the holy Prophet (p.b.u.h.). The quote below demonstrates the 
belief expressed by one of the policy makers that using a travel dua is part of his Islamic 
understanding of the world and that the use of all other preventive measures (e.g., amulets, 
holy verses other than the travel dua) had no value.  
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 “As a Muslim we have a travel dua and we believe in that. We should see what our 
Prophet and Islam said. But other things have no importance.” PmUni59M 
 
The comments of the professional drivers in this sample (i.e., truck, bus, taxi drivers) 
indicated that they are the group who spend more time travelling on the road and are 
confronted with more unexpected events, hazards and crashes. In turn, they also appeared 
more likely to express beliefs about the role of divine support for their protection. The 
quotes below from a bus and a truck driver indicate the strength of belief in the power of 
the travel dua in maintaining their safety during the dangerous activity of driving. 
 
Int: Do you say travel dua before you drive? 
“Yes, I always pray before I drive because we are in the mouth of death all the time. 
We do not know when we face a death. So we seek for blessing from God.” 
BusMidSch39M 
 
“When we are driving we are in between earth and sky. So we should pray all the 
time to God to save us and [our] passengers. When we are driving, it’s a dangerous 
task, anything could happen. We should pray for ourselves and everybody else.” 
TrkPrimSch60M 
 
Participant comments indicated the perception that performing the travel dua placed 
the responsibility for their safety solely in the hands of God. In this way, even after 
performing the dua, if they encountered a crash, the belief expressed was that God would 
take ultimate responsibility and that they themselves would bear no responsibility.  
 
Int: “Do you offer travel dua before travelling?” 
“Yes, I do read travel dua. It’s for our own safety. If you read the translation of 
those verses then you’ll understand how important it is. “Allah is pure, who has 
brought this under our control whereas without him we would not have any control 
without doubt we are to return to him”. Our holy Prophet (p.b.u.h) said that who 
shall ever read these verses will be in Allah’s protection, he shall not face loss; even 
if he does face a loss then Allah owns [takes] his loss [responsibility for 
loss].”BusNoEdu48M 
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Int: “Has it ever happened with you, that it [travel dua] really worked in your safety 
while driving?” 
“Yes many times. Sometimes I make mistakes [while driving] and I am safe. When I 
think later what thing saved me, it comes in my mind that it was the dua.” 
PolBch30M 
 
The quotes above help to illustrate the notion raised in the interviews that even if 
people had not been involved in a road crash because of factors such as skilful/careful 
driving or obeying traffic rules, they tended to interpret this situation as the result of God’s 
kindness and the impact of dua, rather than the result of their own actions. This might be 
because people want to appear more humble towards God which is something that is 
considered a devout act.   
This concept represents a barrier to adopting more ‘scientific’ approaches to safety 
(e.g., use of seat belts) because there is a strong sense of trust placed in the power of the 
dua. 
7.1.3  Duas of others  
 
As discussed earlier, people expressed the belief that bad wishes or curses from 
others could lead to their involvement in a road crash. In contrast, the concept of others 
good wishes and prayers (duas) in protecting against bad happenings, including crashes, 
was also evident. People expressed the belief that not only were their personal prayers to 
God important in ensuring their safety, but that the prayers of others also had significant 
effects, particularly those of devout or pious people and those who are ill, poor or elderly 
people, as well as parents and Saints. These duas can be performed in different ways, such 
as reciting verses, but more commonly the practice involves simply wishing or praying to 
God for the safety of others or for them to enjoy a good life. As described in the quote 
below from a truck driver, other people appear more likely to bestow such duas upon those 
who demonstrate good manners and pay respect to children, elders, parents, and the poor. 
Furthermore, if one fails to behave in the appropriate way (i.e., express good manners) 
they were predisposed to believe that they would be cursed by others. For instance: 
 
Prayers of others for you always helps you in every way. If someone is doing well with 
other people he gets prays from them.  If he does not care about others and hurts other 
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people feelings, they give curse [upon him]. For example if I ever talk harshly to 
someone and then something bad happens to me, I always blame my bad manners 
towards that person in case I get in trouble and that’s because of my conscience.”  
TrkNoEdu47M 
7.1.4  Duas from Saints 
 
The duas of Saints were also described as having great value and drivers who had 
received these were considered blessed and fortunate.  After receiving duas from Saints, 
people indicated the belief that these duas would work positively for them in their life 
events (e.g., good business, good luck, good health).  
 
Int: “Some people who do not use safety measures sometimes do not face a road 
accident? What do you say about this? 
“They have prayers of Saints. Even if they commit a sin they do not face an 
accident.” 
Int: Do you think these Saints will save you from road accidents.” 
“Yes, absolutely. We usually go to Saints to seek prayer so that we have more 
passengers and avoid losses and accidents.” BusMidSch55M 
7.1.5  Duas from parents  
 
The duas of parents were also discussed and were described as having the ability to 
save and protect a driver miraculously, even if they had committed a serious error while 
driving. People indicated the belief that the duas of their parents could change the course 
of life that had been destined by fate and that their parents constantly bestow good wishes 
upon them and request God to protect their children at all times. It is relevant here to note 
that religion gives great importance to the role of parents (second only to God), and for this 
reason their prayers and good wishes are given enormous importance.  
 
Int: Can you tell me about any of your road accidents? 
“Just when I brought my own vehicle home, I give a ride to my father, and I have his 
blessing and he prayed best wishes for me at that time. Dua from parents [best 
wishes] has great importance and saves us from any bad happening. I think in Islam 
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parents’ blessings play a very vital role in our lives. I had no accident in 12 or 13 
years and I think there is a great role of the Duas of my parents.” RoMid37M 
7.2.6  Sacred charms 
 
Drivers, particularly professional drivers, reported using different verses from the 
Quran, hadiths, Saints names, name of four caliphs (the four most prominent civil and 
religious leaders of Muslims), and other religious charms as a good sign or omen.  The use 
of such sacred charms is believed to bring good omens in business and to provide 
protection, including protection from road crashes. People also described how they use 
these items to remind themselves to show their love for God, the Prophet and Saints. They 
also considered them as a means to assist in keeping God’s presence in their minds while 
driving and at all times. Participants described the practice of performing rituals such as 
considering or recognising the presence of God, who is very kind and merciful, at the start 
and end of day. From the discussions with participants, it appears that, even if a crash 
occurred and they had been using these types of religious rituals and charms as preventive 
measures, people indicated that they would then regard the crash as in their fate. For 
example: 
 
Int: “Do you think installing these Quranic verses in your vehicle will prevent road 
accidents?” 
“Yes, it takes drivers attention to Allah and Allah will remain in the heart by 
watching those verses constantly. And I start my day with Allah’s name and end it 
with Allah’s name. If still something [bad] happens [to me] then I’ll consider it my 
fate.” TrkPrimSch60M 
7.1.7  Sadqa (charity) 
 
The religious ritual of Sadqa is quite similar to the broader concept of charity, but it 
is also performed specifically to avoid any bad happening now or in the future. In this way, 
a bad event is believed to be avoided by providing money, food, shelter or other things to 
deserving and needy people. It could be also used for animals, birds or other creatures by 
providing them with food or shelter. Performing the ritual of sadqa was commonly 
discussed in all participant groups as a means of evading any bad happening and the 
impact of evils such as black magic, evil eye and bad omens. It was considered an 
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important religious means of dealing with bad events, including road crashes. Participants 
indicated the belief that by performing the ritual of sadqa, bad events could be avoided.  
 
Int: “Some people drive with care, but even then they can have a road accident?” 
“We should do Sadqa. When our owners buy new vehicles they distribute food for 
good signs and to get prayers [from others].” TrkPrimSch60M 
 
It is the experience of the researcher that it is common for people to believe that, 
when confronted with a small problem (e.g., a minor road crash), if they give sadqa, 
ensuing larger problems can be avoided. Hence, they are more likely to give sadqa so that 
ensuing distress could be avoided. Experiencing frequent and constant troubles encouraged 
people to use sadqa to remove such problems.  
 
From the interviews with religious orators, there was evidence to indicate that they 
encourage people to use different rituals, including sadqa, duas and holy verses in vehicles, 
to avoid road crashes. They indicated that the use of these different religion-based 
activities could avoid evil forces and other bad happenings. Moreover, they expressed the 
belief that these religious coping methods were a significant and positive solution for 
preventing crashes.  
 
The proposition of a crash occurring, even if all the religious-based preventive 
measures were used, was explored. As illustrated from the quote from a religious orator 
below, it is clear that fate remained the prevailing attribution nominated for crash 
involvement, even when all other measures were in place.  
 
Int: “Many drivers use holy verses on the front of their vehicles. It has any 
importance?” 
“Yes surely. They are very beneficial. It saves from common accidents from 
[preordained by] God.”  
Int: “Even then after using them, if a road accident occurs?” 
“It is by God [in fate]. Verses help to avoid evils in life. Sadqas (charity) also work 
like that and it saves from evils and losses in life. The people to whom we give 
Sadqa, they pray for you to save you any loss like accidents. It’s a blessing from 
Allah.” RoPrim63M 
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A policy maker interviewed for this research also expressed the belief that sadqa was 
the only ‘resort’ or ‘possible solution’ to evade the possible occurrence of road crashes 
destined by fate.  
 
Int: “To what extent can we say that a road accident is in fate?” 
“As far as my knowledge is concerned, Sadqa (charity) can avoid something bad in 
our lives. So this could be the [only] possible solution.” PmUni59M 
7.1.8  Drood – the practice of the holy blow 
 
Drood refers to the practice of a holy blow. In this practice, a person stands in front 
of a Saint or a devout person who recites sacred or holy verses, then gently blows in the 
direction of the person requiring a blessing and assistance. Some participants described the 
use of this practice as a way of helping to protect them from any bad happening while 
travelling, such as disease or road crashes. For example: 
 
“We go to Pir (Saint) for drood (Holy blowing) for our own satisfaction. Allah also 
helps. There are certain things in which Allah has bestowed to his pious people 
(Pir).  Allah listened to them who pray for us. I have this belief’. CarMat28M 
 
It is the experience of the researcher that this practice is widely believed to hold 
great power and it is common for people to visit those devout persons or living Saints who 
are believed to have a good reputation for performing drood. This ‘reputation’ is generally 
spread by word of mouth, according to the perceived success of drood in the past. It 
appears that this ritual has promoted the belief that people and their vehicles were safe and 
under constant protection. During discussion with one of the policy makers interviewed for 
this research, he noted that drivers use drood and holy verses to protect themselves from 
road crashes. He also expressed the belief that such practices are inconsistent with the real 
teachings of the Quran which he believes are not well understood and applied incorrectly.  
 
“We only read the Quran or read the verses but do not know the real meaning and 
then just drood [blow]on a person. The first verse of the Holy Quran says “Read [gain 
knowledge] in the name of your Lord”. Knowledge is so important. Quran is the word 
of God. We just read the Quran when someone dies or blow verses (drood) on the 
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person or read “Sura Yaseen [one section of the Quran]”. We have forgotten the 
actual objectives and real meaning of Quran.” PmUni58M 
7.1.9  Use of green cloth from Saints’ tombs 
 
The quote below from a truck driver describes the practice of using a piece of green 
cloth to provide protection for vehicles and prevent road crashes. It is common for people 
to put large pieces of green cloth at the tombs of Saints. Some people remove small 
portions of the cloth to use in their vehicles as a form of protection from harm. 
 
“People who follow Saints do these kinds of things. They also use green cloth in their 
vehicle. I also have green big cloth on my vehicle for good omens. When we buy a 
vehicle we go to Saints and distribute food at Saints’ tomb and take the green cloth. In 
this way we can keep safe from bad happenings.” TrkNoEdu26M 
7.1.10  Use of a religious turban that is perceived as able to prevent 
injury in a crash 
 
Some rituals are performed to show devotion and respect to religion. One example is 
the use of the imamah, an Islamic turban, which is used to express religious identity and 
can show greater devotion towards religion (see Figure 10). As noted by one participant, 
wearing the imamah may not be conducive to wearing a helmet, because the imamah had 
religious importance and the person did not seem willing to give greater importance to 
helmet wearing.  
 
Int: “Do you wear helmet?” 
“No I don’t wear helmet.” 
Int: “Why not?” 
“I wear ‘imamah’ [Muslim turban], so I can’t wear helmet but don’t take it as if I 
don’t respect the law. It’s very difficult for me to change imamah again and again 
for a helmet.” RoMid37M  
 
They believed that if the religious attire (e.g., the imamah) is not given reverence, 
they would not consider themselves to be committed to their religious beliefs. They also 
implied that by using religious outfits, God would be happy and would make them safe in 
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the event of a road crash; even if they had not used other precautionary measures (e.g., a 
helmet). It is the experience of the researcher that on many occasions, police officers can 
be easily manipulated by this religious justification for not following the safety rules and 
no violation is recorded by those not wearing a helmet. The quote below represents the 
consideration of a Sikh police officer who apparently does not use a helmet in place of his 
religious turban. His comments indicate the belief that his turban can save his head in a 
road crash.  
 
Int; It is your religious duty [using religious turban], I can understand this but you 
don’t think this is dangerous while driving if you don’t use helmet? 
Our turban is a helmet itself. It has almost 9 meter of cloth in it and it saves our 
head from any accident. Sikh police officer 
7.1.11  Preventive measures against evil eye, bad omens and bad signs 
 
A range of strategies to prevent the effects of evil eye were discussed by participants. 
Commonly, the use of amulets, charms and talisman were described.  
 
It is good act to use them [amulets, charms].  I believe that when we buy a new 
vehicle and it is looking beautiful, the bad eyes of others can bring bad luck to us. 
TrkNoEdu47M   
 
Talisman, amulet and charms were used to combat evil eye, bad omens and signs, 
and to avoid road crashes. The most commonly discussed amulets were black and red 
strips of cloth, horse hoof and hair, peacock feather, wigs, and shoes. Black cloth is usually 
attached to the outside of the vehicle (as shown in Figure 12), horse hoof within the body 
of the vehicle, and red strips and horse hair within the cabin of the vehicle. Amulets placed 
outside the vehicle are intended to be visible so that other vehicles and the malicious looks 
or feelings from other people do not harm them.  
 
Int: Do you use these as precautions? 
“Yes, when I bought a new van I tied horse hoof and an old shoe to it. I also have 
holy verses in my vehicle. I think it saved me from bad omens. ”TrkPrimSch60M 
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Figure 12- Black cloth attached to the top of a truck and holy verses painted to provide 
protection (Photograph courtesy of Warren Hann) 
 
Participants reported that there are numerous drivers who believed in superstitious 
things and used different methods to protect them from a loss or road crashes, as described 
above. These phenomena were more common in professional and less educated drivers in 
the current sample. For professional drivers, it was noted that vehicle owners and/or 
drivers may take the preventive measure of attaching charms or amulets to a vehicle for 
protection. For instance, if a driver was not likely to believe in such things, the owner of 
the vehicle may attach them to the vehicle. The quote below provides an indication of the 
high prevalence of this type of preventive measures taken by drivers in Pakistan. 
 
Int: How many drivers do you think use these things to prevent a road accident? 
“Many use them. You can see outside other buses almost every bus has black cloth, 
shoes, and horses hoof. A lot of drivers do this. If owners [of the bus] don’t tie 
something then drivers do and if drivers don’t then owners will tie something to 
prevent bad omens”. BusMidSch39M 
 
Int: How many people do you think believe in them (evil eye, bad omens and signs)?  
“Many people have belief in them.  80% people in our society believe in them.” 
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Int: How can you say 80%? 
“Everyone I know believes this”. CarMat28M 
 
In addition to the vehicle, some charms used by drivers are attached to the body 
(e.g., worn around the neck) for protection (see Figure 13).  
 
They [drivers] use amulets, for example, wigs and many other things. They think 
they can avoid bad luck by doing so. PolMas36M 
 
 
 
Figure 13- An amulet worn around the neck of a young girl (Photograph courtesy of Awais Bashir) 
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7.1.11.1  Making  a vehicle or person ugly to avoid evil eye 
 
Other ways to combat evil eye were described with regard to making the person or 
vehicle less attractive. It is common in Pakistan to see trucks and buses covered in intricate 
and expensive art work (see Figure 14). People often try to mar the beauty of appearance 
of people or vehicles in order to avoid evil eye (i.e., reducing the beauty by making a small 
mark it is believed to reduce the likelihood that someone will have jealous or harmful 
feelings towards them or their possessions).  
 
If you put some mark on something which lessens its beauty then it can save it from 
the evil eye. This is the truth. Actually the thing is eclipsed to make it ugly slightly so 
that it does not catch evil eye. People use different things to protect from evil eye like 
they use horses hoof. TrkMidSch40M 
 
We have this common concept that if a child is really beautiful then their mother or 
some relative puts some black mark on the child’s face which saves him from bad 
omens. RoMid37M 
 
 
Figure 14- a Typical Pakistani truck showing intricate art work and a black cloth hanging from 
the top (Photograph courtesy of Warren Hann) 
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7.1.12  Preventing the effects of black magic  
 
Participants described a number of measures that are used in an effort to prevent 
black magic from affecting them.  One way is through consulting a Pir (spiritual person or 
living Saint) who is perceived as having special powers to deal with things such as black 
magic, superstition, and bad omens13.  
 
Int: What did you do to escape it [constant mechanical faults in vehicle]? 
“I went to a man who has the special knowledge and requested him to pray for me 
for the break [removal] of that black magic.” 
Int: Did he help you in this regard? 
“He helped me and I managed to escape from it. Now there is no problem”. 
BusMidSch55M 
 
As discussed earlier, some participants expressed the view that a person could be 
under the influence of black magic but not be aware of it. For instance, if people were 
experiencing problems, they may consult a Pir. During the consultation, the Pir might tell 
them that they are affected by black magic. It is the experience of the researcher that 
people who have been involved in a road crash may consult with a Pir to seek assistance in 
preventing this happening again, only to be told that black magic was the reason the crash 
occurred. Some level of manipulation could be involved in this practice in that people then 
seek a remedy for the first ‘case’ of black magic and continue consulting the Pir in future 
to protect themselves from harm. With a lack of proper knowledge of crash causation and 
no crash investigation, this cycle of consulting those perceived to be in control of 
‘powerful forces’ is likely to continue. 
 
People don’t know if they are affected with black magic. They don’t know it is on 
them. A Baba Gee (Saint) came to me and told me that I was affected with black 
magic. I saw with my own eyes and [so did] other people who were present there. 
                                                            
13 In Pakistan it is common for people to consult with a Pir. Generally there are two types of people who are 
consulted to assist those in need: 1)  those who are considered to have supernatural powers and can deal with 
things such as black magic (a Pir), and 2) those who are devout or pious people (Saints) who are considered 
as having religious knowledge in order to assist the person seeking help. The first type, the traditional Pir, 
usually demands payment for services rendered. This is less common among the second type (pious people). 
As is the case when people consult a doctor for medical treatment, over time, a relationship can develop and 
people may have repeated visits to a Pir if they are satisfied that their problems are being solved. They may 
also tell others of the power of this person and, therefore, his reputation as a successful healer can spread.  
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Baba Gee had a trough containing water and made me stand in it. I stood and he 
placed my shirt on his hands. As I bowed down, there appeared many amulets in the 
trough. CarMat28M 
 
As can be seen in the quote above, another way of attempting to protect from harm is 
the use of amulets or charms that are provided by Pirs (e.g., a single human hair, a piece of 
paper with words written on it, a metal nail to affix to a wall). These objects are usually 
provided with instructions from the Pir of what to do with them in order to provide 
protection from harm.  
Another measure described as able to protect against the harmful effects of black 
magic was some verses from the Quran. For example: 
Int: Does it happen often that a person is under a black magic spell and a road 
traffic accident occurs?  
“Yes. It can be”.  
Int: What do people do for the safety from black magic?  
“There are some verses [from the Quran to pray] like four “Quls” and Ayat ul 
Quran’s.” RoPrim63M 
 
It was observed by the researcher, and backed up by his experiences living in 
Pakistan, that people with strong religious faith were less inclined to contact Pirs and more 
inclined to seek answers to their problems from within their religion. Importantly, 
however, the information gained from religious sources (e.g., orators or Saints) may also 
be misleading due to the aforementioned situation where not all religious orators have a 
clear understanding of accident causation and prevention. 
7.2   The Link between Enforcement, Awareness of Road 
Rules and Risk Factors 
 
From discussions with participants, there appears to be a strong relationship between 
police enforcement and awareness of road rules. For instance, participant responses 
suggested that people generally only know about those traffic rules that are enforced by 
police. Further, road users and police seemed unable to perceive the importance and 
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relationship of those rules with road crashes (e.g., that seat belts will act as a restraint for 
the body in a crash). Road users reported following the rules because of previous 
experiences of enforcement and fear of fines.  
 
“At night, I and other drivers usually don’t use seat belt because police are not 
watching us. I myself sometimes drive while feeling sleepy as it is God who saves us. 
It is destiny or nature [fate] that can save us. Human beings have no control on 
anything. I just depend on nature that can save us. TaxMidSch32M 
 
“If police are not on road and not observing us, we are free. We do whatever we 
want. We violate the signals and drive fast.” TaxNoEdu46  
 
As a result, it was common for participants to express the perception that road rules 
were an annoyance with no practical value and used only to raise funds for the 
government, rather than having any safety benefit. For example: 
 
Int: “Do you use seatbelts when you drive?” 
“No, we don’t have seat belts in our buses or trucks. Truck drivers don’t have 
proper documents, they use one permit for many vehicles. Even licenses are fakes. 
Motorway Police has never checked our licenses, they just do enforcement for 
collecting money. We’ve our complaints about transport minister. He has not made 
any system for the transport vehicles. There are police and transport department 
policies that have no knowledge practically when they initiate them. They just make 
the rules that are not practical and fine us. For example they have made a wagon 
stand in Peshawar. While we travel we are not able to find place to stop our vehicle 
if we need. But if we stop when we find some place, [the] motorway police fine us. 
They do not think where we stop because every where is wrong parking due to 
wagon stands.” BusNoEdu48M 
 
Int: If a road accident happens due to use of cell phone while driving, do you think it 
is also meant to happen? 
I am not with you in this statement [cell phone use contributes in road crashes while 
driving]. Before the invention of mobile phones accident still existed. The rule of not 
using mobile phone while driving is just to collect money for the government and 
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police. The rules are for poor drivers not for the rich and powerful [often they are 
not fined]. Why they invented these things [mobile phone] if we cannot not use them 
[in driving]? As I have told you earlier, every rule is to take money from drivers. 
TrkPrimSch59M 
 
There appeared to be a general mistrust of policies and enforcement practices, as 
well as a general lack of basic understanding of scientific-based safety approaches (e.g., 
seat belts, helmets). As a result, it seems that people adopted other measures, such as the 
use of duas that were aligned with their religious (or other) beliefs about the cause of road 
crashes. 
7.3   The Influence of Fatalism on Police Activity  
 
In Pakistan, generally there is no investigation initiated by police to examine the 
factors associated with road crashes. This lack of formal investigation of crash causation 
can result in crash-involved drivers not having sufficient knowledge and awareness about 
traffic rules and, therefore, not able to fully understand the reasons leading to the crash.   
Int:  Are there any road accidents [you have been involved in] you can tell us about? 
 Many road accidents. 
Int:  Any road accident you would like to mention here? 
May God prevent me such accidents. I had another personal vehicle and it had an 
accident in Mian-Channu with a van.  
Int:  Do you know why this road accident occurred? What was the reason? 
In this accident 24 people died. Allah knows better why this accident happened. My 
driver and the other driver died too but Allah knows; maybe the driver got sleepy or 
something else. 
Int:  Was there an investigation about the matter because so many people died?  
No investigation about that accident so far. TrkPrimSch49M 
Inadequate investigations from police that fail to identify the responsibility and 
circumstances of road crashes, coupled with a lack of knowledge and awareness among 
road users, can give rise to misunderstandings about crash causation and may lead people 
to attribute crashes to other factors such as fate and other cosmological forces (e.g., black 
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magic, superstition). An event such as a crash, which is attributed to fate, is likely to lead 
to the belief that there was no fault or mistake on behalf of the people involved. Events 
such as road crashes, therefore, are accepted as unavoidable and inescapable, leading to the 
belief that there is no need to take preventive measures in future to ensure that this kind of 
incident does not happen again.  
Field police officer participants, who are responsible for road safety education, 
awareness and enforcement, were more likely to be fatalistic but less likely to be 
superstitious. They expressed strong fatalistic views, even though they had university level 
education and a good knowledge of road safety precautionary measures. When asked about 
road accidents and fate, police officers’ responses indicated the belief that deaths and, 
conversely, avoiding death or injury in a road crash, are determined by fate. For example: 
Int:  Do you think fate is an important element in our lives? 
As I told you earlier fate is mapped out by God. It does not matter whether we can 
stop an accident or not as all is in the hands of God. What God has planned for us it 
will have to be. 
Int:  In which department of traffic police do you work? 
In the education department of my department. PolMas36F 
It is likely that beliefs such as those expressed above can influence police work, 
especially in the case of road crash investigation and the development of strategies, since 
they consider crashes to be uncontrollable and unavoidable. In addition, there are certain 
precautionary measures that are used in other countries and that are known to be important 
for safe road use but that are not being enforced by police in Pakistan (e.g., seat belt use 
for all occupants and the use of helmets for bicyclists and motorcycle passengers). The 
following exchange provides information about seat belt requirements and enforcement in 
different parts of the country. 
Int: Why do people not wear seat belts particularly in the back seat? In Australia the 
seat belt wearing rate is more than 90%. Why do you think we have not been able to 
develop this culture? 
‘In Pakistan people don’t [even] wear a belt when they are sitting in front [so] why 
are we talking about back seaters? We have requested many times for the Home 
Department to legislate to make seat belt wearing compulsory. Right now it is 
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compulsory only in areas controlled by Islamabad Police and National Highways & 
Motorways Police. It is not compulsory by law in other parts of Pakistan.’ 
Int:  Do you think the police that are working for traffic safety have proper training 
and knowledge about the traffic rules? If the police do not have sufficient knowledge, 
how can they enforce it properly and educate the road users? 
‘Yes you are right. We have designed some capacity building short courses. We 
don’t have the training institute for training of officers. We conduct the training of 
officers in other training institutes. We lack a professional institute so that we can 
develop the capacity building of officers. This is true that if officers are not having 
the knowledge, how they will enforce and transfer to road users?’? PmUni59M 
   
As highlighted by the comments above, not all police have sufficient knowledge 
about the traffic laws that should be enforced. These laws are not known by all drivers and 
not enforced by police. There are a number of reasons for this. One reason is that policy 
makers, higher strata of police officers, and field police officers do not consider some laws 
as important to enforce (e.g., use of belts in the back seat). Another reason is that some 
important precautionary measures are still not included in law (e.g., helmets for 
motorcycle passengers). If policy makers and implementers do not have sufficient 
knowledge or place sufficient importance on issues, then there is sufficient reason for the 
absence of information and knowledge of such traffic rules and precautionary measures 
among road users.  
7.4   Prevailing Religious Teachings and Misinterpretation 
of Religious Information 
 
Religious references are used for the rationalization and interpretation of incidents in 
life, such as road crashes. People use references (incorrectly from an orthodox perspective) 
from the Quran, Hadiths, sayings of Saints, and religious incidents that demonstrate 
fatalistic attribution of incidents and that lead them to consider themselves in the hands of 
fate. There are, in fact, also quotes from the Quran, Hadiths, sayings of Saints, and 
religious incidents that make human beings responsible for their acts, but perhaps people 
feel more comfortable with information that does not make them accountable for any 
wrong acts they commit. Instead, they selectively use only one type of information to 
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rationalize themselves as not guilty, both in terms of their own conscience and in 
explaining their behaviour to others.   
We all the time blame fate. There is an incident in the Quran in which in the era of 
Adam p.b.u.h, two brothers squabbled and one killed the other. It was a murder but 
was by fate. A woman was made responsible for the reason of that fight that created 
jealousy between the two. So till judgment day one of them will be considered 
murderer and the other, victim. It was the first murder of human kind. This incident 
was by fate but the effect will be borne by body. RoMid37M   
Death is inevitable for a Muslim. Hazrat Ali’s saying is that death protects life. 
Death does not befall until he has to survive. PmUni58M 
 
People may seek to connect any action or answers within the dominion of religion. 
For this purpose they have made sufficient justification for them to manage life events 
within the context of religion. Individuals with certain beliefs such as fate, superstition or 
other external forces have their own reasoning to prove to themselves that they are doing 
the correct thing. They accept or reject certain beliefs on the basis of their own religious 
justification. People who believe in superstitious beliefs such as evil eye and black magic 
indicated that there is religious proof of the impact of these things in human life. But 
people with strong commitment to fate were more likely to remark that superstition is an 
absurdity from a religious point of view.  
 
Int:  What is your personal opinion about these beliefs? [Use of amulets to escape 
from evil eye, black magic and other superstition]. 
I said this is a Shirk. It happens from God. The use of this shoe and black cloth is 
their own thinking.  
Int:  So when a road accident takes place does nature have any hand in it?   
It is fate, it is clear. PolMat52M 
 
Two participants included in the study were religious orators who work in masjids 
delivering religious sermons. They reported that approximately 350 to 500 people attend 
their sermons on a regular basis. It is the experience of the researcher that the majority of 
religious orators generally have little or no formal education or religious education. 
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Similarly, people who attend the masjids are also usually uneducated and with minimum 
religious education. Because of this, people who attend such sermons can be easily 
manipulated by the information provided and are, therefore, vulnerable to the implicit 
ideas that can have profound influences on their everyday judgments of life events. There 
were indications of this in the current sample, as illustrated by the following quote. 
Int:  Do you wear a helmet?  
No, I don’t.  
Int:  What is the reason?  
I only wear a cap and nobody asks. A few days back I wore [a helmet] because the 
Government imposed wearing. A helmet is good but I don’t wear.  
Int:  Why don’t you wear?  
It is Allah who saves but I drive carefully.  
Int:  But you said you care but you don’t wear helmet while driving? 
It’s God who will save us even if I am not wearing a helmet. RoMid63M 
Thus, the people who visit masjids for a sermon are likely to acquire the information 
that is provided to them in a religious context towards life events, such as the information 
above regarding helmet wearing. Therefore, those orators with fatalistic beliefs can guide 
others in this way of thinking according to how they perceive the events themselves.  
7.5  Under­Reporting of Road Crashes 
 
As described in the literature review in Chapter 2, discrepancies exist in official 
reports of fatalities and injuries from road crashes in Pakistan. Under-reporting of crashes 
has been identified by the World Health Organisation as one of the primary reasons for 
such discrepancies, not only in Pakistan but in many developing countries (WHO, 2004). 
The concept of under-reporting of crashes arose spontaneously in each of the participant 
groups and was described consistently as a common occurrence. During the interviews 
with policy makers, the researcher discussed the WHO estimates of road crashes in 
Pakistan and noted that they are different to official crash statistics. From the discussions it 
appears that the policy makers were not aware of the WHO estimates but they did note that 
the official statistics of Pakistan are not based on proper reporting. 
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Int: “There is a great difference about the fatality statistics in road accidents 
between Pakistan and UNO [WHO] report. The Pakistan government figures say 
that death in road accidents are about 7,500 per year, whereas the UNO report says 
they are many more, may be about 40,000 deaths per year. What do you think about 
that?”  
“This difference is right. We have the data of those accidents that are reported. 
There are many that are not reported. There could be variation.” PmUni59M 
 
One policy maker indicated that one of the reasons for the discrepancy between 
official crash figures and WHO estimates is that crash-involved drivers do not report a 
crash: 
“There is no record of every accident because there are many people who don’t go 
to police to report the accidents or reconcile.” PmUni58M  
Additionally, the concept of shifting responsibility for crash reporting was noted 
among the comments of those who develop road safety policy. For instance, one 
participant from the policy makers group noted that those officers who are trained in crash 
reporting (i.e., traffic wardens) are not those who have responsibility to report crashes (i.e., 
local police). 
“Data entry [reporting a crash] does not make such a big difference. The road 
accidents are being registered by local police not by Wardens.” PmUni51M 
In essence, this comment suggests that there is a pool of people with training and 
expertise in road safety enforcement who are not using these skills to investigate and 
report road crashes. This role appears, at least in some jurisdictions, to be handled by 
officers who lack such training, a situation that appears to represent a poor use of police 
resources which, inevitably, can lead to improper reporting of crashes. The comments from 
a field police officer (below) provide additional insight on this issue. 
We don’t have such a record [of a road crash]. It is the duty of district police and 
police stations. We collect data only on the spot and that is the description of our 
duties. We record the details of an accident and then we send the parties to district 
local police and we can tell them our observations if they ask. We do not have any 
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record of a road crash after this when the matter is handed over to local police. 
PolMas36M 
7.5.1  The role of fate in under­reporting of crashes 
 
As discussed in the literature review, a range of factors have previously been 
identified relating to non-registration and under reporting of road crashes. However, the 
current study revealed another factor. In this study, fate emerged as a major contributing 
factor to non-reporting of road crashes. When people believe that fate is the reason that a 
crash happened, there is no apparent reason for them to report this incident to police. Such 
beliefs were found among all participant groups and across all ages, genders, and levels of 
education. 
The quote below is from a field police officer. Such officers have direct contact with 
road users and road crashes, usually as the first or second responders at a crash scene, and 
are responsible for investigation and reporting of crashes. This officer summarises the 
concept of non-reporting linked to fate while describing his experiences of what happens at 
a crash scene where people have been killed or injured.  
“In Pakistan it is very common that people think it is natural to have loss and that 
this is in their fate. Many times it happens if someone is injured or killed [in a road 
crash] he [the driver] gives a written statement on the spot that the case should not 
be registered because it was in their fate.” PolMat52M 
There was ample evidence in the transcripts to indicate the belief that crashes are 
predetermined by God (fated) and, therefore, that there is no need to follow up with 
authorities, even if death and injury results. In turn, holding such a belief represents a 
primary reason why crashes are unreported because there is no need to pursue legal action 
in order to apportion blame for the crash. In other countries, the attribution of blame to one 
or more parties by the legal system is commonplace. It is also the primary way that those 
adversely affected by a crash can seek and be granted restitution. However, in the current 
study, there was little evidence of legal follow up of road crashes. One reason for this is 
likely to be because the concept of blaming another is incompatible with the belief that 
something occurred because it was inevitable (i.e., governed by fate). 
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7.5.2  Reconciling after a road crash without legal involvement 
 
Another theme that emerged, also related to fate and non-reporting of road crashes, 
was the concept of reconciliation between crash-involved parties. Here, reconciliation 
refers to the parties deciding for themselves what will take place as a result of the crash, 
with no involvement of the police or the legal system. For example, the involved parties 
decide for themselves how much money should be paid, and by whom, for vehicle repairs 
and other expenses. In this way, there is no ‘outside’ involvement in the matters that occur 
after a crash. It is the experience of the researcher that this reconciliation process usually 
proceeds without blame and occurs in a very ‘matter of fact’ way because the crash is 
commonly understood to be part of one’s fate.  In addition, a person’s means 
(wealth/poverty) is considered when determining the reconciliation. This is particularly 
important because the majority of road users in Pakistan come from a low socio-economic 
background14. The quote below from a taxi driver illustrates this point. 
Int: “Do you think that road accidents, including the accident in which you and your 
family were involved were registered by [reported to] the police?” 
“No, they never got registered. Once my car’s bumper got destroyed by a van which 
came wrongly from a side lane. We told the guy that he destroyed our genuine 
bumper. We told the van driver that we wanted to register this accident but he told 
us that he’s a poor man and he will bear our expenses. We went into a hot argument 
for few minutes. He said that he’s poor man, so we pardoned [forgave] him. Usually 
cases don’t get registered anywhere.” TaxMatScl24M 
Thus, the act of crash-involved parties reconciling (on the spot) is also another 
contributing factor to road crash under-reporting. In addition, police officer participants 
reported that police often encourage people to reconcile without police involvement 
because of the lengthy and complicated processes, for both the police and affected 
motorists, involved in official reporting and court procedures. However, it was also 
described that some police officers attempt to bribe drivers by asking for money in return 
for not reporting a road crash. This is discussed further in the next section.  
                                                            
14 Pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists, and drivers of animal-drawn vehicles, taxis, buses, trucks and tractors 
make up the majority of road users in Pakistan. 
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7.5.3  Mistrusting police and the legal system 
 
Another theme that arose which relates to not reporting crashes was linked to the role 
of police, specifically to police corruption, and also to the complexity of and mistrust in 
legal proceedings generally. 
 “Usually people patch up [reconcile] without going to the police station…the 
accident doesn’t get reported. And when people patch up, police [might] ask [the 
drivers] for bribe money for patching up without their [police] consent. People 
avoid police because they [the police] ask for bribe money.” TrkPrimSch59M 
 
Int: “Why do they do that [not report]?” 
“Because they [crash involved driver] know it [the crash] was in their fate. Secondly 
they have to go in court for a long time and the driver will also get bail. They don’t 
want to be bothered with going to the police station or they know that their damages 
will not be recovered.” TrkPrimSch49M 
 
“Aggrieved people don’t want to get involved in judicial proceedings. People also 
have fear of the long process after registering the road accident. At the police 
station, police want to help them to reconcile. When reconciliation does not work the 
case is registered. It is possible after two years the case is taken into consideration. 
Police always take money whether the other party gives pardon or not.” 
TrkNoEdu26M 
 
People implied mistrust of the system as well as the performance of police. 
Corruption and bribery of police was commonly reported in relation to lessening the 
likelihood of reporting, as described below. 
“The system is very complicated. We also have to give money to police [or they will 
not report a crash]. People think it is better to reconcile [amongst themselves] 
instead of giving money to police. I think 10% of road accidents get reported. If the 
defendant is a powerful party then he will bribe police and will never let the case be 
registered. In Pakistan, Police is the only department who is the basic reason of 
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every problem. In 75% of road accidents police does not attend the scene. First 
people wait for police to come there and take control of the matter but if the police 
do not come they have to solve the matter on their own.” TrkMidSch40M 
From the perspective of some police, it seems that they would encourage people to 
solve their own situations without police involvement. In the following quotes, police 
officers indicate that it is preferable for individuals to reconcile their own situations and, 
furthermore, that the involvement of police in crash investigation and reporting is seen by 
some as a waste of resources. Both of these issues could be reasons why not all crashes are 
recorded in official statistics.  
“No, not all of them [road crashes] are registered. And people should try to solve their 
problems themselves. It depends on people what they choose. They can register a case 
or give pardon .It is a good act [to not report a crash when it is considered in fate]. 
We should not prolong the matter in legal proceedings. If something is written in our 
fate, why would we waste our time and energies on legal things? On the road if there is 
an accident it does not mean he is an enemy of that injured or dead man. A road 
accident is not a planned thing, just an unexpected incident”. PolMas36F 
 
7.5.4  The act of pardoning  
 
It is common practice in Pakistan for drivers who have killed or injured someone to 
be forgiven (i.e., granted a pardon) by the relatives of the deceased person. Again, this is 
linked to the concept of fate because the losses in a road crash are generally not considered 
the result of human error. Rather, they are considered as predetermined and an act of 
God15. For example, the quote below refers to a situation where the mother of the 
participant was seriously injured in a road crash: 
Int: “But if a driver has a major mistake, for example he is driving too fast in a city, 
how can he be forgiven for this act [driver was given pardon by the participant, even 
though the driver was responsible for serious injury to the mother of the 
participant]?” 
                                                            
15 It is the experience of the researcher that being pardoned for ‘causing’ a death in a road crash is more 
common than being pardoned for crimes such as murder, stealing, property damage and similar offences 
because road crashes are considered unpreventable (i.e., inevitable due to fate) while the other acts are not 
necessarily viewed in this way. 
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“But if destiny wanted to save this road accident, circumstances will not be created 
for this. No one had knowledge for this, only God knows this. Traffic accident is 
always divine. No one has fault in an accident.” BusMidSch39M 
The prevalence of the practice of giving a pardon is not known. However, in all 
groups it was described as extremely commonplace.  Professional drivers (specifically 
truck drivers) who have a great deal of driving experience and spend large amounts of time 
on the road and, therefore, are exposed to many more crashes than general drivers, 
reported the perception that this practice happens in the vast majority of occasions16. The 
final quote (below) also suggests that there may be geographic variation in the practice of 
giving pardon. 
“80% of the people give pardon [for road crashes] and no law procedure is done 
over it.”  
Int: “Is it your knowledge that people give pardon to drivers who killed their loved 
ones in accidents?” 
“It depends on the other person, what’s in their heart [if he is influenced by fate]. 
Almost 80% of people give pardon because they think it is fate and why should we 
make trouble for the other driver.” TrkMidSch40M 
 
Int: “In how many road accidents is a pardon given to driver would you say?” 
“In almost 75% cases the driver is given pardon.” TrkPrimSch49M 
 
Int: “Do you think people give pardon even if the accident results in a death?” 
“Yes, because people know that it’s [the crash occurred] because of fate so they give 
pardon.  They think it was sudden and fate and [so] why [would] they start legal 
procedures or take money over the dead body of their loved ones?” 
TrkPrimSch59M 
 
Int: How many people give pardon? 
                                                            
16 It is important to acknowledge that the perceptions of these participants regarding a pardon relate only to 
those instances where a pardon is given in relation to fate. In many cases, parties may reconcile by one party 
agreeing to pay damages or both parties wanting to avoid legal proceedings. Therefore, there are other 
circumstances where non-reporting occurs and if these other circumstances are included, the percentage of 
non-reporting could be greater.  
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“Majority of people give pardon, especially 90% of people in Punjab will forgive 
you and whenever we come in Punjab we feel like we’re in the land of peace. We 
have no fear if we come across in an accident.” TrkNoEdu26M 
 
Believing in fate is considered the act of devout and dignified people. Therefore, the 
person who accepts everything as the will of God is potentially more likely to grant a 
pardon. The label of pious and devout is given to those people who bear any loss, such as a 
road crash, and view it as an act of God. It is common for people to want to show their 
belief in fate to get the reputation of being considered good people in society. In this sense, 
people who seek pardon are more likely to attribute a crash to fate and those who give 
pardon are more likely to consider things as governed by fate, thereby showing that they 
are pious and devout people. Viewing road crashes as linked to fate and giving pardons 
based on this belief are things that are admired by other people. This concept is evident in 
the quotes below. 
The pious people will not go to the police station [to report a crash] and will think 
that it’s fate. And they’ll forgive. TrkPrimSch60M 
 
There are many road accidents in which people died and were injured but the driver 
was forgiven. Some people do report [to police] but people who are pious and have 
the fear of God, they forgive. PolBch30M 
From these comments it seems that the act of pardoning is one reason that assists in 
illustrating why not all road crashes are reported in Pakistan. Some crashes are indeed 
reported, however it is unclear exactly what percentage are not registered in official 
statistics. The quote below from a bus driver demonstrates the inconsistency of reporting, 
even for serious injury crashes.  
Int: “Do you have experience of any road accident? 
“Yes three crashes.”  
Int: “How?” 
“Once, a children wagon hit me and they were injured. In another accident the tyre 
burst and the bus hit a tree. Some people died and were injured. My leg was also 
fractured. I had an accident near Sukkar [city] in which a pedestrian hit my vehicle 
and died” 
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Int: “Did all three road accidents get reported to police?” 
“No only one of them got reported. But eventually the other party gave pardon to 
me. ” BusNoEdu48M 
As is evident by the quote above, there were reports of involvement in numerous 
road crashes by some participants. It was also reported that drivers involved in these 
crashes rarely received legal punishment, even though, in some instances, the outcome of 
these accidents ranged from 1 to 39 fatalities. It is noteworthy that the act of pardon is 
acceptable by the court (if reported) in compoundable cases (e.g., road crashes), since the 
law of the country had given the provision that an affected party could give pardon in their 
own matters or the matters that were considered compoundable17. The police officers 
interviewed for this research appeared conversant with this practice of people receiving 
pardon in road crashes.   
Commonly, participants reported that they had been involved in road crashes in 
which there were one or more fatalities and injuries involved, yet the majority of crashes 
were not reported and also that they had received a pardon before the incident was reported 
to police. If it was reported to police, some people described the experience of receiving a 
pardon during legal proceedings. In addition, participants reported continuing to drive after 
their involvement in serious crashes without any restrictions to their licence or any 
accountabilities to the law or police. When this information was described to policy 
makers it was disputed and they stated that licences are cancelled in such situation. For 
instance: 
Int: I have interviewed many people who were involved in a road accident but they 
were forgiven by the other party considering it was in fate. In a road accident in 
which 15 people died and the driver requested for pardon, it was granted. He was 
driving again soon after. Even if people forgive [others], why don’t the police 
interfere?  
They do interfere and cancel their licence. It is not that a person does an accident 
and immediately begins driving again. It is only a saying [hearsay]. The people 
                                                            
17 Compoundable crimes refer to crimes against the individual (e.g., road crashes, murder) and non-
compoundable crimes refer to crimes against the state (e.g., robbery, terrorism). The act of pardon and the 
right to compensation is not permitted, in law, for non-compoundable crimes. As far as compoundable 
crimes are concerned, it is more common for those involved in road crashes to be granted a pardon than for 
those who commit acts of murder or injury to others. 
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involved in the accidents are punished severely. We cancel their licences. When an 
accident occurs, courts are involved. The final decision is from court. PmUni51M 
However, during the interview with this same participant, when asked about the 
current licensing situation in Pakistan, he provided information that indicated that drivers 
who have had their licences cancelled could get a licence from other cities.   
“Due to the corruption and nepotism in our society people get licences illegally.” 
PmUni51M 
Another policy maker also verified that licences were easily attained and that there 
were no proper driving tests for the issuance of a licence in Pakistan. The quote below 
refers to the situation where someone who literally does not have any limbs can apply for a 
licence and attain it without question.  
“A person without having even limbs gets a licence easily. He doesn’t have sense of 
traffic signals.” PmUni56M 
This concept of ease of acquiring a licence was also commonly reported by drivers. 
The apparent ease at which a licence can be obtained may act to negate the intended effect 
of licence loss as a legal penalty for involvement in a serious crash.  
The act of granting a pardon was also reported as occurring, even if a crash had been 
officially reported to police. For instance, after a crash had been reported and legal 
proceedings had commenced, parties could still settle the matter among themselves (i.e., 
the affected party could forgive the other party who had caused the road crash).  
Int: “Do you know of any severe road accident among your relatives, friends or 
colleagues? 
Yes my cousin who drove a truck had an accident and he died on the spot. It was 
Faisalabad road and the accident happened because of the fog. A fast long trailer 
had a head on collision with his truck.” 
Int: “Did the case get reported? 
Yes, case got reported [and proceeded to legal action]. But later on we forgive the 
other driver. 
Int: “You forgave the other party?” 
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“Yes, my cousin’s mother gave the other driver pardon. He was dead and he will not 
be alive again. His death was certain and in destiny and he died with this reason.” 
BusMidSch39M 
Settlement of road crashes between two parties can involve the remuneration of the 
loss (death or injury including medical expenses) or damage to vehicles, though it is noted 
that this was less frequently reported than the act of pardoning. Culturally, the act of 
seeking and accepting compensation is not venerated and honoured, though the act of 
forgiveness is appreciated and adored. Additionally, the act of pardoning was reported as 
being practised so as to avoid people having to endure legal proceedings for something 
that they had not intentionally done. In other words, people viewed road crashes as a 
matter of fate, did not attribute blame, did grant forgiveness (a pardon), and did not, 
therefore, wish to see that person involved in legal proceedings. This concept seemed 
linked to religious beliefs where the concept of forgiveness was a pre-eminent act which 
pleases God and one that will bring a reward in this life or the next life. For example: 
 
“We have no control of traffic accidents. If we forgive it is a good act. He [the other 
driver] does not have rivalry and he did not do this voluntarily. God gets happy if we 
do this [forgive].” BusMidSch39M 
  
It is possible that the act of being pardoned could encourage drivers to continue 
driving in a risky manner. For instance, if risky driving resulted in a crash, the belief that 
they will be forgiven and, therefore, not receive legal penalty, is likely to reinforce the 
notion that continuing to drive in the same manner is acceptable. This concept was 
discussed with a religious orator who appeared not to believe that such a situation was 
likely. 
Int: “If we constantly forgive people, this will not create fear [of penalty] and they 
will continue and make more risky and careless mistakes in future?”  
“It [forgiving] is a good act. There is blessing in forgivingness. It creates a sense 
that this time he is forgiven but next time maybe he won’t be forgiven.” RoPrim63M 
This issue is an area that requires further investigation as it is possible that avoiding 
punishment reinforces risky behaviour.  
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7.5.5  The act of seeking pardon 
 
A related concept is that of seeking a pardon, as opposed to granting a pardon. It was 
described as common practice that after a road crash, people would visit those injured in 
the crash or visit the relatives or those killed in the crash to admit their mistake, to seek 
pardon and to request that the crash not be reported to police. The affected family or 
individual may acknowledge that the other driver and his relatives or colleagues had 
visited them and in turn, accept their mistake. This act of visiting the affected family was 
described as a good act and one that could lead to the aggrieved family granting a pardon. 
For example: 
“When a driver accepts his mistake he is given the pardon. Some people go with 
them to take sympathy to the victim and request a pardon. The relative of the victim 
is also approached. It is also the saying of the Holy Prophet (p.b.u.h) that if someone 
accepts his mistakes, we should forgive him.” TrkNoEdu47M 
It was reported that the best way to request a pardon and avoid the initiation of legal 
procedures was to attend and participate in the funeral ritual of the deceased. When people 
joined the funeral rituals in this way they may receive the sympathies of the deceased 
person’s relatives. The affected family may have already accepted the loss as due to fate 
and therefore, may be more likely to forgive the other party.  
Int: “You mentioned a road accident in which 24 people died. Have you had any 
other road accidents?” 
Yes many in which many people died. 
Int: “When other people died what did you do?” 
“We go to the aggrieved people and show our condolence to them. We also help 
them in arranging the funeral. They don’t know who we are, as we didn’t bring the 
driver with us. It takes two or three days [after the funeral] when their anger goes 
cool. Then we seek a pardon and in most cases we get it.” TrkPrimSch49M 
It was noted that such people who forgave and did not initiate legal proceeding by 
reporting the road crashes were declared good and pious.  
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“Some days back a student was sleeping outside of his home on the road. A trailer 
hit him and he died. The owner and driver’s friend took part in the funeral and the 
relatives of the victim forgive him for the sake of God. These kinds of people are 
good and pious people.” TrkNoEdu47M 
The quote above refers to the concept of granting a pardon and forgiving others ‘for 
the sake of God’. This concept was commonly discussed and is linked with the notion of 
pleasing God as described earlier. It was also noted as being used as an emotional 
reference to manipulate the decision by appealing that he may be granted the pardon for 
‘the sake of God’. The response of such a request was reported as being seldom denied.  
 
Int: “What do you think usually in other road accidents - people give a pardon or 
take money or report the crash?” 
“In many cases they give pardon. They also take money for the dead man, injury or 
damage of vehicle. Very small numbers are getting reported to police.”  
Int: “Did they give you pardon [when someone was killed in a road crash)?” 
“They gave me a pardon for the sake of God.” BusNoEdu48M 
 
Participants also reported that sometimes people are granted pardon after 
consideration of the manners of drivers. For instance, a driver who did not flee the road 
crash scene and who helped the injured or protected dead bodies got the sympathies of 
affected victims or their families. In return they were more likely to forgive them for their 
mistaken acts and not make them liable in law. It was also reported that the sympathies 
were acquired by bearing the expenses of funeral or treatment of injures, particularly if 
those affected had low socio- economic status.  
“Once a child was killed by hitting the vehicle of my friend driver and we took his dead 
body with care to his family. We also participated in the funeral and met the expenses 
of his funeral. His father gave us pardon on the spot when he observed our manners. 
Police were present at that time as well.” TrkNoEdu47M 
7.5.6  Seeking pardon for personal gain – fabricated fatalism 
 
Fabricated fatalism refers to the situation where a person may inappropriately or 
deceptively attribute a crash to fate in order to reduce their personal involvement or 
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mistake. In this way, fate is used in a manipulative sense as a justification in order to get a 
pardon. People who are involved in a road crash may deliberately attribute a crash to fate 
in order to shift responsibility from their own fault so as to receive a pardon. 
It is the experience of the researcher that this practice is more common among 
chauffeurs, company, or government drivers as well as those from a low socio-economic 
background (e.g., drivers of tractors, trailers, and animal-drawn vehicles). They know that 
if they attribute the road crash to fate, they can cover their mistake and also receive 
sympathy from other people involved in the crash as well as from family members, friends 
and employers. Sometimes this action can not only save their jobs but may also bring other 
benefits like free medical treatment and paid leave from work. People may also nominate 
fate as the reason that a crash occurred so that they do not have to bear expenses of other 
vehicles involved in a crash and for injury or death. It is the experience of the researcher, 
and also described by participants that the party to whom the justification of fate is 
employed for a road crash (e.g., the person’s company or owner of the vehicle), more often 
than not, accept this explanation, rationalising it as fate. The quotes below provide 
evidence of manipulating the attribution of fate in a road crash.  
Int: Do you think such kind of beliefs [considering road crash as fate and requesting 
a pardon] are common? 
 Yes, they do this to cover their mistake. People have these kinds of beliefs but they 
are not right. Everything in the system should be perfect like a universe as stated in 
the Quran. PmUni59M 
 
Int: General drivers say that if a road accident happens then it’s by fate and luck. 
They may also get a pardon for that. What do you say about fate and destiny? 
Well that thinking is sheer absurdity and wrong. That means that you’re deliberately 
making a mistake and inviting death upon you. Our law and constitution is there to 
guide us. This kind of absurdity is present and used as an excuse to cover their 
mistake. PolMas36M 
7.5.7  Giving pardon and the role of the court  
 
In Pakistan, the court system takes the act of pardon as reconciliation between two 
parties. A driver, accused of or found responsible for causing a road crash may use the plea 
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that the crash was attributed to fate. However, there is no provision for acceptance of this 
justification in law, as noted by one of the policy makers interviewed in this research18. 
Int: “They [drivers] also think that every road accident is by fate. If something is 
going to happen, it will happen?” 
“But no court agrees with this statement. There is no provision of these things in law 
of the country. If someone goes to court and makes this statement, the court will not 
accept it.” PmUni56M  
 
7.6  Summing up: The Influence of Religious, Cultural and 
Superstitious Beliefs on Preventive Actions, Enforcement, 
Behaviour and Reporting of Crashes  
 
 This chapter addressed the practical implications of fatalism, superstition and religious 
and cultural beliefs, in terms of the behaviours adopted by people to avoid road crashes, 
the interpretation of the role of police and the court and the result of this, and the 
differences between popular and orthodox interpretations of religion.  Some areas of this 
were covered in the literature review, e.g. Kouabenan’s (1998) study on the Ivory Coast, 
however there does not appear to have been much attention paid to how these beliefs can 
ultimately affect the functioning of higher level systems such as the crash reporting and the 
courts.  These practical implications are quite significant from a road safety perspective 
and merit further exploration. 
In particular, the information provided by participants suggested three aspects of 
non-reporting of road crashes in which fate played a key role. Firstly, people with fatalistic 
beliefs tended to indicate that road crashes were an act of God. Therefore, they were less 
inclined to implicate human involvement in crashes. As a result, road crashes were not 
reported to police because they were viewed as inevitable. In turn, they did not see the 
need to determine fault because of their belief that the event was caused by fate and that 
their suffering (financial, inconvenience, injury, or death) was destined to happen. 
                                                            
18 The researcher made contact with an acquaintance who is a senior judge in a District level court in Lahore, 
Pakistan, to seek information about the way that judges make rulings on road crashes. The District court 
(local level) is the usual court that hears road crash cases. The judge indicated that the most frequent 
outcome is for crashes to be considered as an act of God and for the file to be closed (i.e., case dismissed 
without action). With little or no crash investigation information, he indicated that it is extremely difficult to 
determine contributing factors and therefore, difficult to apportion blame. 
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Secondly, even if they believed that there was fault, such as a mistake of another driver, 
and even if the other driver admitted this, they were still predisposed to overlook actions 
and accept the event as fate. Thirdly, even if considering fault and the law, people 
described the situation where they would grant pardon to someone for the sake of God or 
to get a reward from God for being forgiving.     
The final chapter presents a summary and synthesis of the findings and points to the 
implications from this research. Suggestions for directions for future research are also 
contained in the remaining chapter (Chapter 8).  
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CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
As identified in the early chapters of this document, road crashes are a significant 
burden on the people and the economy of Pakistan and there is a gap in our understanding 
of the different belief systems in Pakistan with respect to fatalism and related concepts as 
they are linked to safe road use.  In light of this, a conceptual framework was developed as 
a means of structuring and focusing the research and analysis.  The framework is focused 
on the influence of fatalism, superstition, religion and culture on beliefs about crashes and 
road user behaviour.  Accordingly, this research aims to provide an understanding of the 
operation of fatalism and related beliefs in Pakistan to assist in the development and 
implementation of effective and culturally appropriate interventions.  
Chapters 4 to 7 have already provided extensive discussion on many of the issues 
and beliefs raised by participants as part of the presentation of qualitative research 
findings. This final chapter provides a summary of these issues and beliefs according to the 
research questions identified. This chapter concludes with a discussion about the 
implications of the research findings, the strengths and limitations of the research project 
and suggestions for future research. 
 8.1  Addressing the Research Questions 
 
This research examined the influence of fatalism, superstition, religious and cultural 
beliefs on risky road use in Pakistan and is guided by three research questions:  
1. What are the perceptions of road crash causation in Pakistan, in particular the role 
of fatalism, superstition, religious and cultural beliefs? 
2. How does fatalism, superstition, and religious and cultural beliefs influence road 
user behaviour in Pakistan? 
3. Do fatalism, superstition, and religious and cultural beliefs work as obstacles to 
road safety interventions in Pakistan? 
 
The first research question was addressed by exploring the perceptions of road crash 
causation, in particular the role of fatalism, superstition, religious and cultural beliefs in 
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Pakistan. The findings have identified that each of these concepts was commonly 
discussed among all participant groups used for this research. Specifically, there were 
strong beliefs in predestination or fate expressed, indicating that road crash causation is 
widely viewed as something that is beyond the control of humans because it is controlled 
exclusively by God. 
In addition, a range of religious-based beliefs about crash causation were also noted. 
Examples included the belief that a crash may be ‘sent’ by God to test the faith of his 
followers (i.e., a test of life), to act as a punishment for bad deeds, to remind people of the 
presence of God, or as an act of the Devil. Death from a crash was also described by some 
participants to be a good death according to Islamic teachings (i.e, Shahadat), one that was 
also, therefore seen as inevitable and not avoidable.  
A variety of superstitious-based crash attributions were also widely discussed. For 
instance, crashes were noted as being caused by evil eye (the malignant look of others), 
black magic that had been performed by others with mystical powers, as well as by things 
such as a cat crossing one’s path. The information provided by participants indicated that 
there are many religious and cultural beliefs linked to perceptions of crash causation, 
regardless of education level, age, gender, or religion.   
It was observed that people did not necessarily adhere to one belief for the causation 
of a road crash. For example, according to some participants, a road crash could occur due 
to fate, or bad deeds, or evil eye or black magic. It is not clear exactly how or why people 
ascribe a particular cause to a crash. However, although people nominated many different 
reasons why crashes and deaths could occur, fate (both empirical and theological) was the 
primary element among all other attributions. Even when participants described using 
appropriate preventive or safety measures according to their own beliefs (i.e., the use of 
charms to avoid black magic), when a crash did occur, people still referred to fate as the 
reason for a crash. In this sense, fate appeared as the ‘default attribution’ for a crash when 
all other explanations failed to account for the incident. 
Importantly, it was noted that people’s own involvement or actions were rarely 
considered as the cause of road crashes. Commonly, responsibility was shifted to other 
factors such as fate, test of life, or the malicious acts of others. Whenever personal actions 
were considered, this consideration was limited to lifestyle (e.g., doing good deeds or 
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sinning). People expressed the belief that if they lived their life in accordance with 
religion, social, and cultural requirements, road crashes could be avoided.  
The second research question was addressed by identifying how fatalism, 
superstition, religious and cultural beliefs influence road user behaviour in Pakistan. As 
noted throughout Chapter 4, many participants expressed the belief that they are unable to 
alter their fate. This line of thinking led to actions that would, from the perspective of other 
countries, such as Australia, be seen as risky behaviour (e.g., the non-wearing of helmets 
and seat belts because of the belief that one’s fate and time of death are already determined 
and that, such measures are unnecessary). Furthermore, many non-scientifically based 
preventive measures were practised by people in the belief that they will be kept from 
harm by such practices (e.g., reciting travel duas, tying black or green cloth to a vehicle, 
putting of Saints names on vehicles, consulting Pirs for advice or mystics to avoid the 
effects of black magic). 
As already noted, belief in the power of such measures can lead to a variety of risky 
behaviours. Importantly, such actions would not necessarily be viewed as risky by the 
people because they have awareness that they have done everything necessary, according 
to their religious, cultural and superstitious knowledge, to avoid harm. Some participants 
expressed a sense of powerlessness in the face of superstition or cosmological forces (e.g., 
black magic or evil eye) and thus, appeared to hold the view that they have little personal 
control over life events, including road crashes. They believe it is God who brings safety 
and suffering in their lives. As a result of this, if they escape from a crash they are not 
necessarily able to perceive that it was perhaps their personal capabilities (good driving) 
that actually saved them and prevented a crash from occurring. Some of the participants 
who expressed less fatalistic and superstitious beliefs relied on safe behaviours such as 
safe speed, use of seat belts, and avoiding driving when fatigued. But conversely, other 
drivers who expressed strong beliefs about superstitions or fate seemed to rely on the 
practice of supernatural rituals as preventive measures (e.g, talisman, rituals, and amulets). 
The use of many non-scientifically based measures such as those described above 
(and in Chapter 7) appear to promote misperceptions about safe road use and provide 
avenues for people to rationalise their behaviour and events in a manner not keeping with 
the scientific understanding of crash causation. For instance, people may think road 
crashes are just like other hardships in their life that are dictated by the will of God and, 
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therefore, accept the associated loss without question. People who accept such loss with 
greater courage and patience are considered more committed to their religion and 
individuals who accept a loss with an open heart are considered more courageous and 
patient. In view of such beliefs, other important safety precautionary measures (e.g., use of 
seat belts, safe following distance, not speeding, driving with headlights on) can be 
overlooked. This issue represents great challenges for road safety authorities and is 
addressed in more detail in section 8.2.  
The third research question was addressed by seeking to understand how fatalism, 
superstition, religious and cultural beliefs may work as obstacles to road safety 
interventions. As noted throughout this document, approaches to preventing crashes and 
associated death and injury appeared to be strongly related to deep-rooted beliefs and 
practices, many of which are strongly linked to fatalism, religion and superstition in 
Pakistan. Participants appear less inclined to adopt scientifically-based preventive 
measures because they were perceived as not necessary or not as helpful as their traditional 
(non-scientific) coping methods. Seeking help from religious orators, amulets, charms, 
Saints, and Pirs were commonly used as precautionary measures. These techniques were 
perceived as working to promote safety and prevent crashes in the same way that people 
from other countries use seatbelts to enhance their safety in the event of a crash.  
With regard specifically to fatalism, the findings suggest that people with a firm 
belief in fate ignore their own mistakes, instead attributing all occurrences to God’s will. 
Indeed, many participants noted that road crashes or other adverse events in life would 
occur, even with their use of preventive measures. These kinds of attitudes are inconsistent 
with the basic road safety behavioural principles such as those espoused by the WHO (i.e., 
use of seat belts and helmets). 
It was observed that the scientifically-based interventions and road safety knowledge 
that is present in Pakistan and espoused and enforced by police has failed to attract the 
attention of many. Further, beliefs in religious and cosmological forces (e.g., black magic, 
evil eye) appear to have created more trust among the people. Participants showed more 
reliance on things such as duas, black cloth, behaving well, and visiting Saint to seek help, 
to manage their perceived risk of a bad happening. It is significant that even if people use 
their own ‘precautionary measures’ and a crash still occurs, it was still likely to be 
regarded as in one’s fate. Therefore, we can say that fatalism, superstition, religious and 
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cultural beliefs appear to strongly influence the non-adoption of scientifically-based road 
safety interventions because people put more faith in the former, and see little relevance of 
latter. This issue is also discussed in more detail in sections 8.2.   
8.2  Implications and Contributions of the Research 
 
8.2.1  Contribution to knowledge 
 
Obviously, much more needs to be done in developing countries such as Pakistan by 
investigating safety-related behaviours to help address the road crash problem. It is 
essential to understand barriers to achieving this outcome. This study makes an important 
contribution to knowledge, particularly because there is a paucity of road safety research 
that looks specifically at religious and cultural beliefs (e.g., fatalism, supernatural beliefs 
and other practices) in developing countries. The findings offer insights into the influence 
of religious and cultural beliefs in Pakistan and describe ways in which they can influence 
road safety. This work has also raised further questions for follow-up investigations about 
the role of religious and cultural beliefs associated with road safety and other health 
behaviours. Venter (2009) observed that the perceptions of individuals are influenced by 
experience and social interaction as well as morals, values and belief systems. Our own 
individual perceptions contribute to shaping collective and individual ideas and concepts 
that ultimately result in the behaviour we observe on the road. This research provides 
information on the link between fatalism, superstition, religious and cultural beliefs and 
road user behaviour in Pakistan, where no such formal knowledge exists. Additionally, the 
findings can inform future research projects to continue to explore the link between such 
beliefs and safety-related beliefs and behaviours.  
 
8.2.2  Implications for road safety interventions 
 
This research can help to improve road safety interventions in Pakistan through 
developing a better understanding of fatalism, superstition and other related beliefs and the 
extent of their contribution to risky road use as well as to the ways in which people 
respond to road safety interventions. Further, the research findings offer insights into how 
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religious and cultural beliefs and practices may interfere with these interventions. Fatalism 
may impede the development of road safety efforts, particularly if individuals perceive that 
it is futile for them to attempt to ‘override’ a predetermined outcome for their life by 
adopting practices that have been shown in many developed countries to save lives (e.g., 
wearing a seat belt). Such beliefs appear to make people resistant to such interventions and 
prevailing cultural values can sabotage efforts to promote safe behaviours.  
The findings presented here indicate that some people do not have a clear 
understanding of happenings which are perceived by them to be out of their control (e.g., 
road ‘accidents’). Furthermore, their rationale for why road crashes occur is not based on 
scientific evidence, but rather, on cultural, religious, or other beliefs (e.g., superstitions). 
To encourage safer behaviours it is important to provide people with a better 
understanding of why events occur and the risk factors associated with their actions. This 
study provides information to inform strategies aimed at educating people about road 
crashes in communities with strong fatalistic beliefs. The findings could also be used as a 
blueprint for the design of interventions aimed at influencing broad-spectrum health 
attitudes and practices among communities where fatalism is a significant factor.  
This information has additional relevance when considering the implementation of 
road safety interventions used in western countries in Pakistan as well as in other 
developing countries. Mohan (2002) asserted that if strategies adapted from developed 
countries are implemented in developing countries, the results will not be the same. Hazen 
and Ehiri (2006) have noted that traditional health promotion efforts may not be effective 
if factors leading to traffic crashes are thought to be outside of one’s locus of control. The 
concept of “external locus of control” has some similarity to fatalism and Hamdy (2009) 
argued that fatalism is a major impediment to the applications of scientific knowledge and 
to the reception of new technologies. The findings of the current research certainly support 
that argument with respect to road safety.   
Overall, there is a need to better understand the beliefs, perceptions, and attitudes 
that contribute to risky health behaviours, including risky road use in developing countries. 
In this regard, this research can contribute to such understanding and can assist in the 
design and implementation of appropriate safety countermeasures that take account of the 
religious and cultural beliefs described in this document. Interventions must reflect the 
requirements and the capacity (including intellectual capacity) of local communities and 
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must also consider the relative influence of environmental, social, economic, and 
demographic factors. Dixey (1999) asserted that in order to reduce road crashes and their 
effects, people’s beliefs should not be taken to mean that they are satisfied with the status 
quo. In light of that comment, the researcher hopes that the prevalence of fatalistic beliefs 
in his country, Pakistan, will not deter those with the responsibility for designing and 
implementing road safety policy from addressing how such beliefs can be overcome to 
promote safe road use. 
 
8.2.3  Implications for road safety policy development 
 
This study can serve as a helpful guide for road safety and other health professionals 
and policymakers regarding the principles and frameworks which promote safe 
behaviours, particularly with regard to addressing the factors that serve as hurdles to the 
adoption of scientifically-based precautionary measures. The successful development and 
implementation of scientifically-based road safety interventions in Pakistan requires that 
policy makers have a good understanding of crash causation and the factors that can 
influence safe road use. The findings from this study have provided information to 
facilitate the design, implementation and evaluation of intervention strategies that will 
contribute to safer driving practices in developing countries. The large number of road 
crashes and their adverse effects in Pakistan call for the development of effective long 
term strategies aimed at reducing crashes.  
Results from this study have contributed to a more in-depth understanding of the 
factors that contribute to crash risk in Pakistan and support the need for greater education 
of drivers, police and policy makers regarding crash causation and related issues. They 
also shed light on the way that fatalism and related beliefs may influence road user 
behaviour in other countries. It has been noted that health promoters from developed 
countries need to recognize that in developing countries, local populations may believe 
that road crashes are caused by ‘supernatural’ forces (Dixey, 1999). Furthermore, and 
importantly, it has been argued that what is ‘supernatural’ to a culture may be ‘natural’ to 
another culture, and vice versa (Bastian, 1992). Consequently, in order to promote safer 
road use, the participation of local communities in designing interventions should be 
promoted in order to counter the situations described in this thesis where policy is 
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apparently developed in isolation from those for whom it is intended (e.g., truck drivers 
complaining about lack of safe facilities to park their vehicles or complaining about not 
having seat belts fitted in their trucks). Discussion of preventative actions requires a host 
of other factors, such as cultural and religious beliefs for understanding, and road crashes 
need to be considered within specific social, economic and political contexts. The findings 
also demonstrated that some people have a poor understanding of the risks associated with 
their behaviour and of road crash causation. There is a need to increase the understanding 
of such issues among the general population to promote safer road use.   
A host of factors can contribute to the development of misperceptions and poor 
levels of understanding about safe road use. These factors can include a lack of knowledge 
and awareness of crash causation, low levels of education (both religious and formal) of 
road users and policy makers, socio-economic conditions, social environment, legal and 
political systems, stratification of society, feelings of pessimism/helplessness, the frequent 
occurrence of unexpected events, natural disasters, and a lack of enforcement and sound 
engineering measures (Dixey, 1999; Grambo, 1988; King, 2005; Powe and Johnson, 1995; 
Powe, 1996). These factors can work independently or with a combination of other factors 
in shaping beliefs. One could anticipate that in developing countries such as Pakistan, with 
limited resources and lack of political will, such factors are not able to be addressed 
quickly or easily. In Pakistan, there is limited investment in and limited understanding of 
road safety, a situation that is reflected in the low priority that is given to traffic safety 
(Bishai et al. 2003).  
The findings of the current research have highlighted one potential effective 
mechanism to help address such difficulties: the importance of knowledge, awareness and 
beliefs systems of those who make, use and enforce the ‘system’. It is observed that events 
are more likely to be regarded as out of the control of the individual for which they have 
less knowledge and awareness about a specific subject. So, where there is limited 
knowledge and awareness about a specific subject, there is a greater likelihood that the 
event is attributed to fate, out of one’s personal control, and/or the result of other forces. 
This issue must be addressed if gains are to be made in road safety in Pakistan. 
Traditional or non-scientifically-based safety methods are discouraged and criticised 
in the rational realm (Dixey, 1999; Straughan and Seow, 1998).  However, the prevalence 
of their use and the findings from the current research indicate that people use such 
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methods in the belief that they will protect them from harm, including harm from road 
crashes. There is a need to change the focus from non-scientifically to scientifically-based 
understandings. It is acknowledged that this is not an easy task. However, with the help of 
improved education, knowledge and awareness, this aspiration can be achieved. As the 
level of such knowledge and awareness increases, there are fewer chances that events such 
as road crashes will be regarded as linked to fatalism or cosmological/mystical forces.  
It is imperative that the government and society of Pakistan should consider road 
crashes as a civic problem just like diseases and other public health issues.  It is also 
imperative that strategies to address road safety issues should be formulated and 
implemented in such a way that they can effectively promote the concept that road crashes 
are within the control of individuals and that crashes are preventable, avoidable and 
predictable. This goal could be assisted by raising public awareness of crash causation 
through avenues including mass media campaigns, seminars, a proper licensing system 
which includes education about such issues, and traffic law enforcement that promotes 
changes in attitudes as well as behaviour.  
Ease of acquiring a licence without having undergone a driving test was commonly 
reported by drivers in this research and is also the experience of the researcher, a field 
police officer in Pakistan. The apparent ease at which a licence can be obtained in Pakistan 
may negate the intended effect of licence loss as a penalty for involvement in a serious 
crash. Driving licences should be issued if a driver has gained knowledge and awareness of 
traffic rules and road safety.  For the purpose a road safety curriculum for a driving test 
should be devised that is based on knowledge, attitudes, beliefs and behaviours. The World 
Health Organisation (2009) recommended that public awareness strategies need to work 
toward building a culture of safety so that the general public are aware of the safety 
reasons behind laws. To be maximally effective, Pargament et al. (2004) proposed that 
these strategies should be collaborative in nature, building on the unique resources of 
professionals, religious professionals and researchers. Education about the need for a 
proper licensing regime as well as the rationale for road safety laws is required in Pakistan. 
Fatalistic beliefs were not unique to the uneducated/poor members of the current 
sample, but also existed among the educated; the policy makers and those at the helm of 
government road safety affairs. The role of policy makers and those who implement policy 
is vital in dispelling misconceptions about road crash causation linked with things such as 
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fatalism and superstition. However, the findings from this study have demonstrated that 
people in these influential positions hold misconceptions about crash causation that are 
linked to fatalism which may act as a barrier to appropriate, scientifically-based policy 
development. Therefore, there is a need for road safety education focusing on 
comprehensive scientific knowledge and awareness among policy makers and 
implementers as well as for the general community. 
 
8.2.4  Implications for religious practices 
 
In view of the evidence presented in this document, it is reasonable to conclude that 
religion has a strong influence on beliefs about crash causation and on road user behaviour 
in Pakistan. Results suggest that those who expressed strong religious beliefs were less 
likely to believe in mystical practices or superstitions. It has been stated that religious 
‘coping mechanisms’ (i.e., rationalising an occurrence as a predetermined event) can assist 
a person to deal with negative life events, such as the psychological distress associated 
with the trauma and grief from a road crash (Pargament et al. 2004). The findings reported 
here suggest that the mechanism of religion should be taken into account when trying to 
change attitudes and behaviours relating to road use in Pakistan. 
The findings also suggest that increased knowledge and awareness of the cause of 
road crashes may assist in combating inaction that comes with a belief in empirical 
fatalism (i.e., the belief that events happen for incomprehensible reasons and cannot be 
controlled). Theological fatalism (the belief that God or some moral order controls man’s 
destiny and the outcome of his actions), however, may be harder to address because of the 
deep-rooted nature of Islamic belief and practice in Pakistan. 
In Islam, the individual is held responsible for deeds and is made answerable for 
them. There are examples of some specific matters which make the individual responsible 
for his own will, decisions and actions. The religious principle that sinning and innocence 
and reward and punishment are all based upon responsibility and answerability could be 
used to educate people about road crashes. The best examples in Islam are suicide, murder 
or stealing because people generally understand that in these acts, an individual is made 
responsible for his actions. The concept of right or wrong in Islam is used along with the 
freedom of will to choose between good and evil. Thus, it is important that individuals are 
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prepared to perceive road crashes as the outcomes of their own actions if progress is to be 
made in relation to the link between (some) religious teachings and risky road use. 
In this study, religious orators expressed beliefs in fate and other mystical practices. 
They also made incorrect associations between such beliefs and road crashes. Furthermore, 
they appeared to have limited educated knowledge of Islam from the researcher’s point of 
view. As already noted, many people (mainly men) in Pakistan frequently visit Masjids 
and, therefore, it is likely that many people are exposed to incorrect or inaccurate 
information on such matters. Thus, it is possible and extremely likely that the average 
person attending the Masjid who has limited, if any, formal education and limited 
understanding of the ‘true’ teachings of Islam is susceptible to drawing inaccurate 
deductions from the religious teachings that they receive.  
A key concept here is the contrast between what is stated in religious texts and what 
is taught and practised as religion (Maudoodi, 1963). It has been noted by many that the 
real meanings of religious teachings have been manipulated by religious scholars and 
clerics. Hamdy (2009) has noted that the common formulation of passive Muslim fatalism 
grossly misunderstands the ways in which religious dispositions are embodied. Given the 
importance of the role of religious orators in espousing opinions and beliefs that can have 
great influence on the community, there is an important role for them to play in imparting 
accurate knowledge, awareness and education about road safety issues. It is important that 
a distinction is made between religion as a positive coping method and religion as a means 
of promoting misconceptions such as fate, test of life, Shahadat and punishment by God, 
all of which can serve to enhance risky behaviour for which the individual takes no 
personal responsibility. 
The following verses from the Quran illustrate the point that not all bad incidents are 
taught as being the doing of Allah and that people are encouraged to take responsibility for 
their own choices. The consequences of those choices reflect whether they have done good 
or evil, rather than an outcome that is associated with fate. 
"Whoever does a good deed - it is for himself; and whoever does evil - it is against 
the self." (Al Jathiya: 15) 
“And whatever strikes you of disaster-it is for what your hands have earned” Al 
(Shoora: 30) 
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“Indeed, Allah does not wrong the people at all, but it is the people who are 
wronging themselves.” (Al Younas: 44) 
 
8.2.5  Implications for cultural and social practices 
 
As already discussed, it is important to consider the prevailing cultures and practices 
when developing interventions. In Pakistan, the society is diverse in terms of religion, 
ethnicity, regions, customs, and the stratification between rich and poor. These distinctions 
among the prevailing culture are vital in the development of appropriate interventions 
within a society. It is important for road safety managers and researchers to understand the 
culture of the area or society in which they are working. It has been observed in this study 
that culture has a profound influence on road user behaviour. For example, in this study 
some Muslim participants have reported that they do not wear a helmet while riding a 
motorcycle because they are already wearing a head covering in the form of the religious 
figure, Imamah (a green turban used as a form of religious identity). Similarly in the Sikh 
faith, a turban is an integral part of the religious teachings but cannot be worn under a 
helmet. Additionally, there are some head coverings or turbans that are not religious 
symbols, but that are worn as the matter of respect, honour or status in the local cultural 
context. Other examples include the burqa, head scarf, and other local cultural attire that 
do not usually signify a specific religious group but may represent a specific cultural body 
or society. In Pakistan, it is customary for women to sit side-saddle on a motorcycle and 
commonplace for them not to wear a helmet at all, as illustrated in Figure 15. The attire of 
people in Pakistan is also different from many other cultures, especially for women who 
usually use loose clothes with a dopatta. There are many other examples of the prevailing 
cultural values and practices, be they religious or not, that can act against efforts to 
promote safe road use.   
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Figure 15- A woman holding a baby seated side saddle on motorcycle (Photograph courtesy 
of Warren Hann) 
 
The strategies and interventions implemented in developing countries are usually 
adapted from developed countries. In some cases, the implementation of these 
interventions has improved road safety and appears to be culturally acceptable to a certain 
extent. However, the example above of non-compliance with helmet wearing because a 
helmet is incompatible with the need to use religious/culturally significant head coverings 
indicates that interventions may not work as well in developing countries. Health 
promotion interventions intended to prevent or minimize the consequences of road crashes 
have been developed mainly in western, industrialized countries (Dixey, 1999). Although 
some of these solutions have been applied to less developed countries with success, there 
are also good reasons why other solutions are ineffective when tried in a different context 
to that in which they were developed. As health promotion concepts developed in the west 
have a particular ideological bias, being framed within a secular, individualist and 
rationalist culture, we should not be surprised that that they are open to failure when taken 
‘as is’ from one social/cultural/religious context to another (Dixey, 1999).  
It is reasonable to assume that people will prefer to retain their own customs, values 
and practices, whether religious or cultural, and not to respond favourably to interventions 
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such as helmet or seat belt wearing or other precautionary measures. The current situation 
in Pakistan bears this out. It is the responsibility of the road safety managers, when 
developing interventions, to take into account culturally relevant issues that are 
specifically required to create a safer culture. Interventions transferred to developing 
countries must be implemented in accordance with the local culture and requirements. For 
instance, in Pakistan, helmets are not manufactured in the country and they are not suited 
to the extreme weather condition of the country. Therefore, helmets could be designed in 
accordance with the weather conditions and could also be designed in a way that they are 
easy to use with turbans. It is the opinion of the researcher that commitment, sincerity of 
purpose, consistency in approach, political will, and conscious action by government and 
society are needed to attain such outcomes in Pakistan. 
 
8.2.6  Implications for education  
 
Education that is based on a scientific approach is an important tool to eliminate 
misconceptions that arise from poor levels of education (often linked to poverty). It can 
also have a positive impact on the socio-economic development of a society and can 
unlock the door to awareness and access to knowledge that can lead to more informed 
decisions and understandings. It is noteworthy that education alone is not the only key to 
changing attitudes and behaviours of road users. We know from road safety 
countermeasures in other countries that a combination of education and enforcement are 
required to change driver behaviour over time. The example of reducing the incidence of 
drink driving in Australia is a good example of this combination of factors (Watson, 1998). 
It is evident from the results of this study that even highly educated people expressed 
different beliefs about road crashes and safe driving. Countries such as Pakistan which has 
extremely low literacy levels, it is expected that it will take a long time to address the 
critical road safety issues. However, it is important to recognise that a lack of knowledge 
and awareness of the scientific evidence about road safety issues (i.e., crash causation and 
crash risk) can exist even among those who have attained high levels of formal education 
as was demonstrated in the current study. The presence of fatalistic and other related 
beliefs (e.g., superstitions) in educated people raises questions regarding the present 
education system in Pakistan.  
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It is the opinion of the author that the job of promoting safer road use is not one that 
should rest solely with the police. In order to achieve the desired result of imparting 
appropriate knowledge and awareness to the greater community, there should also be input 
from the government and private sectors to assist with the promotion of road safety issues. 
The education department and the mass media can play a pivotal role that is currently 
lacking in Pakistan. In addition, there is a need to encourage people at the grass roots level 
to adopt some ownership of road safety activities in order to promote greater acceptance of 
the issues by the broader community. 
 
8.2.7  Implications for enforcement 
 
The findings of the current study indicate that the level of enforcement can affect the 
level of knowledge, awareness and compliance with precautionary measures. In other 
words, people only observe those regulations and precautionary measures that are 
enforced. It is noteworthy also that people also show more responsibility and willingness 
to obey safety measures and traffic rules in the presence of police. In many instances, 
education, knowledge and awareness have proved to be of limited value in changing 
behaviour. Therefore, enforcement may hold the key to alleviating the problem. 
Improvement of traffic law enforcement via the introduction of well trained; fully 
equipped and properly organized traffic police could effectively increase the level of safe 
behaviours with education and awareness of road safety. The findings of this study 
revealed that some field police officers and officials are themselves ignorant of traffic rules 
and demonstrated a range of fatalistic, superstitious and other beliefs. Such beliefs may 
result in inconsistent or non-existent enforcement and also in the non- reporting of road 
crashes as was described in Chapter 7. 
Participants in this study frequently complained about police concerning their 
partiality, biased enforcement, bribery, corruption, and low levels of professional 
performance. These experiences and perceptions appear to have created the sense of 
inferiority, powerlessness, and mistrust of police and the broader reporting system. 
Winning the confidence of the general community through effective and efficient police 
performance is imperative in order to ascertain and alleviate the grievances of people. 
Participants also appeared to mistrust the current complicated legal procedures and 
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complications of law with respect to reporting road crashes. There is a need for new 
enactments in accordance with new challenges to be devised to ease such suspicions 
among the general community. The World Health Organisation (2009) suggested that an 
increased awareness of laws and associated penalties was an important step in gaining 
respect for them. This is an area of need in Pakistan. 
It was also noted by police and policy makers interviewed for this research that in 
Pakistan, road safety education and awareness is the responsibility of police, together with 
traffic law enforcement. As such, the role of police is vital in alleviating the current road 
crash phenomenon and in dispelling the inaccurate perceptions of crash causation such as 
those reported in this thesis. However, some of the police interviewed for this research 
expressed the same inaccurate beliefs and perceptions of crash causation as other road 
users. This outcome is detrimental to police promotion of safer road use. This finding 
emphasises a gap in police knowledge and highlights the need for police to also be trained 
in the appropriate attitudes, behaviour and beliefs relating to crash causation and related 
road safety issues. 
 
8.2.8  Non­reporting of road crashes 
  
Comprehensive information about road crashes and related fatalities and injuries is a 
prerequisite for detection and control of safety problems. Furthermore, identifying priority 
action areas and evaluating the effectiveness of measures used to improve safety are also 
important steps in a comprehensive reporting system (Salifu & Ackaah, 2009). Quality 
data and appropriate investigation are critical in reducing the road toll that is rapidly 
growing to pandemic proportions in much of the developing world, including Pakistan. 
The findings of the current study highlight a significant issue related to the non-reporting 
of road crashes in Pakistan. The link between fatalism, superstitions and other 
cosmological forces with non-reporting of road crashes has not been discussed in the 
literature to date.  Those who are killed or injured, in many cases, appear to go unreported 
because many people accept the tragedy of a road crash as predestined. Therefore, the 
findings of this study contribute to our understanding of why the reporting and 
investigations of road crashes may be inaccurate in official data sources.  
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The findings suggest that multiple factors are contributing to under-reporting of 
crashes in Pakistan. These factors include fatalistic beliefs, the desire to avoid legal 
procedures by public and the police, legal implications (e.g., insufficient investigation of 
police, long delays in court decisions), mistrust of the legal system, lack of enforcement, 
lack of awareness by road users about their rights, lack of awareness of traffic rules, police 
corruption, police wanting to show their ‘good’ performance by hiding the facts of a crash, 
and lack of appropriate crash investigation.   
The role of police and policy makers is critical in combating the non-reporting of 
crashes. It is the experience of the researcher that the current methods of evaluating the 
cause of crashes by Pakistani police are subjective and prone to inconsistencies. 
Furthermore, some of the police participants in this study reported strong fatalistic and 
related beliefs. Such beliefs may result in them not reporting all crashes. On the basis of 
these findings, it is recommended that holistic approaches and strategies should be 
formulated to encourage individuals, police and policy makers to report all serious road 
crashes. This is essential to accurately determine crash, fatality and injury figures in order 
to have a clear picture of the extent of road trauma in Pakistan. Furthermore, the findings 
also highlighted that there is a potential pool of people with training and expertise in road 
safety enforcement in Pakistan who are not using these skills to investigate and report road 
crashes. This role appears, at least in some jurisdictions, to be handled by officers who 
lack such training; a situation that represents a poor use of police resources which, 
inevitably, can lead to improper reporting of crashes. 
  8.3  Research Strengths and Limitations 
 
This research has made a number of important contributions in the road safety 
literature and also raised many questions. The findings of this study embody an important 
step in understanding how implicit conceptions of fate, superstition, and supernatural 
forces or actions can affect the judgement of road crashes. The current research has 
contributed to the broader body of knowledge about religious, superstitious and cultural 
beliefs and their impact on road user behaviour.  The impetus for this research provides 
ample evidence as a starting point for the study of different beliefs in road safety 
connected with fate, superstition, religion and culture. 
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 This study is important in its nature since the impact of fatalism and other 
cosmological forces in road safety have not been studied before in Pakistan, South Asia 
and Muslim countries. Different forms of attributions of road crashes that emerged for the 
first time in this study include evil eye, acts of the Devil, good or bad deeds and the 
concept of Shahadat (martyrdom). Other findings are apparently unique in the literature 
such as the influence of fatalism and other cosmological forces on the reporting of road 
crashes, purchase of vehicles, and possession of vehicles.  
One strength of the research was the inclusion of different participant groups from 
across the broad spectrum of road safety actors:  commercial and private drivers, field 
police officers, policy makers, and religious orators. The inclusion of these different 
participants allowed for a spread of ages, levels of socio-economic status, education 
backgrounds, levels of driving experience, genders, regions, and ethnicities. The driver 
participants represent all modes of driving such as public service vehicle drivers (bus and 
taxi), goods transport vehicle drivers (truck, loader, and trailer), and general car drivers.  
 Another strength relates to the method employed in this research. The semi-
structured in-depth interview technique permitted participant beliefs to be investigated in a 
flexible way and ensured that the information elicited gave an insight into the thought 
processes of participants. The sample was randomly approached, except for policy makers 
who were identified as the particular officials with responsibility for fostering safe road 
safety culture. In Pakistan, the literacy rate is not high. Therefore, direct approach 
recruiting of transport managers and drivers significantly helped in gaining access to the 
perceptions of illiterate and uneducated people who might not otherwise have had an 
opportunity to provide information. In future the use of this method would assist in 
capturing the views of people with even lower levels of education and literacy.  
Although the participant sample was not representative of the whole population, this 
needs to be seen in the context of the exploratory nature of the research. A methodological 
limitation is the dependence on self-report. It is possible that people espouse more 
willingness to engage in practices related to traditional religious and other 
cultural/superstitious beliefs than they actually exhibit. Conversely, it is quite possible that, 
due to self-report bias, people would engage in more traditional behaviour than they 
espouse (Young et al, 2009). 
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Another potential limitation is the mix of religious faiths represented in the sample. 
The majority of the sample was Muslim, with one participant being Christian and one 
Sikh. However, these two participants appeared to share many of the beliefs of the Muslim 
participants. The majority of the population of Pakistan is Muslim, and further study is 
necessary to investigate the comparative nature and strength of beliefs in religions such as 
Hinduism, Christianity, Sikhism and others. More research is also warranted for different 
sects, ethnic groups, regions, and cultures in Pakistan, which has a high degree of 
diversity.  
Being qualitative research, it is not necessary to strive for a representative sample; 
however it would have been desirable to have larger numbers of religious orators, female 
drivers and subgroups within the professional driver group. On the other hand, all the key 
policy makers who were working on road safety issues at the time were included. In future 
studies, members of the judiciary should also be included because they appear to have a 
role, particularly with respect to under-reporting of crashes. The judiciary’s perception 
about road crashes plays a part because of their power to ensure that investigation takes 
place.  
Another limitation relates to recruitment locations. All participants were recruited 
from large cities in Pakistan and their driving experience was largely confined to cities, 
highways and motorways. However, it is important to note that professional drivers, 
particularly truck drivers, cover large distances across both urban and rural terrain. The 
majority of the population of Pakistan (70%) lives in the countryside, as peasants in 
villages (MEP, 2010). Large numbers of road crashes occur in these areas, and it is 
possible that drivers in these areas might exhibit more intense and expanded beliefs than 
those included in this research due to lower opportunities for education, awareness, and 
access to media. It is suggested that, in future, research should also focus on drivers from 
these areas.  
The candidate conducted all the interviews. As noted earlier, he is a police officer in 
Pakistan, but while conducting the research he did not inform participants about his current 
position and introduced himself as a university student. This helped significantly in 
eliciting the implicit conceptions of participants. The use of audio- recording was deemed 
necessary in order to confirm that the transcriptions were accurate and enabled checks on 
the accuracy and validity of the interpretation of themes. However, it had been anticipated 
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that the use of an audio-recorder might create uneasiness, suspicion, and distrust among 
the participants, and the difference between what participants said about their crash history 
while being recorded, and what they admitted beforehand, was marked in some cases. 
This study had to be undertaken under the constraint of a one year duration (a 
condition of the QUT scholarship awarded), even though the Masters course itself is 
typically expected to take up to two years full time. Hence, the researcher had limited time 
in which to complete the project, including data collection, analysis and write up of the 
project. During data collection, as the interviews were progressing, more themes were 
emerging, but the researcher had to stop before reaching saturation due to time limitations. 
These limitations repeatedly occurred while analysing and reporting as well, as the scope 
of the comments made by participants extended beyond the issues explored in this thesis. 
Similarly, all the beliefs of potential importance to road safety could not be explored, 
identified and discussed. However, with all its limitations, this study provides a rich 
description of the themes relating to variety of beliefs, experiences and understanding of 
road crashes in Pakistan. 
  8.4  Future Research Directions 
 
This research has made a contribution to the limited knowledge available regarding 
the role of fatalism, superstition, religious cultural beliefs in the field of road safety while 
also identifying many issues requiring further investigation. Further qualitative in-depth 
studies are required in order to seek additional insights into this complex problem. 
Quantitative research may also assist in developing a profile of the scale of particular 
problems and issues. This study is, to the author’s knowledge, the only known exploration 
of religious and cultural beliefs as they relate to road safety in Pakistan, South Asia and 
Muslim countries. Keeping in mind the increasing number of vehicles and expanding road 
construction in developing countries, the importance of safe road user behaviour is critical 
in these countries. It has been documented that efforts to change road user behaviour in 
developing countries have been hampered by limitations of knowledge, absence of reliable 
estimates of the current level of trauma, and traditionally restrictive views on safe 
behaviours (Ghaffar, 2004; WHO, 2004). This research has offered a first step for 
determining some of the religious and cultural belief-based factors related to risky 
behaviour and to stimulate further research interest in this area. Additional research is 
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clearly needed, seeing that there are several important areas for investigation about which 
we know very little.  
For instance, future research should aim to gain a better understanding of the exact 
nature of these beliefs for each culture as well as their fundamental bases, and to study the 
possibilities of integrating them into prevention strategies (Kouabenan, 1998). The 
research findings presented here suggest further potential for studying the impact of 
fatalistic, superstitious, religious and cultural beliefs in developed societies also. Advances 
in the field of cross-cultural road safety research could benefit from examining such beliefs 
in different countries. This is an important issue to consider because there are many people 
from developing countries who migrate to, reside in and use the roads in developed 
countries. Australia is a good example of a country where many citizens are originally 
from other countries, cultures and religions, some of whom may hold beliefs similar to 
those illustrated by this research project. Further research is required to investigate the 
extent of the influence and impact of such beliefs in developed countries.  
Another issue that needs further investigation is that of whether people with a 
religious affiliation are more or less fatalistic than those without. It has previously been 
demonstrated that religion can influence the explanation of road crashes through the use of 
mystical practices (Kouabenan, 1998). The current study was conducted in a country that 
has strong Islamic affiliations although a small number of non-Muslims were included in 
the participant sample. In future, it is recommended that religiosity and religious affiliation 
be included in cross-cultural research endeavours. In addition, the link between education 
and fatalism is not as clear as was anticipated from reviewing the literature. The current 
findings suggested that people with high levels of formal education also espoused 
fatalistic, superstitious and other non-scientifically based beliefs about road safety. 
Therefore, more research is needed to investigate why the education system in Pakistan 
has apparently failed to dispel such beliefs with regard to them being an obstacle to 
promoting preventive health behaviours on the road. Such research may help to provide 
strategies to address these apparent shortcomings of the current education system.  
 The findings also signal a need to examine the social and environmental factors 
which are potentially affecting driving behaviour and the attribution of road crashes to 
non-scientific means (e.g., attributing a crash to black magic or evil eye). In this context, 
there are factors yet to be unravelled in connection with road safety and many gaps in 
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knowledge that need to be filled through more research. These factors include but are not 
limited to enforcement, education, the political system and allocation of resources, 
religious teachings, socio-economic status, gender and cultural background. These areas 
linked with religious and cultural beliefs require further investigation to provide the 
information and necessary tools to tackle current challenges in many developing countries 
and particularly in Pakistan. 
One of the main themes arising from the current research is that people trust in 
traditional or non-scientific methods to combat road crashes (e.g., placing holy verses on 
vehicles and the use of amulets, charms). There needs to be a change of direction from 
adopting such non-scientific approaches towards the adoption of more scientifically-based 
protective behaviours such as the use of seat belts and helmets. More research is needed to 
better understand the basis of non-scientific measures so that appropriate education 
measures and prevention strategies can be developed. Longitudinal studies that examine 
the environmental, social, and economic circumstances in which interventions are likely to 
fail or succeed are also seen as important (Montgomery & Elimelech, 2007). 
  8.5  Conclusion 
 
It is well documented that attention to all aspects of the safe systems approach to 
road safety is recognised as vital if harm from road crashes is to be reduced in the world 
(OECD, 2008). In developing countries especially, attention and resources are required in 
order to improve things such as vehicle roadworthiness and poor road infrastructure. 
However, attention to human factors is also critical. This research has highlighted a range 
of issues relating to religious and cultural beliefs and practices in Pakistan that pose threats 
to the safety of all those who use the road in that country. It has been noted by others that 
cultures differ in how they view the significance of phenomena such as supernatural forces 
and religious practices, including fate (Risen and Gilovich, 2008). All societies have some 
elements of fatalism, although it is put into practice differently (Girasek, 2001; Leplat, 
1983; Norenzayan and Lee, 2010). From the perspective of developed countries like 
Australia, human error is acknowledged as an inevitable part of the safe systems approach. 
This acknowledgement highlights the need to focus on improving ‘controllable’ factors 
such as vehicles and roads, as well as on road user behaviours and attitudes. This research 
project has provided an introductory step in addressing the behaviours and attitudes of road 
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users and those who provide road safety policy in Pakistan, specifically with respect to 
fatalism, superstitions, religious and cultural beliefs and practices.  
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Appendix 1 
 
Interview Guide Prompt Questions 
 
1) Why do you think so many fatalities are occurring on our roads? 
2) Why do you think road crashes happen? 
3) Do you think road deaths or injuries can be prevented? (probe for reason) 
4) Have you ever been involved in a road crash? (If yes, ask next 3 sub questions) 
a) How many times? 
b) Did a violation contribute to the road crash? 
c) Could you have avoided this crash or could it have been avoided? (Prompt with 
examples, such as wearing seat belts, obeying the speed limits) 
5) Do you think if we use safety rules we can minimize road crashes? 
6) Do you follow traffic rules? (If ‘yes’, ask question 6a. If ‘no’, ask ‘why not’) 
a) Do you follow them voluntarily or due to the fear of being fined? 
b) Do you speed/ drive fatigued/ drive without a seat belt? 
c) if you drive fast or while fatigued do you think this  increases your  crash risk?  
7) Do you think road crashes are bound to happen? or can we stop them? (probe for 
reasoning) 
8) How do you think we can reduce the road crash rate? 
9) Who is responsible for road crashes? 
10) Why are some people involved in road crashes and some are not? Why do you say 
that? 
11) Do you think that people who drive safely are less likely to be involved in road 
crashes? 
12) Is there anything about your driving that gives you a higher risk of crashing? 
13) Do you think all things are decided for us, like death or injury, no matter what 
actions are taken? (probe for reasoning) 
14) How many of your fellow drivers that you know have been involved in a road 
crash? 
15) Why do you think the road crash fatality rate in developed countries like USA, 
Australia, and UK is less than the rate in developing countries like Pakistan? 
16) Will the prevailing road crash situation in Pakistan continue?  Why?  
17) Does “Qismat” (fate) play a role in road crashes? (probe for additional information 
on beliefs). 
18) Thinking about road crashes you have been involved in, why do you think they 
happened?  
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Appendix 2 
 
 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION for QUT RESEARCH PROJECT 
Beliefs regarding risky road use behaviour in Pakistan 
Queensland University of Technology Research Team Contacts, Australia 
Ahsan Ul Haq Kayani  Dr. Mark King  Judy Fleiter 
CARRS‐Q  CARRS‐Q  CARRS‐Q 
Aust: +61 7 3138 4679 
Pak: +92 321 9414060 
+61 7 3138 4546  +61 7 3138 4751 
ahsan.kayani@qut.edu.au   mark.king@qut.edu.au  j.fleiter@qut.edu.au  
Description 
This project  is being undertaken as part of Masters Project for Ahsan Ul Haq Kayani.   The purpose of this 
project is to explore the beliefs of Pakistani road users about risky road use behaviours, their awareness of 
risk and consequences, and  their beliefs about  their own contribution  to and  responsibility  for  risk. This 
research will  also  develop  a  better  understanding  of  issues  relating  to  road  safety.  The  research  team 
requests your assistance because you drive regularly in Pakistan. 
Participation 
Your participation in this project is voluntary. If you do agree to participate, you can withdraw from participation 
at any time during the project without comment or penalty. Your decision to participate will in no way impact 
upon your current or future relationship with QUT (for example your grades). Your participation will involve an 
interview at an agreed location, and will take approximately 40 to 60 minutes. Questions will be about your 
typical driving and why you drive that way. 
Expected benefits 
It is expected that this project will not have any direct benefit for you. However, it may benefit Pakistan drivers 
in the long term by contributing to a better understanding of driver behavior. 
Risks 
There are no risks beyond normal day‐to‐day living associated with your participation in this project. 
Confidentiality 
All comments and responses are anonymous and will be treated confidentially.  The names of individual persons 
are not required in any of the responses.  The interviews will be recorded; however, the recordings will be 
destroyed after the contents have been transcribed. Only the research team will have access to the audio 
and transcripts. 
Consent to Participate 
Due to the nature of the project a verbal consent mechanism will be used. 
Questions / further information about the project 
Please contact the researcher team members named above to have any questions answered or if you require 
further information about the project. 
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Concerns / complaints regarding the conduct of the project 
QUT is committed to researcher integrity and the ethical conduct of research projects.  However, if you do have 
any concerns or complaints about the ethical conduct of the project you may contact the QUT Research Ethics 
Officer on +61 7 3138 5123 or email ethicscontact@qut.edu.au. The Research Ethics Officer is not connected with the 
research project and can facilitate a resolution to your concern in an impartial manner. 
 
Thank you for helping with this research project.  Please keep this sheet for your 
information. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
